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Sharon:

No deal if

it’s ‘make-
believe’

portfolio
SARAH HONIG

LIKUD MK Ariel Sharon said
Friday night that he would not
join the government if the

• Infrastructure Ministry to be cre-
mated for him was “a make-
believe" portfolio.

“I hope that the promises made
to the public are kept better than
the ones that were made to me,"
Sharon told Channel 1

.

No progress was made on the
Sharon matter over the weekend,
and Likud insiders doubt the pre-
dictions coming from the camp of
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu that the new portfolio
will be all sewn-up by the week-
end.

Likud insiders say there is no
way Netanyahu can force his
coalition partners to yield signifi-

cant chunks of their ministries in

order to form Sharon’s new super-
portfolio. Significant contribu-
tions are necessary from the
Agriculture, Transportation,
Energy and Housing portfolios to

create the new ministry, and none
of the ministers in question is

willing to make even minor con-
cessions.

The most Netanyahu might be
able to come up with, insiders say,

is a few crumbs from the Prime
Minister's Office, which are sure
to fail to meet Sharon’s expecta-
tions.

Sharon told Channel 1 ’s Friday

news magazine that “it is not pre-

ordained from above that I must

,

be a minister. If it so transpires

that I can’t serve in the govern-

ment, then I will serve as an MK,
preferably hi the Knesset Foreign
Affairs and Defense Committee,
assuming ofcourse that I am cho-__

sen for that committee: ! wifl nqi \
be a minister in name only ifthere

is nothing which I can actually dp
and actually contribute thereby."

This was Sharon’s first public

pronouncement on the portfolio

matter. He had kept mum ever

since the government was formed
and had kept to himself on his

Negev ranch. He did nor even

leave to attend the Thursday night

Habad rally to which he was
invited, and where he was eagerly

awaited.

The very fact that Netanyahu

had relegated the entire matter to

Justice Minister Ya’acov

Ne’eman does not bode well for

Sharon’s chances to eventually

find himself at the head of a new
ministry, Likud insiders say.

Ne’eman is supposed to be

influential with the religious par-

ties, which do not want to sacri-

-j5ee any clout by letting Sharon

-tike a bite out of their ministries,

abd he is also supposed to solve

the legal complications. However,

it is noted that he doesn’t have the

final authority to make demands
of coalition partners and to apply

pressure to anyone.

The brief which Sharon had pre-

pared on what he expects the new
(Continued on Page 2")

Summit rejects Syrian demands
Arabs won’t freeze ties

with Israel; call on
Likud to uphold Oslo

STEVE RODAN
CAIRO

Jordan’s King Hussein (I), Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak (c), and Syrian President Haffez Assad meet in Cairo on Friday. The
• meeting was the first between Hussein and Assad since Jordan signed a peace agreement with Israel in 1994. (Renter)

Golan panel slams Levy’s willingness

to compromise with Syria
THE Golan Residents Committee
yesterday sharply criticized

Foreign Minister David Levy for

expressing willingness to reach a
compromise, with Syria on the

Golan in return for a peace accord

between die two countries.

Levy, who made the comments
..in interviews on bofe_ television
chai^Is‘Fna^nig^;^fa

:

be dW
not rale out the possibility of the

two sides meeting mid-way in die

interests of peace. .

“I believe that if peace serves

both sides and they regard it as a
primary interest, they will talk and
meet halfway," Levy stud, referring

to Syria in an interview with

Channel 2.

Asked about the possibility of a

Golan compromise, he replied: “At

a certain stage, and only if we
achieve peace."

Levy said Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu’s govern-

ment would have no choice but to

have a dialogue with Arafat.

“He [Arafat] was elected [as

Palestinian president]. There is a

Palestinian Authority and we
intend to advance toward peace and

we will talk with him," he said.

Asked if he would be the first

member of the government to

shake Arafat’s hand. Levy said: “1

suppose so - if the other side car-

ries out its commitments. We have

no other partner."

Golan Residents Committee

spokesman Uri Heitner said Levy’s

comments were a “bad omen
regarding the intentions of the new

government."
“The Golan in its entirety is an

DAVID RUDGE and news agencies

integral pan of the state. Any show
of willingness to concede any pan
of it encourages Syrian aggressive-

ness and undermines Israel's poli-

cies,” said Heitner.

“The prime minister, who
received a mandate from the elec-

torate"to preserve die -Golan;! must
immediately make it clear whether

the comments of the foreign minis-

ter express the policies of the new
government.

.

“We are not prepared to accept a
continuation of policies that create

uncertainty over the future of the

Golan, as if it is some kind of mer-
chandise.

“We want a clear statement from
the government that the Golan has

the same status as the Galilee,

Jerusalem, Haifa and Tel Aviv and
that there will be no compromise
and no concessions. After what the

residents have been through in the

past four years, they won't accept

another situation which casts a

question marie over their existence

<xi die Golan.”

Heitner said the residents had
proved their ability to fight against

concessionary policies regarding

the Golan and would do so again if

it proved necessary.

He noted that the Third Way
Party would within three months

submit a bill to the Knesset to

amend the Golan Law, under which

a majority of 71 MKs and over 50
per cent of the electorate in a refer-

endum would be needed to make
any changes in the current status of

the Golan.

“We expea all those parties,

including the Likud, Tsoroet, the

NRP, Shas, Moledet and United

Torah Judaism, who voted for the

bill in the last Knesset, to do so

when it is presented, now that they

.have the majority in the present

said Heitner. * v . .-r

Agriculture and Environment
Minister Rafael Eitan disputed
Levy’s statements.

"I don’t think we must compro-
mise or have with what to compro-
mise on fee Golan Heights," he told

Israel Radio. "The government has

stated feat the Golan Heights is

vital to our interests and we will not

go down from the Golan Heights."

Levy, however, did receive sup-

port for his comments from other

residents of the Golan belonging to

the Derech Le’Shalom movement.
Yigal Kipniss, fee movement’s

founder and leader, said Levy had
correctly identified die main pnaljt-

lem in fee peace process wife

Syria.

He said Levy’s comments would
help overcome Syrian concern

regarding the seriousness of

Israel’s intention to hold real nego-

tiations - on the basis of territory

for peace.

Kipniss stressed feat all Golan
residents would applaud Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu's

negotiating prowess ifhe were able

to implement his promises to

achieve a '“peace-for-peace”

accord.

“If, however, in the course of fee
negotiations it becomes clear that

there will have to be some compro-
mises and concessions in return for

a peace accord feat is in the inter-

ests of fee state, then I think the

majority of residents on the Golan
will understand and accept this,"

said Kipniss.

“The name of the game now is to

get fee negotiations started and I

thinkLevy's comments will help in

that respect," he said.

Syria said yesterday feat return-

.

ine Arab lands was fee only way
for peace with Israel and urged the

Arab summit opening in Cairo to

declare feat Israel’s rejection of the

land-for-peace would be unaccept-

able.

Official Syrian media denounced
calls by Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu for peace talks wife

Arabs as baseless gestures which
would only destroy the peace

process.

“The new prime minister

annouced opposition to a
Palestinian stare or entity' and
threatened io renege on fee few
steps achieved on the way of

peace," fee official daily Tishreen

said.

“The talks Netanyahu is demand-
ing are futile, baseless, lead to no
result and ruin fee peace process

because he denies the land-for-

peace principle, backs off from
commitments of fee process...So,

after all this, what is left of fee

peace process?” Tishreen ques-

tioned.

“Arabs did not join the

talks...because they loved negotia-

tions but because they were seek-

ing a just peace.” it said.

Yeltsin kicks off

new campaign trail

US probing reports of
Egypt-N. Korea Scud deal

BREST. Belarus (AP) - Choosing

a patriotic theme for his first trip

of the presidential runoff cam-

paign, Russia’s Boris Yeltsin visit-

ed an important Soviet war memo-

rial yesterday on the anniversary

of the Nazi invasion.

Yeltsin’s stop at fee site of a

destroyed fortress in Brest

appeared aimed at drawing sup-

port from veterans, pensioners and

nationalistic Russians who tend to

back Communist leader Gennady

Zvueanov. _
*Siaie-conirolled Russian

Television, in rare live coverage of

a presidential trip outside Russia,

showed Yeltsin delivering a short

speech and laying a wrath as a

laradv older crowd looked on.

Appearing with him was Belarus

President Alexander Lukashenko,

whose Soviet-era rhetoric ana-

policies have made him popular

with Communis sympathizers.

Two rallies marking fee anmver-

sarv were held yesterday in

Minsk- the capital. One organized

bv Communists and others drew

SiM# Kopfc- and a ledI b>

ami-Lukashenko
£>Pf»»«ondre»

10.000 prossters. Both rallies

min

were peaceful.

Nationalist opposition to

Lukashenko has been growing in

recent months, and past anti-gov-

ernment demonstrations have seen

police crackdowns and violent

clashes.

Brest is located in western

Belarus on what was once the

Soviet Union ’s western border and

for more than a month it resisted

fee Nazi onslaught that began on

June 22, 1941.

In a decree issued this year,

Yeltsin declared that fee date be

honored annually in Russia as the

Official Day of Remembrance and

Mourning.
"Today I am in Brest because

here our great victory began,”

Yeltsin said.

He said he wanted to pay tribute

l0 the defenders, saying their

"endless courage became a^sym-

bol of heroism and strength"

Noting the union treaty signed

between the two countries in

April, he said: “We believe featwe

will be able to revive flourishing

Russia and flourishing Belarus.”

Belarus has asked Russia for

more than 3 trillion rubles ($600

million) to prop up 23 companies,

Yeltsin said, according to the

Interfax news agency. But Russia

is unable to assume such m obhg-

Irion and has asked Betaw lo

trim the list to four or five compa-

nies. the report said.

WASH2NGTON (Reuter) - The
United States said on Friday it is

investigating reports that North

Korea
w
recently supplied Scud

missile materials to Egypt:

Officials said, however, that fee

intelligence community is divided

over what exactly may have taken

place.

They were responding to a story

in the Washington Times based on

a Central Intelligence Agency
report. The newspaper said that

following seven North Korean

shipments of Scud-related materi-

als in March and April, Egypt

could soon begin producing short-

range missiles.

Such a transfer could have

implications for US policy. Egypt,

the second-largest recipient of US

aid, receives about $2 billion

annually from Washington. North

Korea has been promised $4-5 bil-

lion in advanced nuclear technol-

ogy and alternate energy supplies

in a deal with the United States

aimed at ending Pyongyang’s

nuclear program.

State Department spokesman

Nicholas Bums told reporters feat

Washington takes such reports as

fee Scud materials transfer "very

seriously” and “we ’ll look into

this.”
, . .,

But he said he had no idea if

fee reports are true, and at any

rate ‘ we- have not determined fear

feere has been any violation of US

(ami-proliferation) law" that

could require the imposition of
sanctions.

The CIA declined comment,
and other officials were reluctant

to speak about information that is

considered highly classified.

An opportunity to raise fee mat-

ter could arise Wednesday when

US Secretar}- of State Warren
Christopher holds talks with
Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak in Cairo on Middle East
peace efforts and other matters.

In London, meanwhile, a

report in Jane's International

Defense Rex-icw says Israel and
(Continued on Page 2.)

ARAB leaders agreed to shelve

Syria's proposal to downgrade
relations wife Israel until fee

government of Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu demon-
strates progress in the Middle
East talks, officials said last

night.

“There hasn’t been any talk of

freezing normalization with

Israel and there won’! be any
mention of it in the Final com-
munique," Jordan’s Information

Minister Marwan Muasher said.

Egypt also backed away from

Syrian demands for linkage in

normalization with Israel.

“Normalization is a decision

taken by sovereign nations, not a

collective decision," an Egyptian

official said.

Still. Egyptian President Hosni

Mubarak, who opened fee con-

ference. warned that any decision

by fee Neianyahu government to

annul fee commitments of its pre-

decessor would backfire.

“If any party allows itself to

choose what to negotiate and
whai not," Mubarak said, "then

this means feat the other parties

have fee same right, which thus

reverts fee peace process to fee

zero point, or rather totally

destroys it"

Mubarak said the Arabs want to

resume negotiations, and would
stick by their side of all agnee-

ments.

“We do not call for war or vio-

lence." he said. “There isn't

among us anyone who wants to

take the region back to the

destruction of war or fee phase of
no war and no peace."

He said Israel must realize feat

only peace could provide true

security for its citizens and fee

other peoples of fee Middle East.

“Security cannot be realized by
the occupation of land and ignor-

ing others’ rights, not by adopt-

ing the concept of regional

expansion and superiority, not by
the stockpiling of weapons of
mass destruction,” he said.

In Israel. officials of
Netanyahu’s government said

they would have no comment
until the summit is over.

Behind the scenes, Mubarak
has been trying to settle divisions

among fee Arab leaders. He suc-

ceeded in bringing together
Syria's President Hafez Assad
and two Arab leaders wife whom
he has deep differences. King
Hussein of Jordan and PLO chief
Yasser Arafat. (Story, Page 2.)

But Mubarak said “psychologi-
cal obstacles" still divide the 13
heads of state and officials from
eight other Arab League mem-
bers who are attending the sum-
mit.

Jordan’s King Hussein urged
fellow Arab leaders not to over-
react to Netanyahu's election.

“The most recent develop-
ments in the region must not lead

us to panic,” he said yesterday.

According to a text of fee

speech distributed after delivery

to a closed session, fee king said

Arab states viewed the Middle
East peace process as “fee only
available option; that it was fee

only possible means to bring fee

conflict to a just and lasting solu-

tion that can endure."
Hussein told the Arab summit

feat a just peace included Israel’s

full withdrawal from the Golan

Heights and southern Lebanon,
and securing Palestinian legiti-

mate rights “on their national

soil."

The agreement not io link nor-

malization with Israel to progress

in the peace process was a victo-

ry for Jordan. The Hashemite
kingdom lobbied other Arab
states to prevent issuing an ulti-

matum io Israel.

Instead. Jordan formed a coali-

tion with Bahrain and Algeria to

push summit participants to dis-

cuss terrorism. Jordan wanted to

focus on alleged Syrian support

for a recent wave of infiltration

into fee kingdom.
Bahrain demanded a discussion

of alleged Iranian support for

Shi’ite revolutionaries. Algeria

pushed for talks on Arab support

for its fundamentalist opponents.

“There is no terrorism that is

acceptable and another that is

unacceptable.'' Jordan's King
Hussein told fee closed session

of fee summit “There is no ter-

rorism that is legitimate and
another feat is illegitimate.”

All of the delegates applauded.

A Gulf delegate said fee only

exception was feat of Syria,

which sat motionless.

Arab officials said Bahrain
recruited support for Jordan's

position from fee Gulf states.

Algeria brought fee endorsement
from fee Maghreb nations.

A draft summit communique
appeals to fee two original spon-
sors of the peace process - fee

United States and Russia - to

guarantee feat old agreements arc

implemented and feat negotia-

tions continue on the previously

agreed principles.

Bui US President Bill

Clinton’s positive remarks on fee

Netanyahu government's policy

guidelines are likely to disap-

point fee Arab leaders gathered

in Cairo.
”1 am pleased by fee tone

Prime Minister Netanyahu struck

in fee guidelines of fee new gov-

ernment and in our conversation

after fee election last month,"
Clinton told fee London-based
Arabic-language newspaper
Asharq at-Ansar.

Meanwhile, in Florence. Italy,

European leaders attending a sum-
mit yesterday urged a quick resump-

tion of the Middle East peace talks.

’The European Union encourages

all parties ... to re-engage themselves

in the peace process, to respect and

implement folly all the agreements

already readied and to resume nego-

tiations as soon as possible...," the

leaders of the 1 5 EU nations said, in

a draft declaration issued at their

two-day summit
The leaders also condemned ter-

rorism, “and will continue to sup-

port the parties in their fight against

iu its perpetrators and its political,

economic and social causes," the

draft said.

The statement also called on Israel

to lift the closure on the territories,

say'uig. “The European Union rec-

ognizes the serious effects which the

recent bonderclosures are having on
fee Palestinian economy. It

acknowledges the recent partial eas-

ing of fee closure...[But] while rec-

ognizing Israel's security needs: it

encourages Isael to lift completely

the remaining restrictions."

News agencies contributed to

this report.
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Mubarak
brings together

Assad, Hussein
and Arafat

CAIRO (APj - On the sidelines of
the Arab summit. President Hosni

Mubarak brought together bicker-

ing Arab leaders and gained

promises they will try to resolve

their differences.

Shortly before the summit
opened yesterday, Mubarak
arranged a meeting between King
Hussein of Jordan and Syrian

President Hafez Assad. He bought

Assad together with Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat Friday night.

Assad, who favors a comprehen-
sive peace agreement between all

Arab states and Israel, was angered
when Arafat reached an interim

pact in 1993. He also was upset by
Jordan's making peace with Israel

a year later.

Egypt's Middle East News
Agency quoted informed sources

as saying that the three leaders

promised to put aside differences

and end attacks on each other in

their media.

“Both myself and his excellency

President Assad are comfortable

with this meeting," Hussein was
quoted as saying by the Egyptian

news agency. He said that he and

Assad had not overcome all their

differences but added, “we have

made a good start.”

At a news conference later,

Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr
Moussa referred to the Assad-
Hussein session as a very good
meeting. They expressed their

views. It was one of the very posi-

tive developments that have taken

place,” he said.

Arafat aide Nabil Shaath said the

FLO leader's meeting with Assad

meant a reconciliation was near.

But Assad and Arafat have had a

particularly rocky relationship and

were at odds for years before the

PLO’s 1993 pact with Israel.

Mubarak acknowledges that

“psychological obstacles” still

divide the 13 heads of state and

officials from eight other Arab

League members artending the

summit.
The Egyptian president also

made a gesture toward settling his

own country’s dispute with the

Islamic fundamentalist regime in

neighboring Sudan. Egypt has

accused Sudan of supporting

Egyptian Islamic militants and of

orchestrating an unsuccessful

assassination attempt on Mubarak
last year.

Mubarak met Sudanese

President LL-Gen. Omar Hassan

Bashir at the airport when he

arrived Friday, and embraced him.

But the two men appeared dis-

tant as they stood viewing the

honor guard, and they have not

met alone on the sidelines yet.

Mubarak said that the summit’s

main reason was “to work on unit-

ing the Arab fold," but the various

presidents and emirs have a long

list of recriminations to overcome.

Islamic militants urge

Arab leaders to end
peacemaking with Israel

News agencies

HAMAS urged Arab leaders con-

vening in Cairo yesterday to stop

peacemaking with Israel and to

cancel all agreements with it

It also called on the Arab world
to support the “popular resis-

tance" of the Palestinians against

Israel.

The Hamas letter, a copy-of
which was obtained yesterday by
the Associated Press, said

Netanyahu's victory showed that

Israel was ultimately hostile to the

Arab world, and warned Israel

would by to expand its control in

the region. Hamas also warned of
civil war among Palestinians if

Yasser Arafat’s Palestinian

Authority continued its campaign
against Hamas and other militant

groups who violently oppose the

peace process.

“Arab leaders should pressure

the authority of die autonomy to

stop its oppressive measures
which will undermine the unity of
the Palestinian people and will

likely trigger an internal conflict’’

In Damascus, the Islamic Jihad

said yesterday it would continue

armed resistance against Israel

and also urged Arab leaders meet-

ing in Cairo to halt all forms of
normalization with Israel. “We
will not throw our weapons while

our holy Jerusalem is still under
the control of the aggressors who
race to consider it their eternal

united capital,” Islamic Jihad
said.

Gaddafi flouts UN
embargo, flies to

Arab summit
STEVE RODAN

CAIRO

LIBYAN leader Muammar Gaddafi
ignored the UN ban on flights from
Libya and flew to Cairo to attend

the Arab summit.

Airport sources said Gaddafi

flew straight from Tripoli to Cairo
to make the summit's opening ses-

sion, flouting the four-year-old

flight ban imposed by the UN on
Libya for its refusal to hand over

for trial two suspects in the 1988
bombing of a Pan Am jet over

Lockerbie, Scotland. Egypt is the

current president of the UN
Security Council.

Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr
Moussa admitted it had not asked
the UN for permission to allow

Gaddafi to land. “It was too short

notice,” he said.

But he acknowledged that

Gaddafi's arrival was not a surprise

and that Egypt had been in contact

with Libya to ensure its participa-

tion in the summit.
“President Gaddafi is a guest and

member of the Arab League of
nations. So all the other details will

be taken care of,” Moussa added.

Gaddafi confirmed he had flown
straight from Tripoli. “And I will go
back by plane if Egyptian security

lets me," he added, speaking at an

appearance on the staircase of his

Cairo hotel.

“Right controllers at Cairo air-

port were surprised this morning by
the approach from the west, from
Libya, of two planes in spite of the

flight ban," a source in Egypt's civil

aviation authority said.

He declined to say if the flight

controllers asked the two planes,

carrying Gaddafi and his delega-
tion, to turn back. Both planes land-

ed in Cairo.

Gaddafi arrived just three hours
before President Hosni Mubarak
opened the summit. The other 13
visiting heads of state spent Friday
night in Cairo.

In April, Libya flew 115 Moslem
pilgrims to Saudi Arabia, prompt-
ing criticism from the United
Nations Security Council which
called it a “totally unacceptable”
violation of the 1992 flight ban.
The council also reminded mem-

ber states of their obligations “in the

event that Libyan-registered aircraft

land in their territory”.

In his hotel appearance, Gaddafi
said that as far as Libya was con-
cerned, the change ofgovernment in

Israel was irrelevant.

“In west Africa and Libya we
don’t even know the difference
between Likud and Labor. We only
know that Israel is occupying our
land," he said.

News agencies contributed to
this report

Giant of Yiddish film dies at 96
GREAT NECK, New York (AP) - Yiddish filmmaker Joseph Green,
whose movies provided a rare glimpse of Jewish life in Eastern Europe
before the Holocaust, has died. He was 96.

The Polish native, who lost three sisters in the Holocaust, was credit-

ed with bringing Yiddish film to artistic and popular heights in both

Poland and the US before World War IL

His first exposure to the film business was a walk-on role in the first

talking movie. The Jazz Singer with A1 Jolson. He returned to his native

Poland to begin work on his Yiddish films, working feverishly to com-
plete them as the Nazi menace grew.

He produced four films between 1935-39, the last two in a single year.

“For nearly 12 months, we didn't leave the studio - time was running

out,” he said in a 1985 NY Jewish Week interview. “We had to get onto

film as much aspossible of that charming and creative life in Poland."

His first movie, YiddJe with a Fiddle, was a hit in New York and

Poland Despite the Nazi persecution, it was even shown to Jewish audi-

ences in Berlin in 1938.
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Two Palestinian youths set fire to a steamroller near famnn after demonstrations against the building of a bypass road turned vio-
lent on Friday. (Reuter)

IDF probing guards who allowed youths
to torch road-building vehicles at bypass

THE IDF is investigating whether the contrac-

tors responsible for guarding road-building vehi-

cles were negligent, after local youths from the

village of Samoa near Hebron set fire to them on
Friday to protest construction ofa bypass road.

Military sources said that the two guards on
duty should have been armed with automatic

rifles and communication equipment but only

had a single pistol between them.

Youths came from Samoa, some three kilo-

meters from the work site, and began stoning the

vehicles before igniting one with gasoline.

The IDF imposed a curfew on die village and
arrested six youths.

A Fatah leaflet issued in Gaza took up the

protests of the Samoa villagers and sent a mes-
sage to the Arab summit in Cairo from “The

'

Palestinian force of political activists” warning

that land confiscations will not be tolerated.

Some Fatah activists have warned of coopera-

tion between Fatah and Hamas to prevent land

expropriations. On Friday, Prime Minister

JON IMMANUEL

Binyamin Netanyahu, Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai and Foreign Minister David Levy
received briefings from IDF and security offi-

cials on Hebron. They received details concern-

ing the interim agreement with the Palestinians

on redeployment, and their implications. No
decisions were taken at die meeting.

Meanwhile, a group of Israeli journalists vis-

iting Hebron yesterday at the invitation of
Mayor Mustafe Natshe and Gush Shalom leader

Uri Avneiy were prevented by Border Police

from entering the area to remain under IDF con-
troLThe Border Police said they were protecting

the journalists from settlers who did not like

them entering the area on Shabbat
Natshe maintained that the previous govern-

ment had been deceptive during negotiations.

"They promised to open-the gates of the univer-

sity, so they opened the front gates and kept the

university closed," he said.

Nevertheless, what was signed must be
observed, be said. “We refuse any change in

Oslo I or IL We and the government must
respect the signature of the previous govern-
ment”

He said that if die Tomb of the Patriarchs

eventually falls under Palestinian rule then it

should be open to visits from people of all faiths

but as a mosque it should be a place of prayer

only for Moslems. There is no mosque in the

world that is divided between Moslems and oth-

CCS.

There will be 400 Palestinian police in the

85% ofHebron underPalestinian police control,

but unarmed inspectors will be permitted in the

15% under IDF controL The meeting with

Natshe was also attended by Mohammed
Milton, former mayor of nearby Halhoul who
was expelled in !980by then defense minister

Ezer Weizman after Palestinian gunmen shot

dead six settlers outride Beit Hadassah. MUhem
returned recently fromAmman. •

Parents of terror victims ask Ne’eman to

delay further implementation of Oslo accords

US: Israel

it

comply
with

pull-back

deals
HILLEL ICUTTLER

WASHINGTON

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s stated commitment
to honor Israel's agreements dic-

tates that the IDF should with-

draw from Hebron, the State

Department said Friday.

Spokesman Nicholas Bums
called “very significant"

Netanyahu's statement on com-
plying with his predecessors’
agreements.

“Based on that statement, which
is an important and positive state-

ment, we believe that Israel obvi-

ously should carry out - on
Hebron and cm other issues - the

international commitments that it

has made," Bums told reporters.

Based on Netanyahu’s state-

ment Thursday, Bums said, “We
think that you can draw the con-
clusion that Israel intends to ful-

fill that particular commitment
The other‘pan of the statement
was that the partners of Israel

should also fulfill their commit-
ments. We think that’s important
We think that Israel's partners in

the Arab world must also fulfill

their own commitments in these

accords.”

Tf Israel is being called upon to

meet its international commit-
ments. it makes sense and is fair

to assert that Israel’s partners

should meet their commitments."

A senior US official said Friday

that Secretary of State Warren
Christopher's visit to tire region

this week is critical in preparation

for Netanyahu's early-July meet-

ing in Washington with President

Clinton.

Christopher will arrive in Israel

on Tuesday to meet with the new
leadership, and will meet
Wednesday in Cairo with both

President Hosni Mubarak and
PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat
Because ire needs to be in Lyon,

France, at the end of the week for

the G-7 meeting, Christopher's

Middle East swing will be limit-

ed,- but Us July visit will include
Jordan and Syria, the official said.

This is a very Important meet-
ing the president will be holding
with Netanyahu. Wewant to get a
sense from tire new prime minis-

ter the kinds ofissues he wants to

raise, tire approaches he intends to

take, in order to prepare the pres-

ident. These kinds of consulta-

tions are very helpful."

The official also said that the
THE parents of two terror victims

have asked Justice Minister
Ya’acov Ne’eman to delay imple-

menting further stages of the Oslo
accords - including the evacua-

tion of Hebron - until the

Palestinian Authority extradites

the murder suspects to Israel

The parents of Ori Shahor and
Ohad Bachrach, who were killed

by terrorists while hiking in Wadi
Kelt a year ago, made this request

during a meeting with Ne’eman
on Friday.

The two suspects escaped to

Jericho immediately after the

killing, where they were hastily

tried by the PA to forestall an
Israeli extradition request Both
were sentenced to 12 years in

prison.

Under the Oslo accords, the PA
does not have to extradite some-
one who is serving a prison sen-

tence in the autonomous areas.

However, a legal opinion by
Attorney-General Michael Ben-
Yair stated that a trial held delib-

erately to forestall extradition

does not absolve the PA of its

obligation to transfer the suspects

to IsraeL

There is also considerable doubt
as to how much of their sentence

the two will actually serve, since,

according to a Peace Watch
report, almost half the prisoners

sentenced to lengthy terms by the

PA were released within a few
months.
In an interview with Israel

Radio, Dov Shahor noted that

while former justice minister.

David Liba’i had been sympathet-

ic to the families’ demands from a

moral standpoint, and had submit-

ted a formal extradition request

for the suspects, he was political-

(Coatfataed from Page 1)

the United States are looking at a

new way to destroy Scad missiles

using unmanned aircraft

The idea behind the Moab pro-

gram is to intercept tactical ballis-

tic missiles such as Scuds soon

after launch with an air-to-air

missile fired from a pilotless air-

craft flying at high altitude, the

magazine said in its July issue.

“It’s a very, very black pro-

gram," Gifford Beal, the maga-

zine’s editor, told The Associated

Press, referring to Israel’s at-

tempt to keep Moab secret.

Since the 1991 Gulf War., when
Iraq fired Scud missiles at Israel

and Saudi Arabia, Israel and the

US have been trying to improve
their Scud interceptors. The US-
built Patriot missile used then

was widely criticized as

ineffective.

Israel and the US have focused

primarily on the Arrow surface-

to-air missile, which has been de-

signed to shoot down incoming
Scuds at great distance, prefera-

bly over enemy territory.

In Tel Aviv, the Defense Min-

SCUD
istry announced in May that die

US-financed Arrow 2 missile

should be operational by 1998,

and will have “significant defense

capability" by the end of the

decade.

While developing the Arrow
system, Israel has also continued

to research the Moab concept,

Beal said.

The Americans looked at small

missiles being carried unto' the

wings of large unmanned aerial

vehicles. But the program, called

Boost Phase Intercept, was pot

on a back burner last year when
the US Defense Department ran

out of money, he said.

What makes Moab attractive?

“Rather than putting all your

eggs in one basket with one sys-

tem, this is another layer of de-

fense,” Beal said. “You would be
able, in time of crisis, to have

unmanned aerial vehicles on sta-

tion for anywhere from 24 to 48
hours, carrying one or two of
these miarilis; under their wings.
In the event of a Scud being fired,

these would already be up there

and ready to engage," be said-

Moab would also be cheaper,

because the missile is smaller,

does not require its own radar

system, or a separate computer

link to the ground, Beal said.

According to the report in the

magazine, Moab is based on Isra-

el’s Rafael Python 4 air-to-air

missile, which is already in

service.

The missile’s range is 100 kilo-

meters if launched at an altitude

of 50,000 feet and 80 kilometers

from an altitude of 30,000 feet,

the magazine said.

SHARON
(Couthnwd Cram Page 1}

ministry K) encompass was read

over the weekend at the Prime

Minister's Office, and the word is

that “Sharon asks for too much
while the other ministers are

ready to yield far too little.”

Speculation in the Ukod last

night was that Netanyahu will

seek to let the entire matter die

with a whimper, hoping that it

can slowly fade from the public

agenda. The problem is that

Sharon will probably not let it die

easily, although he has little re-

course. It is doubtful that even his

ally Foreign Minister David Levy
will do much to help him, after he
went through the motions of do-

ing so last week.

Sharon outside the government
can be a very awesome opponent
to Netanyahu, and can headline a
very vociferous right-wing oppo-
sition. to any move judged as con-
ciliatory toward the Arabs, such
as in the Hebron issue. Should
that happen, Netanyahu’s life will

not be easy.

EDF arrests four Lebanese in security zone
DAVID RUDGE

IDF troops arrested three Lebanese

civilians and an off-duty policeman

in the security zone on Friday,

according to reports from die region.

The French news agencyAFP said

the fourwere apprehended at a road-

block which was set up in order to

question residents about Hizbullah's

activities in the region.

According to the reports, they

were arrested on the northern

perimeter of the zone, north of the

Beaufort Castle. Tire IDF had no
official comment on the matter.

Last week, a Lebanese journalist

working for AFP was arrested in

Maijayoun and later brought to

Israel for questioning, allegedly on
suspicion of providing information

"

to Hizbullah.

According to reports from the -

region, the man, Ali Dia, was
responsible for filming the roadside

bomb attack in Maijayoun atthe end
of last month in which fourIDF sol-

diers were killed.

Dia, whose arrest wassubsequent-
ly confirmed by the IDF, also works
for Future Television, which is

owned by Lebanese Prime Minister

Rafik Hariri, and for the Beirut daily

As-Sqfir,

ly opposed to delaying implemen-
tation of the accords. Shahor said

he hoped the new government
would feel differently.

Ne’eman promised the families

that he would study the legal

aspects of the issue within the

near future and report on them to

the prime minister. However, he
did not promise to take any spe-

cific action.

US remains engaged with Arab
leaders in an attempt to ensure

their Cairo summit this weekend
produces positive statements
regarding IsraeL

He acknowledged that the

Palestinians have expressed “seri-

ous concern” about Netanyahu's
plans, but said that “at the same
time, there’s been no backing
away.”
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Pope praises German church
opposition to Nazis

PADEREORN. Germany (AP)-Pope John Paul u praised fourGerman church figures vest,,
day for opposing tLN^rbu,did not deliver prepared

claiming the Church
played a broad role in the resis-
tance to Hitler’s regime
The remarks had appeared tocontradict his own German

rh
s5/.ho have said the

Hoh*
d

-

,d not
_,

do enough to

HolocauT"
1 a"d C°n'3emn ,he

Vatican spokesman Joaquin
Navarro- Vails said the full text,
which had been distributed
beforehand to news media, can
be considered an official papal
pronouncement. But he offered
no explanation of why John
Paul skipped that passage at a
Mass before 70,000 people.
Asked why the pope dropped

it, he said “I have no idea."
The pope was setting the

stage for a ceremony today in
Berlin when he will beatify a
priest who died in jail after giv-
ing sermons against persecution
of the Jews, and another priest
who was sent to concentration
camps for expressing regret that
Hitler had not been killed in an
assassination attempt.
The pope also cited two

Germans who were beatified in
1987 - a Jewish woman who
became a nun an died in the
Auschwitz gas chamber, and a
Jesuit priest who survived Nazi
persecution.

He said they were a "sign of
the resistance to the demonical
forces in a world remote from
God."
The Polish-bom pope, speak-

ing at a Mass, dropped the fol-

lowing two paragraphs:
"The four beatified persons

symbolize the many Catholic
women and men who, at the
cost of many and diverse sacri-

fices, rejected National
Socialist tyranny and resisted
the brown ideology.
“They are thus part of the

resistance offered by xhe whole
Church to a system’contemptu-
ous of God and human beings.
And, in the final analysis, they
symbolize many people who,
on the strength of their resis-

tance and sacrifices, succeeded
in keeping alive their trust in
the good in humans and a dif-

ferent and better Germany."
The Catholic church in

Germany says that S.021 priests

were detained for activities

viewed as a threat to the Nazi
regime, 110 died in concentra-

tion camps and 59 were execut-

ed.

But on the eve of the visit.

Rudolf Hammerschmidi, a

spokesman for the German
Catholic Bishops Conference,
acknowledged that (he Church
"did not speak out clearly

against the persecution of Jews
early enough."
John Paul has won praise

from Jews for being the first

pope to visit a synagogue, for

speaking out against anti-

. semitism and for leading ihe

Vatican to officially recognize
Israel.

Speeches for the pope’s 72
foreign trips are generally writ-

ten by local bishops and sent to

the Vatican for review before
going to the pope.
John Paul also omined a non-

controversial passage on the
role of Christianity in the future

of Europe.
The pope’s three-day visit to

Germany has a two-fold mis-
sion: examining German histo-

ry and shoring up a German
church rocked by dissent.

An estimated 70,000 people,
most sitting under colorful

umbrellas, turned out for the

Mass held on an airstrip on a

damp summer morning.

Business as usual for

post-mad cow EU

Judge orders
Unabomber moved

to California
HELENA, Mont. (Reuter) - A
federal judge has ordered
Unabomber suspect Theodore
Kaczynski moved from Montana
to California to face charges that

he carried out four bomb attacks,

rwo of them fatal.

Kaczynski, who appeared ani-

mated at the 20-minute hearing
in US District Court in Helena,

said he had no objection to the

request that he be moved to

Sacramento, where he was
indicted this week on charges

stemming from the Unabomber’s
1 7-year anti-technology cam-
paign of violence.

US marshals in Sacramento
said Kaczynski would arrive

there tomorrow evening on a US
government plane. Security is

expected to be tight.

At the court hearing, US
District Judge Charles 'Eo'Vdll"

also agreed' to a prosecutor's'

request to 'dismiss explosives

charges against Kaczynski in

Montana as a formality to allow

him to be moved to California.

Kaczynski, 54. wearing tan

pants, a green dress shirt and a

beige tweed jacket that he quick-

ly shed, appeared relaxed, smil-

ing and talking with his court-

appointed attorneys. Asked
whether he felt well and whether
he had been treated well, he
responded “yes” in a clear, firm
voice.

The Harvard-educated former
mathematics professor turned

backwoods recluse was arrested

at his small cabin outside

Lincoln, Montana, on April 3.

A federal grand jury in

Sacramento handed up an indict-
• roent on Tuesday formally accus-

ing him for the first time of being

the Unabomber who planted or

mailed 16 bombs that killed three

people and injured 23 between
1978 and 1995.

Usually, the US Marshal's
! Service does'- not reveal details of’

irisoners’ movements in advance.

;ut Mike Nelson, chief deputy

US Marshal in Sacramento, told

reporters that Kaczynski would
be flown to Sacramento tomor-

row aboard a government plane.

Sinn Fein under pressure
after bomb factory find

DUBLIN (Reuter) - Sinn Fein

was under renewed pressure to

break with IRA violence yester-

day alter Irish police uncovered

an IRA arms factory where mor-

tar bombs were being refur-

bished for the IRA war on

Britain.

Irish Prime Minister John

Bruton expressed outrage at the

fact that the find was made at a

time when the Irish Republican

Army’s political wing, Sinn

Fein,’ was saying it was commit-

ted to peaceful meafts of ending

British rule of Northern Ireland.

Opposition leader Mary

Harney urged Bruton's govern-

ment to break all links with Sinn

Fein after the discovery of the

bomb factory south of Dublin,

and the IRA’s bombing of the

English city of Manchester last

weekend:
“As democrats we have a duty

to distance ourselves from those

who move between violence and

peace when they see fit", she

told parliament.

Irish police said they nad

arrested seven people in a raid on

a farm where they uncovered a

bomb factory and a nearby

bunker where aims, including

mortar tubes, were stored.

Security sources said 16 "bar-

rack-buster” homemade
.
IRA

mortar bombs were being refur-

bished at the time.

Three men appeared in a

Dublin court Friday charged

with having 16 improvised mor-

tar bombs containing semtex
plastic explosive, the IRA’s
favored charge.

The factory was uncovered in

the search for the killers of Irish

policeman Jercy McCabe, who
was killed in a botched IRA rob-

bery attempt in the southern

town of Adare two weeks ago.

The murder outraged Irish public

opinion.

Sinn Fein president Gerry

Adams, smarting at pressure

from the government, hit back.

“Others are now asking, what

contribution to rebuilding the

peace process is made by Mr
Bruton’s current .strategy of

attacking the Sinn Fein leader-

ship," he said in a statement.

till opposes reelection

of Boutros-Ghali
Pniinnl W1

3N (Reuter) - The

; insisted yesterday

to oppose Boutros

i’s re-appointment is

-spite the UN chiefs

j*r that Washington

: its mind.

hope that Secretary-

utros-Ghali would

that our decision is

nd we must turn our

identifying another

Our minds will not

d,**
said State

spokesman Nicholas

e issue of the UN

ssor was expected to

: of discussion at the

,>en summit in Lyon,

t week and the

of Southeast Asian

ing in Jakarta in late

n adminsiration, set-

^or dash over who

United Nations into

itury, said it would

Lios-Ghali's
re-elec-

,nd five-year term in

md would use us

Security Council veto if necessary.

But Boutros-Ghali, 73, told

reporters in Bonn: *T still hope

that the United States will change

its position. We still have six

months until the elections.” He

announced he would seek a sec-

ond five-year term after turning

down a US compromise offer for

a one-year extension.

The UN faces its worst crisis in

years, with debts mounting daily,

due mainly to the SI.5 billion the

United States owes.
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NO agreement on fighting unemployment.

Britain" isolated over crime- fighting. Lackluster

talks with Eastern Europe, li w us tuck to business

as usual at the post-beefwar European Union.

The Florence summit cot off to a rip-roaring

saittestciday when the 15 EU leaderwrapped up
u deal to end a crisis over mad cow disease ihui

crippled ELI business for weeks.

The agreement to phase out a bun on 3ritish

beef exports persuaded Prime Minister John
Major to lift his campaign of blocking Union
decisions. But hopes of an immediate outbreak of
European harmony proved premature.

Hours after the deal, was sealed Briiain again

stood alone over plans to set up a pan-European

police unit At least the leaders cobbled together a
compromise that allow s the Europol force to -tan

up, but exempts Britain from key provisions.

A spat over money froze cut spending on a pub-
lic works program’ to cut ihe EL"s 1 > million

strong army of unemployed.
“In Florence, the European Council took note of

lots of things, but decided little." said Kbu>
Haensch, president of the EU’s parliament

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl appeared
urtfazed by the lack of progress.

’In Europe w e go forward step by step, not by

giant strides.” Kohl told reporters after the two-

day. twice-yeariy gathering of EU presidents and
prime ministers.

Other officials wearily acknowledged Britain's

acrimonious beef war with the other 15 nations

had left a hangoxer from which the Union needs

time to reccner.

News agencies

FLORENCE

“Because of the crisis over the mad cow dis-

ease. there’s need for a new impetus and new
mc-menrutn in the European family." Irish Foreign

Minister Dick Spring told reporters.

The Irish set an early the chance to inject some
new ;i:e.

They take over the EU presidency from the

Italians on July 1 and ha\e already called a special

European vainmit for October to cany on work

left undent by the mad cow- tainted Italian stint.

3u*. Prime Minister John Bruton appeared less

than confident that meeting would produce a great

leap forward. 'Tm at pains to lower expecta-

tions.'' he told a news conference. 'We’ll only talk

diver ... reaching a better understanding.''

Tapping the agenda there will be negotiations to

.re-CuT.p the Union's founding treaty in a way to tie

members closer together and streamline the EU
workings before it throws open the doors to new
members from eastern Europe.

The Union say s it will start membership talks

with the leading group of candidates within six

morfvs ofconcluding the overhaul.

The group is expected to include Poland,

Hungary, the Czech Republic together with

Cyprus and Malta They hope to join around the

turn of the century.

As usual, leaders of former Communist candi-

date nations were invited for the second day of the

summit. But such visits are routine now and rarely'

lead to the easterners getting clearer indications of

when exactly they ’ll be allowed in.

“Today brought us closer lo ihe EU - by just

one day." said Hungarian Foreign Minister Lazio

Kovacs.

European Commission President Jacques Sorter

failed yesterday lo persuade EU leaders to put

aside more money for la^ge transport networks, a

key plank in his effort to spurjobs growth.

Samer's "pact of confidence for employment."

a multi-faceted strategy to tackle Europe's high

rate of joblessness, ran into trouble when several

countries resisted the proposed funding for the

project, ar the EL' summit here.

At a final new s conference Santer. acknowledg-

ing it whs regrettable Eli leaders failed to back his

financing plan, expressed satisfaction that the

bulk of his broad initiative was supported.

"We're very' pleased at the fact char the confi-

dence pan enjoyed political support." said Santer.

"I don't think there is any failure at all."

Germany in particular resisted the effort to raise

1.0 billion Ecu i S I -—4 billion; between 1997 and
1999 for priority rail and road networks. The
financing of the Trans- European Networks
(TENs) has lone been a controversial issue for the

EU. with many governments reluctant to commit
more funds to such projects.

Privately. EU officials said the failure to secure

the funds disappointed Santer. worried that too

much attention was being focused on only one
pan of hisjobs program.

The TENs financing plan is one of the few1 areas

of Santer's pact where fresh money is proposed to

tackle Europe's jobs problem.

ELJZVAC7N.

L ROUTE TO IORDAN
From today on, EL AL says "Shalom" to the Kingdom of Jordan...

with a 45-minute flight that is writing a new page of history, as

Israel's national carrier lands in Amman.

For your convenience, choose from one of five weekly

Tel Aviv-Amman-Tel Aviv flights.

Further details are available at all travel agencies or EL AL offices.

The flight schedule is subject to change.

Contact your travel agent today.
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Seoul braces for violence

during Hashimoto visit
•SECURITY was beefed up around
Japan’s embassy in Seoul yesterday

as South Korea braced for violence

during the visit of Japanese Prime
Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto,who is

on a fence-mending mission.

Hashimoto faces protests from

dozens of anti-Japanese groups,
ranging from former Japanese sex

slaves to left-wing students, when
he arrives yesrerday evening.

'Police have been stationed at the

embassy and other areas where we
think students may attack or hold
protests at the time of the Japanese

premier’s visit," a Seoul police offi-

cial said.

The Japanese premier is sched-

uled to hold summit talks with-

.South Korean President Kim
Young-sam on the resort island of
Cheju off the southern tip of the

Korean peninsula.

He is expected to tread lightly

over emotional issues such as a dis-

pute over ownership of a group of
tiny islands and focus instead on
building harmony needed to ensure

.a successful co-hosting of the 2002
World Cup soccer finals.

North Korea will also feature

prominently.

Japan and South Korea werejoint-

ly awarded the World Cup after an

UM YUN-SUK

SEOUL

acrimonious bidding contest that

laid bare decades of hurt and anger

in Korea.

Japan ruled the Korean peninsula

asacolony from 19 1 045. trampling

over local culture and dragging off

tens of thousands of young Korean

women to brothels used by the

Japanese Imperial Army during

World War TWo.
Chi Friday 500 anti-Japanese pro-

testers gathered in a Seoul park near

the Tokyo embassy to demand an

apology from Hashimoto for

Japanese atrocities during colonial

role and official compensation.

Among them were a small group

of former sex slaves, so-called

“comfort women*'.

The protesters threaterred to dis-

rupt the summit
The main opposition National

Congress forNew Politics yesterday

demanded the government press the

comfort women issue.

‘The South Korean government

should ask Japan to repent, ’apolo-

gise and compensate the comfort

women.” a statement said. “Proper

relations between South Korea and

Japan cannot be realised until past

issues are settled”.

Hashimoto's trip to South Korea,

his first since he took office, is

viewed by Seoul officials as largely

symbolic, though in addition to dis-

cussing the World Cup they are like-

ly to coordinate policies on North

Korea.

Japan and South. Korea work

closely with United States on for-

mulating an approach to food aid to

Pyongyang and on ways to entice

North Korea to peace talks.

US President Bill Clinton and

President Kim joindy proposed

peace talks in April. They would
include China and are aimed at

replacing an armistice that ended the

1950-53 Korean War with a lasting

peace arrangement
North Korea has yet to reply.

Sopth Korean media reports said

the comfort women issue would not

be discussed by the two leaders, but

by their foreign ministers.

The domestic Yonhap news
agency quoted an unnamed Seoul

official as saying Foreign Minister

Gong Ro-rayung would tell his

Japanese counterpart Yukihiko
Ikeda that Koreans strongly oppose
a private Japanese fund set up to

compensate comfort women.
(Reuter)

Turkey

coalition

talks stalled
ANKARA* (Reuter) - Coalition

talks that could give Turkey's
powerful Islamists their biggest

government role in the secular

country’s modem history were no
nearer yesterday to filling a nine-

month-old power vacuum.
Turkey, which has tense rela-

tions from neighbours Greece,

Cyprus and Syria, has shied away
from dealings with the outside
world while its leaders score polit-

ical points against each other but

fail to set up a stable government.
Harsh measures that economists

say are needed to improve the ail-

ing economy are also not in sight

Conservative leader Tansu Ciller

asked for more time to debate other

alternatives before taking the

plunge into a government alliance

with the pro-lslamic Welfare Party.

She told Welfare head
Necmettin Erbakan that she would
give him a ‘'clear and definite

answer” to a coalition offer next
Tuesday after consulting with a
left-wing leader.

Former prime minister Ciller,

under increasing pressure from the

secularist establishment for even
considering a pact with the

Islamists, had previously promised
an answer on Thursday.

Whitewater prosecutor to probe

White House on FBI files

WASHINGTON (Reuter) - The Whitewater special

prosecutor has won approval to investigate whether

criminal laws had been broken in the Clinton White

House ’5 obtaining ofconfidential FBI files on promi-

nent Republicans and others.

A US Court of Appeals ordered Whitewater inde-

pendent counsel Kenneth Stare to expand his already

wide-ranging probe to the politically sensitive case

on whether the White House improperly requested

and received hundreds of FBI files.

The court told Scare to focus on any violation of

federal criminal law by Anthony Marceca, a US
Army investigator who worked at the White House
from August 1993 through February 1994 and origi-

nally asked for the FBI background files.

It said Stare should determine whether Marceca, a
temporary White House employee accused of sub-
mitting inaccurate request- forms for the FBI files,

committed a knowing and wilful false statement.

Stare also received the power to investigate

whether any other person engaged in an unlawful
conspiracy, aided in any federal offence, obstructed

justice or made false testimony or statements in con-

nection with the controversy. .

The appeals court said Stare can seek indictments

and prosecute cases if appropriate.

At issue is whether the White House improperly

sought and obtained sensitive FBI files on more than

400 people, including Republicans such as former

Secretary of Stare James Baker and Reagan white

House aide Kenneth Dubersttin.

The special three-judge panel of the appeals court,

which' has authority over ail special prosecutor cases,

acted a day after Attorney General Janet Reno rec-

ommended that Stare cake overtire investigation from

the FBL .

Reno cited a ‘‘political conflict of interest” with the

FBI conducting an investigation of a matter in which

it had been involved.

Reno said Marceca, who worked in .the White

House Office of Personnel Security, requested the

FBI files, asserting the information was needed
because tire individuals required access to the White
House.

Ekeus: Iraq to grant UN
inspectors unrestricted access

BAGHDAD (AP) - Iraq has
agreed to grant UN weapons
inspectors immediate and unre-

stricted access to sites suspected
of housing banned weapons mate-
rial, UN chief arms inspector Rolf
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Together we will continue to realize the dream.

Ekeus said yesterday.

The Iraqi government assures

to secure unconditional, unre-

stricted and immediate access to

all rites the Special Commission
and the IAEA (International

Atomic Energy Agency) wish to

inspect,” Ekeus, a Swedish diplo-

mat. told a news conference held

at the Iraqi Foreign Ministry in

Baghdad.
Ekeus heads the UN Special

Commission in charge of disman-
tling Iraq’s ma$s destruction arse-

nal in compliance
.
with the UN

Security Council resolutions

which ended the 1991 Gulf War
over Kuwait
Addressing tire same news con-

ference, Iraq’s deputy foreign

minister, Riyad al-Qaissi. said: - -

T am glad to say we reached
agreement on' all tint we’ve dis-

cussed (with Ekeus) a joint pro-

gram of action has been readied
with the necessary arrangements
that both sides see to it being a

success,”

Qaissi gave no_details of the

“program of action” but his

announcement and that by Ekeus
signalled tire end of tire latest

standoff between Iraq and UN
weapons inspectors.

Ekeus arrived in Baghdad on
Wsdnesday in a bid to convince
Iraqi authorities to allow his

inspectors research sites suspect-

ed of housing- banned weapons
material.

Iraq last week denied them
access to military rites in and
around Baghdad, saying ' the
inspectors included US army offi-

cers who wanted to spy on its mil-
itary.

The UN Security Council has
demanded that the inspection

teams have unconditional access

to the sites.

The United Nations imposed
crippling economic sanctions on
Iraq following its 1990 invasion

of Kuwait.
The world body will only con-

sider lifting tire sanctions if Iraq

.
destroys its mass destruction arse-

nal, pays war reparations and
accounts for some 600 people

Kuwait says have gone missing

during tire 1990-91 Gulf crisis.

A US-led international coalition

force threw Iraqi forces out of
Kuwait in the Gulf War.

Pentagon probes whether
US troops were exposed
to chemical gas in Iraqir.vjC

WASHINGTON (AP) . - - -The

Pentagon is taking another look at

the chance US soldiers may have

been exposed to chemical gas fol-

lowing the GulfWar
The new study is being conducted

because the United Nations has pro-

vided information indicating an
Iraqi ammunition hanker destroyed
by US troops in March 1991 may
have contained chemical weapons.

Pentagon officials said.

Some 300 to 400 members of the

Army’s 37th Engineering Battalion

from Fort Bragg, North Carolina,

were involved in tire operation at

the postwar demolition of an Iraqi

weapons ' cache- known - as

Kamisiyah depot in southern Iraq,

the officials said

The soldiers were trained special-

ists and did not believe at tire time

that one of the bunkers they were
destroying contained chemical
weapons. Detection equipment they
used before and afterthe demolition

showed no indication of tire pres-

ence of chemical agents, officials

said.

The soldiers were about three

miles (five kilometers) from tire site

when tirebunkerw& detonated and
were not wearing protective cloth-

ing at the time of tire operation; the

officials said.

In a statement. President Clinton

said: “While we have no evidence

today that Americans were exposed

to chemical weapons during the

operation, tins is a very important

issue which we will continue to

investigate thoroughly.”

Up until Friday, US government
officials have repeatedly stated that

they did not have any hard evidence

that soldiers complaining of ail-

- ments in the wake of the GulfWar
were exposed to chemical warfare.

They said drey were going public

with their latest information in the

hopes soldiers involved in tire oper-

ation might provide some assis-

tance to their investigation.

However, tire officials indicated

drat the evidence ofthe presence of
chemical weapons in the bunker
may have been available to UN
officials as far back as 1991. but
somehow was not pursued.

Defense Department spokesman
Kenneth Bacon still insisted “no
evidence” exists that the Iraqis used
chemical weapons during the war,

and no “clinical evidence” exists

that troops were ever exposed to

chemicals.

Bangladesh will have
new government in days

DHAKA(Reuter) -Bangladesh can
expect its new government to be -

appointed in the next two days fol-

iowing acceptance of general elec-

tion results by former prime minis-

ter Begum Khaleda Zia, officials

said yesterday.

Urey said it was almost certain

President Abdur Rahman Biswas
would invite Sheikh Haring leader
ofthe centristAwami League which
won most seats in June 12 elections

to name hergovernment.
“All barriers on die way to

appointing the new administration
have been removed,” said one.
Awami League sources said

.

Hasina, daughter of the country's
slain independence leader Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman, was already dis-

cussing forming a government with
her policy planners.

“Hectic negotiations over the pos-

sible size and shape ofthe new cab-
inet are going on,” one said.

The BNP's decision to join parlia-

ment removed doubts over-whether
Bangladesh could achieve a smooth
transfer ofpower after the poll

The BNP woo 1 16 seats against

146 forAwami League in elections

described by international monitors
as free and mostiy peaceful.
- The League failed to gain an
absolute majority of the 299 seats
declared but tire third-placed Jatiya
Party . of jailed ex-president
Hossain Mohammed Ersbad and
another group have said they will

support it.

African summit to discuss
violence in Burundi

DAR ES SALAAM (AP) -
Tanzanian President Benjamin
Mkapa has called a meeting of
African leaders to review diplo-

matic efforts to stop violence in
Burundi.

The -presidents of Burundi,
Kenya, Rwanda,. Uganda and
Zaire will meet in the northern
town ofArusha today, the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, and
International Cooperation said
yesterday.

Burundi President- Sylvestre
Ntibantunganya was in Tanzania
Friday for preliminary discussions

rtkh Mkapa and formerT
President Julius Nyerere,
tor in the Burundi conflic
The Burundi leader br

hosts on the conflict in Jus
tral African country and p
keep contributing to tl:

process under Nyerere’s
drip, a Tanzanian statemei
Since October 1993. ^

country’s first democ
elected Hutu president w
sinaied by Tutsi array p
era, at least 100,000 peoj
of them civilians, have be
in ethnic violence.
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Newspapers caught in the Web
aiUOY SjFqFL-fTZKQVlf^

benig **« in-ning of the end for p&newspapers, electronicjSS
f®.® Pf^ding a shot in *e arm
forS?"1

* £f I*P« around™
by^fchmg out to new reS

ere via the Internet. So for, ftw^
charging for on-line subscriptions,
hoping instead to becom^S
itabte by seeking advertisers.
With the number of Internet

usere m the tens of milUons and
growing by the day, sending out
news stones, features, columns
and cartoons over telephone lines
is very efficient.

Printing them on expensive
newsprint distributing and deliver-
ing them to a newsstand or a sub-
scriber’s front door is very expen-
sive. Presenting them in an elec-
tronic format and sending them to
readers over the Internet is rela-
tively cheap.

Producing Internet editions of
newspapers is a good way of cap-
turing a younger audience that
feels more comfortable with a
computer mouse than a paper in
their hands. It will also eventually
lead to customized electronic news
packages: subscribers ordering
specific kinds of stories delivered
to their E-mail address instead of a
uniform printed paper to their front
door.

Among the prominent newspa-
pers to have set up Internet editions
are London *s Daily Telegraph, the
Chicago Sun-Times and The
Jerusalem Post, all of them owned
by the Hollinger Group. Each has
gone about it in a different way.
The Electronic Telegraph offers

40 to 50% of its daily paper on
line, completely free, but it

requests that users register their

name, address and various demo-
graphic information.

“This gives us a good picture of
who is out there," says Hugo
Drayton, the Daily Telegraph's
marketing director and publisher

of die Electronic Telegraph edi-

tion.

“We have 250,000 registered

users, and today, J 6,(566 of diem
logged on, accessing a total of
180,000 pages. Two-fifths of the

users are outside the United
Kingdom. The average age is 25 Co

45, about £5% of them men, but
women users are growing."
Drayton says that because so

many of the users are young men,
the most popular articles on foe

service-' refuse to sports, -general

news, crossword puzzles and car-

toons. .* • v*
The Internet edition is attracting

a growing number of advertisers,

whose logos are prominently dis-

played every time the service

comes up. If foe user wishes, he
clicks with his mouse on the ad to

get more information.

“We had initially thought of

charging subscribers, like TheNew
York Tunes, but we decided against

it and to depend ‘on advertisers for

income.

"We're still feeling our way.
Classified advertising is very
promising, but display advertise-

ments are more difficult to obtain.
In the Jong term, there will proba-
bly be a new model."

Initially there were fears that giv-

ing
even some of the articles might

“cannibalize readership of our
printed papen
“However, the opposite has

occurred. New readers, younger
people who never read the paper
before are reading it on the
Internet," explains Drayton.
“Since we offer past material as

well, it also serves as an electronic
archive."

Drayton does not plan soon to
offer sound or video accompani-
ments to stories, as users may not
have enough computer memory
and these extras take longer to

download. But the Electronic
Telegraph does offer many pho-
tographs and other graphic materi-
al to accompany stories.

As for the future of foe newspa-
per printing industry, Drayton said

“one should raver say never; but I
don't foresee printed newspapers
disappearing. Some dungs, such as
customization and searches for

specific information, are easier on-
line, but reading a printed newspa-
per . on the bus or in the
Underground is much more user

friendly."

The Daily Telegraph is also par-

ticipating in an experiment with
foe Israeli company Sdiex, whose
subsidiary Press Point has devel-

oped a system for printing out

newspapers at electronic kiosks
around the world.

Papers could be purchased in

areas difficult to reach by conven-
tional distribution; a customer

‘

would simply order a copy, which
would be printed out in less than

half a minute.

“This could be a good marriage

between foe user-friendliness of
the printed paper and foe applica-

tions of on-line newspapering,”

Drayton concludes.

The Chicago Sun-Times intro-

duced its On-Line edition last

October and has not required users

to register; says Fred Lebolt, foe

paper’s director ofon-line publica-

tions. •

“We decided not to launch a fee-

based system, because at present,

people who use foe Internet are

used to getting information free."

- -Lebolt sayshisoa-linepaper has

been quite successful in getting

advertising from banks, phone
companies, retail chains, computer
businesses and health-care compa-
nies - most of them in the Chicago
area. “Thevast majority ofour on-
line Users are in the US, and our

news focus is mostly domestic."

Since its users are not registered,

Lebolt cannot give an accurate

number ofthem, but the number of

pages accessed, per week is

200,000. As at foe Daily

Telegraph the Chicago Sun-Times

THE JERUSALEM

POST
Netanyahu to present government today

Change in

conversion law

likely to

anger US Jews

has found its electronic edition has
not hurt regular circulation, even
though about 60% of foe paper is

put on line.

Lebolt is optimistic about die

future of newspapers. “One out of
every five of our subscribers

comes from a college or university.

We need to attract younger readers,

and we are doing this by going on
line."

Some of the paper’s most popu-
lar columnists answer on-line

questions from readers, and read-

ers’ letters can be sent by E-mail as
well
He also notes that the paper's

reporters are increasingly gathering

background information over the

Internet. “While not everything on
the Interact can be trusted, experi-

enced reports can assess this, and
not everything said in a face-to-

face interview is true either."

The Jerusalem Post's Internet

Edition, which began last August,

is believed to be foe most popular

Israeli Internet she. With 30 to

40% of the paper’s material on
line, it reaches many tens of thou-

sands of individuals around the

world, with 76% of its users in

Nor* America. “We are consider-

ing foe idea of registering users so

we can get more demographic
information,” says Nina Keren-
David, director of electronic pub-

lishing atfoe Post. *

«

• Use ^heaviest cw weekday^,

wif&;te$so» Shabbat and Sundays,

possibly indicating thatmany users

access it from their workplace, or

that they are observant and do not

use their computer on Shabbat.

T\vo weeks ago, the co-line edi-

tion was expanded and re-

designed; Conext, a company of

youngTel Aviv University comput-

er graduates, carried out the trans-

formation. The Post purchased

from Silicon Graphics a powerful

server that is dedicated only to foe

Internet edition instead ofhaving to

share it

“This is like being located on a
highway, mstead of a small side

street. It greatly speeds up access,"

says Keren-David, “and since

delays in downloading are very
annoying, this is very attractive to

readers."

The re-designed edition offers

news, features, opinion, columns,

and even a weather map with tem-

peratures around foe counny. There
is a special section on foe May 29
elections, with statistics and back-

ground material

Readers' letters can easily be dis-

patched by E-mail, and since E-
mail addresses are included, other

users may directly contact opinion-
ated readers to send their com-
ments.

Users can click on The
Jerusalem Post's shop, from which
books, multimedia and other prod-

ucts can be ordered via credit card

or by mail. There is also an adver-

tising section.

“Some companies think all they

have to do is put up their own
home page on the World Witte

Web, and that people win read it.

But this is not so. The variety of

available material is so great, and
advertisers can be sure their mes-

sage is being seen only on very

popular sites like ours."

A completely new service. is. foe -

r
- Posfs E-Mail Edition. Subscribe^,

f pay$24.95 for six months Aid auto-
' xnaticaffy receive, in foeir electronic

mailbox, six days a week, foe top

dally stories from foe paper in tex-

tual form (without photographs).

“This." says Keren-David, “is a

boon for people who want material

on Israel and the Middle East but

lack the time to search for it.

Eventually, we hope to offer a cus-

tomized electronic newspaper
according to the requests of each

subscriber:”

Microscope sizes up conductivity

Anew type of microscope

that accurately and cheap-

ly provides information on

the conductive properties of sub-

stances in the tiniest sizes, has

been developed by Hebrew
University physicists.

The device, for which its devel-

opers recently won the universi-

ty’s Kaye Prize for Innovative

Research, has been patented by

Yissum, HU’s researcb-and-

development arm. One. of the

most important characteristics of

a material is its electrical con-

ductivity. In the field of micro-

electronics, it is vital to gather

accurate information on conduc-

tivity down to the level of

microns (thousandths of millime-

ters) or even smaller measure-

ments. . .

The new microscope, devel-

oped by Prof. Dan Davidov, Dr.

Michael Golosovsky and there

research student Alexander

Galkin of the Recab Institute of

Physics, already P«wJ»
sizes of 10 microns and is expect-

ed to get down to one micron.

The device was based on foe

near-field microscopy

The microscope’s bead is brought

^mdTsubstancetobeexi^
ined and various waves are

crack through which unguided

waves only a few raiUiffletws

long are passed. These bit the

material (without destroying »t)

SSm to foe device, allowing

i*xnct measurement of the con-

SvioTaKi * c°mPu,er ,hen

p£ejs the daw to wra .t mto

nT'.^wav to get data about
industrial way

conductivity
chips without

grated circuit
was by using

So^lcro^ tot cost

millions of doUars^
e hU

&''£s?3r32*
e^tffessS'hU1®51 commercial-
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izing foe microscope for industri-

al use.

DRYRUN FOR RAGRUT
Pupils facing nuiiriculation

exams need all the help they can

get Now they will get a boost

from a new computer program

aimed at improving foeir skills In

English (four- and five-unit lev-

els), mathematics (three-, four-

and five-unit levels) and Hebrew
language.

Produced by Hed Artzi

Multimedia, the NIS 179 CD-
ROM disk, called Bogtyi 100,

offers 20 to 50 full matriculation

exams in each subject as well as

the complete answers. By giving

the user experience with foe types

of multiple-choice questions' he

will encounter, and checking the

lime it takes him to answer, the

exercises are a dry-run of the real

thing.

The program has a built-in dic-

tionajy and mathematical tools to

help answer the questions. There

are no memory-wasting gimmicks

in foe program, but some humor,

if the user fails to answer most of

the questions correctly (or exits

foe program prematurely), he will

be presented with a color illustra-

tion of his “future": a prisoner

behind bars.

As an additional feature, the

CD-ROM also calculates foe

user’s chances for entering foe

various universities based on his

performance and psychometric

scores, as weD as information on

admissions requirements at foe

various departments.

infant software
Available software for young

children has made it possible for

those still in diapers to enjoy

working on a computer; now
those still breast-feeding may not

be too young to work on the

machine-

Comfy;the Israeli company that

pioneered toddler-friendly hard-

wme and software, has come out

with TUd and Boo, a program for

babies aged 12 to 30 months.

Parents can install the NIS 149

CD-ROM if they already have a

Comfy keyboard, a special device

with large colorful keys that

attaches to the printer port of a PC
and costs NIS 359.

A number of enjoyable pro-

grams have been developed by
Comfy since it first came on the

market about 18 mouths ago. The
new program includes an overlay

placed on the keyboard to supply

new pictures and activities for the

keys. There are three levels of

playing, allowing babies just to

watch or to get actively involved.

The “screenplay" was written

by noted children’s author Datiya

Ben-Dor and uses five characters:

Tiki, aged three; Boo, a bubble;

Oops, a monkey; Yoki a kitten;

and Betty the puppy. Each has its

own personality and reacts when
the user pushes a key.

Ben-Dor says that foe interac-

tive keyboard allowed her to cre-

ate children’s material with a new
dimension. “They learn and are

entertained at the same time" The
keys allow users to learn about foe

pans of the body that come in

pairs, make a static picture come
to life, play hide-and-seek and
guess foe identity of hidden

objects by their sound.

All parents have to do now is

find a high chair suitable for prop-

ping up foeir baby in front of foe

PC

STICKY STAMPS
Will stamp-licking become

obsolete? Within a year, 60 per-

cent ofUS postage stamps will no

longer be linkable; instead, users

will peel them off like stickers

from their shiny backing. Our
own Postal Authority says it has

“not yet begun to think about"

making a transformation of its

stamps, but it will be able to test

the waters with aHanokka stamp,

foe first-ever stamp to be issued

jointly by Israel and the US,

which will be issued in sticker

form.
• At present, nearly 20 percent of

US postage stamps come as

paste-ons. The first commemora-
tive stamp with a peel-off back-

ing was issued on Friday in

Tennessee to mark that state’s

bicentennial.

According to philatelic experts,

stamp collectors tend to oppose
the sticker form because there is

no easy way to mourn individual

self-adhesive stamps in stamp
albums. They would have to labo-

riously cut out foe stamp with its

backing using scissors or buy a
whole sheet. US postal officials

said they may introduce a fine

perforation in the backing to

reduce this problem.
Cigal Galil, foe Postal Authority

spokeswoman, says foe Hanukka
stamp, due out this winter, should

be an interesting experiment.

“We will see whether Israelis

prefer self-adhesive stamps, but

we'll also have to look into foe

pricing question. If it’s much
more expensive, it won’t be prac-

tical."

If the Postal Authority eventual-

ly decides to shift completely to

sticker stamps, at least it won’t

have to make sure, as it did years

ago, that its glue is kosher.

OFFICE ATHOME
Electronic combinations are

becoming foe byword in telecom-

munications. A new telephone
model offered by Panasonic has a

memory that can store up to 25

pages of text, and is also a fax,

answering machine and a photo-

copier that can blow up docu-

ments to twice foeir size. Called

Superphone, the NIS 2,445

machine is only 26.6 x 23 x 9 cen-

timeters and suited for home or

office use.

The phone’s reminder function

informs the user, according to pre-

programming, when an urgent or

important fax is coming in or
when the user has an important

meeting.

It also serves as an alarm clock.

For privacy, faxes and voice mes-
sages can be coded and stored in

die memory and released only
when foe proper code is keyed in.

Ifpressing foe help button to print

out the instructions is not enough,
it comes with a video film show-
ing exactly how to use it

Reliable contraceptive implant

now available here

Asafe, veiy reliable contracep-

tive that must be injected

every force months has been

approved by the Health Ministry

and put on the market. But the

imported product, Depo Proven, is

unlikely to be popular among large

numbers of Israeli women, accord-

ing to a senior Jerusalem gynecolo-

gist

Depo Proven: consists of a hor-

mone that prevents ovulation and is

the same material contained in

Norplant, foe contraceptive product

recently approved for use here and
implanted for several years under

the skin of a woman's upper arm.

However, says Prof. Joseph

Schenker. chief of gynecology and
obstetrics at Hadassah-University
Hospital in Ein Kerera, both hor-

monal contraceptives cause spo-

radic bfeeding in a large percentage

of women who take it Since many
women observe foe ritual purity

laws, this will disrupt their schedule

of going to the ritual bath and limit

the period when sexual relations are

halachicaBy permissible. Depo
Provera’s reliability is slightly

below that of the contraceptive pill,

which prevents pregnancy in 99%
of cases if taken property.

Schenker. commenting on the

release of Depo Provera onto the

local market, mid it offers a number
of benefits: unlike the Pill, h doesn't

have to be taken every day. Since it

doesn’t contain estrogen, it can be

used by women with Wood-cloning

problems, migraine or hypertension

and smokers over foe age of 35.

Women can also become fertile

soon after stopping foe injections. Its

function is not affected by antibi-

otics. diarrhea or vomiting.

However, even ncn-religious

women don’t like the idea of spo-

radic bleeding between menstrua)

periods, and foe average woman is

unlikely to prefer gong to a doctor

far a shot every three months, on an

exact schedule (the injection must

be given during tiie fust five days of

one’s period or five days after a

nursing woman gives birth).

HEALTH SCAN
JUDY SlEGEL-rrZKOVlCH

The drag, approved by the US
Food and Drag Administration, is

manufactured by Pharmacia-
Upjohn and imported by Agis. The
treatment costs less than a regimen

of contraceptive pills. Schenker said

certain groups of Israeli women may
prefer it, but that Depo Provera (as

well as Norplant) is most suited to

women in the Third World for

whom taking The Pill daily is diffi-

cult.

REPAIRING HEARTBURN
BY KEYHOLE

A 51 -year-old Beeisheba woman
has been the first patient at Soroka

Hospital to undergo laparoscopic

surgery to cure heartburn. The
woman, a new immigrant, suffered

from reflux, in which acids from the

stomach rose through her esophagus

and produced a bitter taste in her

mouth and pain in her chest. Her

case was severe, causing extreme

discomfort; drug therapy was
expensive and provided little relief.

In the “keyhole swgwy" tech-

nique, a tiny video camera was
inserted though a small hole in her

abdomen to strengthen the valve

between the stomach and the lower

pan of the esophagus. Aconvention-

al open-abdomen operation would
have required 10 days of hospital-

ization, but the patient was in hospi-

tal for less than three days.

WATCH OUT
FOR SUMMER

Parents are urged to register their

children only in summer camps that

have a business license from the

local authority and are supervised

by tiie Health Ministry. The ministry

says it is responsible for supervising

foe sanitary conditions (food stor-

age, maintenance and toilets) of

licensed summer camps, especially

in overnight camps where cooking

is done.

Each toddler should have his own

plastic basin for “swimming"; a

wading pool should not be used tty

more than one child, as the water is

not circulated, filtered and chlorinat-

ed, posing die danger of bacterial

infection. Summer camps may
make arrangements only wilh swim-

ming pools that have a license and

are under ministry supervision, foe

spokeswoman said.

QUICK WORK
SAVES BABY

A special respirator costing

520,000 was flown in from the US
in three days in a special effort by
Kupat Holim Leumil to save the life

of a four-month-old baby bom to a

Ness Ziona family. The boy, bom
with a rare congenital defect in his

lungs, will require respiration for

.

several years until his lungs are

strong enough for him to be discon-

nected.

Leumil officials contacted the

Newport Medical Institute in

California that makes the device.

Despite several connecting flights,

the delicate device was flown here

quickly without damage:

FATTENING COMPUTERS
Children are getting too fat,

according to Kupat Holim Clalit,

which runs a special diet counseling

service for youngsters in Ktiyar

Shmaryahu. a suburb of Haifa.

Dieticians there say that reduced

physical activity, mare TV watch-

ing and home computer use has

caused many children to eat mote
snacks and soft drinks (a can of

cola, for example, has the equiva-

lent of five teaspoons of sugar).

Bad dietary habits are very

apparent among children who
immigrated from the former Soviet

Union; the diet in their native

country is also not conducive to fit-

ness, but at least they were used to

physical activity. Once they arrive,

they quickly adopt the lazy habits

of native Israelis. Doctors can refer

their young patients to the clinic,

'

whose phone number is (04) 878-

9533.

Bezeq depends on its own power
TELL ME WHY

JUDY S1EGEL-TTZKOV1CH

mes can't work without electricity. How is it
w
possible that telepfumes-fuuctibn even when

-Shape iso totalpowerfailure? Sue, Haifa.

Ronnie"Mdndelbaum of the Bczeq’s spokesman’s

office answers:

Bezeq’s lines use electrical pulses that art very

weak. But since we are not dependent on the Electric

Corporation for our emergency power, phone service

does not go down when there is a power failure.

Bezeq has generators at all its facilities and these go
into operation immediately when foe power fails.

In addition, all large Bezeq facilities have backup
from large batteries that supply enough power for a
few hours, untD a generator can be brought in, or
even as long as 24 hours. Most Bezeq vehicles have

hooks on foe back for puffing generators behind

them. This backup system is found around the world.

In none of the country’s major power failures has

Bezeq's phone service been disrupted.

The veinson a person's hands are blue, but tfa
finger is pricked, the blood comes out red. Wkafs
the explanation? Edward, Partial Gun.
Prof. Avigdor Zelikovsky, head of the vascular

department at Rabin Medical Center-Beilinson
Campus in Petah Ttkva, replies:

Blood in the veins contains less oxygen than that

in arteries. As a result, blood from a pricked finger is

reddish-bluish; arterial blood is a brighter red. In

addition, the color of the veins themselves is some-
what bluish, and that’s the way they look through the

skin.

Does nightfall have any special effect on weath-
er? Does the cooling-off due to lack of sun make it

rain more,for example? Danny, Kiron.

Prof. Avraham Zangvil, a meteorological expert at

the institute for desert research at Ben-Gurion

University in the Negev, answers:

The suit is foe driving force behind all weather

phenomena. Without it, everything would be in a

frozen state at minus 273 degrees. Usually, the diur-

nal (day-night) variations in solar radiation are

linked- with marked variations in temperature and

sometimes in the wind. On foe other hand, foe imme-
diate effect of foe diurnal variations of solar radia-

tion on the structure and the intensity of large-scale

weather systems (such as cyclonic storms) is usual-

ly very small.

The effect of the diurnal temperature and wind
variations is local and may also affect cloud forma-

tion in a limited area. For example, it is well known
that along the Israeli coast there is considerably

more cloudiness on summer mornings than, during

foe day. Another phenomenon is the occasional for-

mation of rain clouds near dawn over the

Mediterranean Sea along the Israeli coast in late faff,

causing local showers and thunderstorms. These

clouds are formed by land-breeze blowing from land

to sea because of the relatively warm sea surface

temperatures.

In some parts of foe American Mid-West, showers

and thunderstorms often occur at night. These are

related to the convergence of moist, southerly winds

from foe Gulf of Mexico with cool, downsloping air

streams from the Rocky Mountains during the night.

And, since sunset marks foe end of surface solar

heating, convective showers that may have devel-

oped during the afternoon because of this heating

during summer (in continental mid-latitudes) will

slop after sunset.

Have you always wondered about the scientific

explanation for ordinary phenomena ? Now you can

get an answer. Mail your question to TELL ME

'

WHY, do Jerusalem Post Science & Technology

ReporterJudy Siegel-Itzkovich, The Jerusalem Post.

FOB 81, 91000 Jerusalem, orfax it to (02) 389527.

Please include your first name and place of resi-

dence. Calls wilt not be accepted.

BE HEALTHY,
WEALTHY and WISE

The home remedies with natural ingredients and touch and scent therapies in

these softcover health guides save you money, while improving your health:

FATIGUE: The Secrets of

Getting Your Energy
Back.

sfegss. dfiJ -i

practical advice. Cedar. 406
pp.JP Price MB 55

MASSAGE THERAPY: A
Practical Introduction to

theTechnique and Its

Benefits.
Massage as a farm ol hofctx:

health care -how to, when to

massage and when it is

contrandcafed- VenntBcxi,

146pp. JP PriceMS 62

The NEW Concise Guide to

HOMEOPATHY: An Introduction to

the Understanding and Use of

Homeopathy, includes hskuy,

NATURAL REMEDIES
A-Z
Alphabetical Bating ol natural

ingredients and their use.

HaraoCoffins, 178 pp.
JP Price NtSSS

CHINESE HERBAL
MEDICINE: A Practical

Guide to the Healing

Power of Herbs.
Yin and yang Imbalance
explained; a presentation of

ttehoBstevtawoftisatfi,
provided tyTredffional

Chinese Medicine as an
aftemafive treatment tor

common aflmerts. Vermffian,

Softcover, 160pp.
JP Price KSW

HEALTH SCENTS
Beeuffiuly lljstratad.

dear directions tor using
fragrant essentia] oils tor

heatfi «nd hoaSn^.

NflUMlKWY]

TEACH YOURSELF
AROMATHERAPY
History, chemistry, storage

and use of essential oils -

physical, emotional and
spsitaal etteds. Hodder &
Stoughton, 202 op.

JP Price MS 55

BATES METHOD: A
Complete Guide to

Improving Eyesight -

Naturally.

The alternative to glasses

andcontact lenses -vision
Improvement through eye

exercises - the Bates

phtosopftyfflfptened.

Vermftnn, 179 pp.
JP Price NIS 62

NATURAL BEAUTY: The
Natural Approach to Skin and
Body Care. Approach, treatments

and exflrtwss tor face and body.

Element. SolteNW, 118 pp.

JP Price NIS 45

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me the following health books:

Title Price

NIS

QflD£R 0V PHONE OH FAX

02-241282
Fax:02-241212

NIS.

NISl.

Mailing in Israel: 1 or 2 books - NIS 4 per book
,

3 or more books - NIS 9 per parcel .

Total,

Enclosed Is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post, or see my credit card details:

[J Visa HISC/MCD U Diners [J AmEx
CO Mn. _ _ _ Exp. __^_„Namn .. —
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WASHINGTON’S determination to

veto Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s bid for

a second term as United Nations sec-

retary-general may have as much to do with

Republican assaults on the UN in a US election

year as anything else. But the fact remains that

the Egyptian diplomat has been less than suc-

cessful in a job that now requires an entirely

new caliber of leader.

Boutros-Ghali’s failure has been a failure of

Job for the girls
.

leadership, pure and simple. A bloated bureau-

cracy, agenda-driven and money-gobbling UN
organizations, inept officials who hold top jobs

not on merit but on the principle the British call

*‘Huggins ’ turn” - all are as a firmly en-

trenched now as when Boutros-Ghali arrived

During the UN 50th anniversary celebrations

last year, Boutros-Ghali complained bitterly to

the media about the little credit the organization

gets for its successes. He cited the pacification

of Cambodia and Mozambique, 20 years of

peace in Cyprus, and the1 efforts that saved

millions in Somalia, Rwanda and Bosnia.

The secretary-general seemed to be missing

an important point The UN’s job is to succeed

-

why else should it exist? Yet by any objective

standards, all those successes he mentioned

were colossal failures. The UN had to scuttle

out of Somalia and Bosnia, leaving one to

anarchy and the other UxNATO, to mention but

two. The UN played no part whatsoever in the

Middle East peace process because its credibil-

ity in the region is so abysmaL
The time has come to turn this “job for the

boys” over to a new breed of leader entirely. By
far the three most promising candidates are

three highly successful women - Irish President

Mary Robinson, Norwegian Prime Minister Gro
Harlem Brundtland and UN High Commission-
er for Refugees Sadako Ogata. Boutros-Ghali
should withdraw gracefully and give the girls a

chance they more than deserve.

Retreat of the mad cows

THE European Union’s long overdue

move to lift its blanket ban on British

beef is to be welcomed, hopefully ending

one of the most ridiculous episodes in the

history of the EU’s self-important bureaucracy.

The Mad Cow saga left more sober observers

wondering whether it was Europe's cows or

commissioners that had taken leave of their

senses.

Hie agreement, reached at the current EU
summit in Florence, has ended three months of

some of the most unseemly squabbling ever

seen in the union. Based on dubious and contra-

dictory scientific evidence - and the inevitable

media attention to a “sexy” story - Brussels

bureaucrats managed to bring the huge Europe-

an beef industry to its knees, destroying public

confidence, and running up a bill for European

taxpayers which will be counted in billions of

dollars.

Not only did theban destroy thebeefindustry
in England, where BSE (bovine spongiform

encephalopathy) first appeared, but it seriously

hurt cattle fanners in totally uncontaminated
countries like Scotland and Ireland .

At the end of it all, Britain agreed to meet

strict sanitary conditions (which it has had in

place from the start) and slaughter more than

100,000 at-risk cattle under monitoring by EU
inspectors. While theEU will allow British beef

products, from young calves to grass-fed cows,

to return to the market, a return to full exporting

will probably take months or years, untQ public

confidence recovers. Britain, in turn, has ended

its arbitrary boycott of EU business.

TheMad Cow issue had threatened to disrupt

a summit which has far more weighty dangers

to consider - such as the critical state of unem-
ployment across the continent, the admission of

new members, and yet another row with Britain

over the move to a single European currency. It

has been no help at all that billions of dollars

that were urgently required to tackle the jobs

crisis bad been diverted to the Mad Cows The
end result was that EU Commission President

Jacques Santer failed to find backing for his

planned united crusade by governments, work-
ers and employers against unemployment With
no more money to spend, die officials passed

the matter on to those ubiquitous Euro subcom-
mittees.

The blow to trust within the union has been

immense. Britain was never the EU’s favorite

member, and the present British government,

aided by a rabid yellow tabloid press, has added

xenophobia to its traditional suspicion of all

things emanating from Brussels.

With the Arab summit convening in Cairo to

draft Arab policies towards Israel’s new gov-
ernment, a strong and united EU could have

been expected to fill the role of buffer and

powerful policy adviser to the Middle East

protagonists. Instead, theEUsummit issued one

of those wishy-washy. “declarations” which
*
‘encourages all parries to re-engage themselves

in the peace process” and devoted almost half

the statement to a classic piece ofIsrael-bashmg

over the closure imposed on the Palestinian

territories. The statement will impress neither

Arab leaders with its spinelessness nor Israelis

with its undercurrents.

The EU compounded suspicions that there is

still more than a whiff ofThirdWorld and Non-
aligned hypocrisy behind its foreign policy by
proceeding to denounce US moves to punish -

foreign companies doing business with the pari-

ah dictatorships and fundamentalist trouble-

makers in Cuba, Iran and Libya.

The summit also marks the dose of Italy’s

period in the presidency and one can only sigh

with relief. Italy’s leadership of the union in the

last six months has been about as effective as its

leadership at home. The next summit is sched-

uled for Dublin in December and the no-non-

sense Irish at least promise a more businesslike

and back-to-reality agenda, with plans to re-

vamp the present shambles and streamline the

bureaucracy before the next dozen candidates

for membership come knocking on the door.

This is Europe, after all, and the least that could

be expected of the union is intelligence, effi-

ciency, and leadership.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ROAD DEATH TOLL

Sir, - The Post is to be congratu-

lated for its editorial of June 12,

“Spend to save lives,” on how to

reduce the road death toll swiftly,

with low-cost and relatively simple

measures. But two comments, one
ethical, the other having to do with

politics, are necessary.

First, ethics. Metuna’s list of pre-

ventive measures aims to reduce the

death toll to undo: 200 before the

year 2000. This is 200 too many. As
the physician who helped prepare

this list, not only can I not tolerate

even one death from road crashes,

but I can put forth the hypothesis
that the epidemic of road deaths can

be eradicated. Since die pathogen
kinetic energy is made by us, we can
create the social and physical envi-

ronment to reduce, disperse and dis-

sipate it - totally, just as smallpox
has been eradicated. Hie first step:

canceling the raised speed limit The
other step: a nationwide network of
speed cameras, building on the Ne-
tanya-Petah Tikva program so bril-

liantly run by Professor Ben-David,

for detecting and deterring high

an industry which runs on cost pins

rather than profit and loss. More
than a year ago, the Road Safety

Authority - then under Otniel

SchneDer - was presented with a

financial projection showing bow to

save lives and make money. Shock-
ingly, h has yet to respond. Worse,
as the State Comptroller reported.

the Ministry of transport squan-

dered more than NIS 100 million on

g
Dlitical appointments and Mr.
chne tier’s worthless TV cam-

And now, politics. Hie title ofthe
editorial “Spend to save lives”

misses the most important practical

point about speed-camera networks.

Hie revenues from ticket fines re-

duced expenditure for other costs

connected with road injury, includ-

ing medical care, will help cover the

cost of the program. We are talking

about investing to save lives and
putting enforcement costs on a self-

sustainable basis.

Right now, the public is subsidiz-

ing the costs of road carnage with
inflated insurance premiums paid to

Schneller's worthless TV cam-
paigns, whose only result was to

make Israel the only Western coun-
try with a 28 percent rise in the
annual road death toll in the last five

years.

At the same rime, the Netanya-
Petah Tikva speed-camera program
ran by Professor Gerald Ben-David,
which reduced death and injury by
some 30 percent over five months, is

in danger of collapse because the
ministry has defaulted on its con-
tractual budgetary obligation to sup-
port the program.

ELMU D. RICHTER, MD,
Head, Betts Injury Prevention

Program

,

Hebrew University - Hadassah
Medical School

Jerusalem.

BARBAROUS MURDER
Sir, - 1 think most readers would

have preferred to see on your front

page of Jane 14 a photo showing
Prime Minister Binyamin Netan-
yahu and his wife Sara paying their

condolence visit to the family of the

two little Ungar orphans, sitting shi-

va, rather than the superfluous pic-

ture of grinning ex-Prime Minister

Peres together with Chief of Staff

Lipkin-Shahak.

Strangely, unlike the Hebrew-lan-
guage newspapers, this time TheJe-
rusalem Post almost completely
played (town this savage, heart-

breaking crime - the cold-blooded

terrorist murder of the young par-

ents, Efrat and Yaren Ungar, by
barbarian “peace partners.”

TRUDY GEFEN
Kixyat Ono.

LITERARY
SUPPLEMENT

Sir, - 1 was delighted, and I am
sure so were many others among
your readers, to find that The Jeru-

salem Post bad decided to publish a
literary supplement In my opinion

this answers a definite need.

ERIC GUTWBJJG
Haifa.

Answer to the critics

AS one of the coauthors of
the law for direct election

of the premier and in my
previous capacity as chairman of
the Knesset Constitution and Law
Committee, which drafted die

law, 1 was heavily involved in

influencing its content and steer-

ing its difficult passage through
the legislative process.

I can say with pride that no other

piece of legislation was weighed
more carefully from every possi-

ble angle.

However, critics of the law'
never bothered to study its history,

rationale, content or structure in
any depth Many didn't even both-

er to read the only thorough rele-

vant piece of research on the sub-
ject,' written by Gideon A)on arid

published a few months ago.

They were hasty in criticizing

the law before the election, and.

they are even more hasty in' criti-

cizing it now. Many of them think -

that their, taste and wishes take

precedence over the true will of
the people.

The main contentions ofthe crit-

ics centered on five main areas.

* The law will bring a dictator to

die Prime Minister's Office.
• The coalition negotiations,

' involving extortion on the pari of
the center parties, will take place
before rather than after elections.

.
• The prime minister will be too

strong; the Knesset too weak.
• The government won’t be able

to function because it will face a
confrontational parliament

• The double vote will move
voters away from the large parties

to the small arid middle-sized par-
ties.

By now everyone realizes that

out of those five allegations, only
die last has materialized.

The. prime minister's coalition

partners know very well that they
have only one alternative, and we
will not have to relive the shame-
ful two months ofcoalition wheel-
ing and dealing that we experi-

enced following thel984 and
1988 elections.

The power and Knesset repre-

sentation of the small parties has
increased significantly. This was
not one of the intentions of those
who created the law. But it would
be highly superficial to assume, as
many politicians in the large par-

ties do, that it all happened only as
a direct result of the change in chit

system of voting.

URIEL LYNN

The two large parties were so
focused on convincing the voters

to support their candidate for

prime minister that they totally

forgot to canvass for their party.

As a matter of fact, many activists

told supporters of other parties to

vote for whichever party, they

chose, as long as they cast their

vote for their candidate for the

premiership.

But it wait much further titan

just not running the right cam-

The law for direct

election isn’t •

perfect - but It's

good enough to:

serve as a model for

other democracies

that need stabilizing

paign. Both large parties took the

voters too much for granted.They
didn't think that, for the sake of
broad;appeal, they needed perhaps
to include authentic candidates
who truly represented the voters.

New immigrants comprisea dis-

tinct body of voton who had no
good reason to vote for either of
the large parties. Hie country’s

Jewish religious population con-
stimtes around 20 percent of the

total, vote, and they also failed to

see why they should vote for

either of the large parties.either of the large parties.

HopeftiUy the large parties wlQ
learn thtfiesson of these last elec-

tions, and work much harder to

attract distinct and separate sec-

tions of the population, whom
they have so far failed to repre-
sent "•

Hus is- good for democracy, if

the large parties want to have
more seats in the next Knesset
they will have to take a more plu-
ralrkic approach.

THE ELECTION results are truly

democratic in the sense that they
reflect the exact division in tire

population. We have to respect
these, results, and cease to assume
that voters will give their votes to'

political parties they really do not

support, andwhicb don’t really,

represent them. . U
The outcome of. the elections

shouldn’t bejudged by the interest

ofone
.
party or another, but rather

by die broad national interest, and
with a view to die future.

The main goals of (he new
basic law for direct election were
achieved almost in full. The next
government will enjoy more sta-

bility. The leverage of the small
parties to extract concessions far

beyond their proportionate share
decreased. We will -no longer
have a situation whereby the
Knesset was an enlarged govern-
ment, and tire government a small

Knesset.

There will be a . very delicate

balance of power between the
Knesset arid the government The
Knesset will be able to bring
down the prime minister; while
the prime minister will have tire

power to -dissolve the Kpesset,
with the approval ofthe president.
But in each case, each side can do
that only by ending its own
tenure.

Hie electrons were a - true
demonstration of democratic val-
ues and democratic decision-mak-
ing. The general pubtiewas mud)
more Involved than in previous
elections. It had muchmorepower
in really shaping and forming the
legislative body and the govern-
ment.

Quantitative partidpation was at

a record high, close to 90 percent
if we count voters abroad. One
must remember the events follow-
ing tire elections of 19154, 1988
and the toppling of the unity gov-
ernment in March 1990 to realize

how democratic tire change really'

is.
;

.
. j

• The new law isn’t' perfect, just
as there is no perfect democratic
system. But we must judge it.

according to these two yardsticks;

Does it adhere to true democratic
values, and does it lead to a work-
able and stable government?

I think die answer is yes in both
cases, and also that this bold
Israeli creation may serve as a
model for other demoexades like.

Italy and India, which sorely need
an element of stability in their sys-~
terns of government

The writer is aformer Likud MK'
and Knesset Law Committee
chairman.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

DAVID FORMAN

ONCE again, as the reli-

gious parties make their

coalition demands. North

‘PROPER PROCEDURES*
Sir,- In your issue a£June 12, the

army isquoted as saying that in spite

of proper procedures, following the

rules, etc., in Lebanon, the “results

were not good.”
This dry understatement high-

lights what, in my view, is the

army’s big problem. Flexibility and
short, sharp, fast response were once
its big advantage. Today, it is so fiiH

of “proper procedures” that it can-

not deal with an irregular, hit-and-

run enemy. It can wily promise

“strong action,” which is more of
the same and is not effective.

The army should rctnm to the

“use brains, not brawn” school of

action and plan unconventional,

more innovative measures and stop

the routine procedures which are.

highly visible and open to attack.

EVE SHORR *** ofnoppy-°,red

V^/ coalition demands. North

American Jewry becomes under-

standably jinery. There can be no

change in the religious status quo.

Diaspora Jews warn.

The leaders of tire battle to

maintain some semblance of reli-

gious .pluralism in Israel are

Reform and Conservative Jews,

who represent close to two mil-

lion Diaspora Jews. However,

their cause may be a case of too

little, too late.

Part of die problem is that

Conservative and Reform Jewry

in the Diaspora preach their mes-

sage of religious equality from a

safe distance. Their aliya record is

dismal, particularly when com-
pared to the much smaller

Orthodox movement
Another problem is that these

Jews seem to rush to the forefront

only in Order to fight for their

right to recognition as an authen-

tic stream within Judaism. Other

issues on the religious/social

agenda barely seem to exist
- This single-mindedness has,

unfortunately, been coupled with

an increasing apathy regarding

Israel on the part of most North
American Jews. As mixed mar-
riage arid assimilation become tire

trademark of North American
Jewry, any Jewish identity main-
tained is defined along religious

tines only.

However, identification with

Israel is propelled by a Jewish self-

definition that includes people,
land, gfafp culture, language and

religion. Exclude one of these ele-

ments from one’s Jewish identity

and a severance between the

Diaspora and Israel isdie outcome.

Hie zeal religious issues facing
Israel today are not the ones that

affect Reform and Conservative

Jews only, but those that affect

die very nature of an enlightened

and equal society. Hie religious

parties’ (tomands go far beyond
the technicalities of returning to

tiie status quo of 1992.

The other day it was reported

that the religious parties want to

have a “Jewish majority” in the
• Knesset to pass laws that will

guarantee fee “Jewish character”

of fee state-Tbey also want to

Omit fee jurisdiction of the High
Court of Justice, leaving matters

pertaining to religious issues

exclusively in fee hands of fee
Orthodox-dominated religious

courts.

Both these demands are clearly

troubling.

But because fee Reform and
Conservative movements abroad

The trouble with

Conservative and
Reform Jewry is that

it can’t see the wood
for the trees

have confined themselves primar-
ily to their own narrow concerns,
they have forfeited any credibility

in speaking ran on these issues -
which, are of far greater religious

significance than whether a
Reform rabbi can perform a mar-
riage in Israel.

_
Yet the latest grumblings com-

ing from the North American.
Reform- and Conservative move-
ments are once again limited to
the rights of their rabbis to be rec-
ognized arid their conversions
validated. So one must look to the
Reform and Conservative move-
ments here for support in combat-
ing the introduction of new reli-

gious laws.

ONE MIGHT expect tbem to have
a lot to say in this area. Bat again
we 'run into a problem because,
like their sister movements abroad.

Reform and Conservative Jews in

Israel have concentrated their

efforts on theirown needs.

And 'while these needs are
essential to a pluralistic society,
they aren't the only ones that need
addressing.

The ascent of fee religious par-

ties in Israel has brought wife it a
.
theology in which the national ego
is projected onto God, and drvine
blessings axe seen to be bestowed
upon one community above all

others. Hie result is a form of
nationalism, fueled by an almn^
messianic exclusiveness which,
first and foremost, would relegate
Christians, Moslems, Druse,
Beduin ami Baha’is to a far more
problematic role in this country
than would fee disenfranchise-

even delegitimation, of
Reform and Conservative Jewry.
(After all. Reform and
Conservative Jews are still pan of
a Jewish majority.)

Hie battle must be enjoined for
fee universal accqatance of all citi-
zens as equals in this country.

If Reform and Conservative
Jewxy, here and abroad, wish, to

fear presence felt, they must
expand their agenda to protect fee
nontc nf*H : j ..

The writer is spokesperson of
Rabbisfor Human Rights,
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Congressional reform on Capitol

By Stephen Glass

When it comes to political reform. Rep.

Pete Hoekstra is a zealot. A successful

entrepreneur, he swears he’ll return to

the fumirure business after a self-imposed 12-year

term limit. In the first of his shoestring cam-

paigns, his house doubled as campaign headquar-

ters, and he hiked between events. He has never

accepted PAC money.

And he proselytizes. Last year, the Michigan

Republican forced the House to allow C-SPAN s

cameras to pan the chambers. For 1 7 years, the

network had not been allowed to move its cam-

eras from a tight focus on whoever was speaking,

allowing members to preach to an empty cham-

ber without looking silly. The change didn’t

exactly endear Hoekstra to his colleagues. House

Speaker Newt Gingrich said members were wor-

ried thar they might get caught on camera “rug-

ging their ears” or “picking their noses.” Thirty

Republicans wrote Gingrich a letter demanding a

return to the old rules. But Newt refused.

Now Hoekstra is at it again, and House

Republicans are newly enraged. In recent weeks.

Hockseras Congressional Reform Task Force has

been purring the finishing touches on a proposal

that some House leaders fear would cripple

incumbent advantage, just as the GOP is crying

to capitalize on it to retain control ofthe House.

While the plan is still secret, staffmembers who

have seen drafts say it calls for the elimination of

political action committees, fines for missed votes

and pension cuts so drastic they would constitute

de fecto term limits.

From the start, the task forces ideas have

been unwelcome. In January, when Hoekstra sur-

veyed House Republicans on the issue ofcongi^

sional reform, 33 percent said if should be the

GOPs lowest priority. One unidentified con-

gressman wrote on the questionnaire. Maybe

Lll be happy ifwe strip ourselves naked, genu-

ilea on the House floor, and sell our children

mr
° 1sut!wMle Hoeksrra has met a chilly

reception from many lawmakers, he, pushed

jhcad with the backing °f Gingrich, who

renortedlv rhinks congressional reform will help

U COP in November and likes it because

Senate or presidential approval. Gingrich has

planned a “Reform Week" in July for votes on

task force recommendations.

Two weeks ago, Gingrich and Majority

Leader Dick Armey said they would sponsor the

ban on donations from PACs. Their pledge

unleashed an internecine revolt. At a GOP Policy

Committee meeting earlier this monch, dozens of

members— including Majority Whip Tom
DeLay, nicknamed “The Hammer" for his aggres-

sive PAC fund-raising tactics— attacked the pro-

posal. Voting for a PAC ban in an election year,

just when lawmakers are going hat in band ro lob-

byists, they argued, would be suicidal. Besides,

PAC money now benefits the GOP dispropor-

tionately. In 1995— an off-election year— PACs
gave Republicans $42 million and Democrats

$25-6 million. “I don’t think you solve the issue

by calling yourself Captain Ahab and dubbing

PACs your Moby Dick,” Kansas Republican Pat

Roberts told The Hill after the meeting.

While most of the squabbling so far has

been over the PAC ban, some of the cask forces

proposals are likely to cause intra-party firestorms

in coming weeks. A recent draft calls for a

Congressional Attendance Reform Act, which

would require members to return their pay for

each day they miss a vote. To verify emergency

medical or family exemptions, representatives

would have to provide notes from family mem-

bers or doctors. “This is like bring in elementary

school,” says one Republican’s chiefof staff.

“Hoekstra is like a super-hall-monitor.”

Hoekstra, who maintains one of the best

attendance records in Congress, has long been

obsessed with absenteeism. In 1994, he filed a

complaint with the Ethics Committee against

Texas Democrat Craig Washington, who had

logged an absentee rate of80 percent, and two

other offenders. Washington was voted out of

office in 1994; the other two retired.

Its precisely that precedenr that worries

Hoeksnas fellow Republicans. Highlighting

absences can only hurt incumbents come

November. “We should have pushed this when we

were in the minority,” the chiefofstaffadded.

“Incumbents are the onlyone with bad attendance

records. Challengers have perfecr attendance.”

Bur here, too, political cover comes from

Gingrich, who hopes to use the attendance act ro

usher in a certain pet reform of his own— a bill

char fines congressmen who file baseless ethics

complaints. This spin-offof“loser pays" tort

reform would allow a bipartisan committee to

fine individual members who file “frivolous”

complaints and charge their offices for the costs.

Gingrich, who was charged with 65 tax violations

(64 were rejected by the Ethics Commictce), has

repeatedly said the ethics process is being abused

for partisan purposes. Iflawmakers squawk at a

new rule that fines them, the attendance reform

bill will deflect arrention away from the contro-

versial ethics reform.

Finally, the task force may suggest denying

members pension increases after their I2ch year,

hoping that this will serve as a kind of term limit

— encouraging them to leave government soon-

er. Minnesota Republican Gil Gutknecht has

already sponsored such a bill. Senior members,

not surprisingly, are grumbling. And GOP big-

wigs fear any pension debate will open up a mat-

ter they’d rather keep shut: Bob Doles generous

retirement package.

The Kansas senator will receive SI 26,000 a

year for his 35 years of service. One Gutknecht

staffer says GOP party officials are pressuring

House leadership to downplay His boss’s bill dur-

ing Reform Week, or to ignore ir altogether.

“Cuts in pensions are widely popular with

the American public and— wonder,— hated in

Congress. They generally die an untimely death,”

says Garry Ruskin at Ralph Naders

Congressional Accountability Project. Indeed,

despite promises made every election season.

Congress has not considered anv pension changes

since 1983.

While some reforms will never go over big

with lawmakers, Hoekstra mighr still wonder why

hes not so popular in the lunchroom these days.

During the 1994 campaign. House GOP leaders

heralded a new eta of citizen-legislators, account-

able as never before to the folks back home. Back

then, they saluted Hoekstra for running against

the Belrway elite. But, while Hockstras message of

austere congressional reform hasn’t changed, the

targets ofhis reform efforts have. And that, of

course, makes all the difference.

Stephen Gloss is an assistant tditor ofTheNew
Republic.

© 1996, The New Republic

Remembering the

O.J. Simpson trial

By Alan Dershowitz
The second anniversary of ihc brutal murders of Nicole

Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman have bmughr considerable

media reflection abour the lessons of rhe O.J. Simpson trial. Those

who believe the verdict was unjusr are calling for reform of the jury

system, while those who deem rhe verdict just continue ro rail

against the media bias which convicted Simpson even before rhe

evidence was in. ?

Lost in the polemical debate is the one reform on which all

concerned citizens should agree; improving the quality of police

investigatory work. Most observers agree that rhe state of California

losr its case as a result of investigatory ineptitude combined with

police testimony that was simply not believable. The jurors—
black and white alike— simply lost faith in rhe police who gath-

ered the evidence and testified about it. .Anise Aschenbach, a white

juror who believed that Simpson was “probably" guilty, also

believed that the police may have tampered with some of the evi-

dence and may have lied. When asked ifshe were sure rhar evidence

had been planted, she gave the following answer: “If we made a

mistake, f would rather it be a mistake on the side ofa persons

innocence than the other way.” This is the correct approach for a

juror to take under the American system of justice, which presumes

the defendants innocence and places a heavy burden of proof on

the prosecution.

In fact, rhe case for police perjury’ and evidence planting in

the Simpson case is quite compelling. The two major items of evi-

dence presented against Simpson were.the socks allegedly found

on the rug in his bedroom, and the glove allegedly found behind

his house. The socks contained the blood of O.J. Simpson and

Nicole Brown: the glove contained blood of Simpson, Brown and

Ronald Goldman.

Evidence

The socks were suspicious from the very beginning, since

they did not show up on the police video of the bedroonVand did

• not appear to have any blood on them when first inventoried by

the police. Only after Detective Philip Van natter carried the O.J.

Simpson blood sample back to Simpsons home did blood show

up on the socks, and that blood conrained maces of EDTA, an

anti-coagulant found in the tube used to carry' Simpsons blood

sample, but nor in the human body. Jurors believed that blood

from the Simpson tube may have been sprinkled on the socks by a

policeman. Indeed, an expert testified that the blood splatter pat-

tern on the socks was more consistent with having been sprinkled

while the socks were lying flat than splattered while the socks were

being worn. Bur the question still remained: How could Nicole

Browns blood have ended up on the socks? Now we have a possi-

ble answer. On June 7, 1996, The Los Angeles Times reported

that Detective Vannatter had “deviated from standard procedure”

by going to the coroners office and picking up blood samples

from Nicole Brown and Ronald Goldman. In ocher words,

Vannatter had in his personal possession the blood of Simpson,

Brown and Goldman.

This may also explain how the blood of all chree were

“found” on the glove. The police testified that the glove was moisc

with blood when it was “found” behind Simpsons house. This

raised eyebrows among some jurors, since there was expert testimo-

ny that it jhe glove had been dropped by Simpson before 1
1
p.m,

on chat dry night, it would not have been moisc when it was found

the next morning. Although the police saw blood on the glove

when it was found, no one knew whose blood ir was until ir was

subsequently tesred. The feet chat Vannatrer had in his personal

possession the blood of each of the people eventually found on the

glove raises new suspicions which call for an outside investigation

of the blood evidence.

In a debate with me on “Larry King Live,” former prosecutor

Vince Bugliosi made the argument that Vannatter would never have

risked “the gas chamber” by testifying falsely in a possible capital

case. But Bugliosi is wrong. Firsr. by the rime Vannarrer testified ar

the trial, it was no longer a capiral case. Second, the Supreme Courr

has ruled thar the Constitution does not permit execution except

for murder, and third, Vannatter testified in “reckless disregard for

the truth,” as even Judge Lance Ito found- Yet, he has not even been

investigated, thus demonstrating that he was never realistically at

risk ofany penalty for his questionable actions.

Dr. Henry Lee, one of the world's leading forensic experts and
himself a police official, concluded thar something was “wrong"

with the blood evidence. The jurors agreed. Even Chrisropher

Darden now acknowledges chat he experienced some -doubts abour

this evidence, as did several other prosecutors.

As we pass the second anniversary of these brutal murders,

all Americans— regardless of their views on Simpson’s guilt or

innocence— should join Together and demand a full and objec-

tive investigation of the police conduct in this case, especially

now that we know that Detective Vannatter had personal posses-

sion of all the crucial- blood samples, in violation of standard

police procedure.

Alan M. Dershowitz is a professor oflaw at Harvard University. His

newest book is “Reasonable Doubts " (Simon & Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Russians make choice for new leader

By Richard Lourie “YY

I
f the Russians done revert to

their rime-honored folkways

— slaughtering each other

in dizzying numbers— they

will hold thdr second democra-

tic presidential election on June

16.

Among the contenders

there’s an Ex, two “Vs” and

two “Zs.” Ex-president

Mikhail Gorbachev. The two

good “Vs”— Grigory

Yavlinsky the reformer and

Yeltsin the president. Plus the

two bad “Z’s,” Vladimir

Zhirinovsky, a Buchanan with

no manners whatsoever, and

Gennadi Zyuganov, the head

of a promising new parry; the

communists.

“X’s”

You can x “Ex” out.

Gorbachev doesn’t have a

chance. Abroad, he is consid-

ered a distinguished statesman.

In Russia he is considered the

Stupidest Man Who Ever Lived.

“The Only Leader in 1,000

Years toTurn Russia from, a

Yeltsin vpJJproba-

bly fee re-electedlfor

the simple reason

that he is both hat-

able and liberal

enough to allow

people to hate him
openly.

Mighty Power into a Beggar

State”— is not really the best of

campaign slogans. Not long ago

one of Gorbachev’s former secu-

rity doubles was mistaken for

his old boss on the streets of

Moscow and roughed up pret-

ty good until things got

straightened out.

Yavlinsky is the yuppie

candidate.— smart, modem,

stiff, a Russian A1 Gore. The

only candidate he’ll beat is

Gorbachev. For many
Russians, Yavlinsky commits

the unforgivable sin of being

right and being boring about

it. Worse, he doesn’t seem like

the kind ofguy you’d want to

have a drink with. To bolster

his image— and his chances

— Yavlinsky is now contem-

plating an alliance with mili-

tary strongman Colonel

Alexander Lebed, a ticket

about as appetizing as running

Woody Allen with Mussolini.

Yeltsin has the blusteiy

bulbousness of the boozer, a mix

of Lyndon B. Johnson and W.C.

Fields. It is true chat the

Russians hate him with a pas-

sion. But the Russians have

never really had the wonderful

opportunity— so often taken

for granted in older democratic

societies— of openly haring

their leader. For a thousand

years, the Russians were ruled by

the hateful likes ofTsar Ivan the

Terrible and Joseph Stalin, and

couldn’t say a word about it;or

else hateful things would be

dpne to them. Now able to hate

todfeir htarts content, the -

’,

!2RBssiah&are^leveling in whar

can only be ailed a Toathc-in.”

Yeltsin will probably be re-

; elected for the simple reason

that he is both tunable and lib-

eral enough to allowpeople to

hate him openly. Yavlinsky is

not interesting enough to be

hateful, while the two “Zs” just

might be hateful enough to sup-

press the free, open, public dis-

play of hatred.

one-eighth Jew probably could-

n’t win die Kremlin. For this

election at least, a vigorous anti-

Semitism inoculates Russia

against fascism.

Communists

But what about Zyuganov

arid the communists— will

they bring back international

tension and bad suits?

Zyuganov, who has some of

Newt Gingrich’s chubby

Kewpie-doll charisma, may

prove to be an anachronism

with a future. A lot of Russians

are nostalgic for the good old

A lot of Russians are

nostalgic for the

good old days when
everybody was poor

but the country was

strong and those

who were stealing .

you blind at least

had the good taste

to do it discreetly.

days when everybody was poop /

but the country was strong and-

those who were stealing you

blind at least had the good

caste to do it discreetly. For

many voters, being an evil

empire is better than being no

empire at all.

What kind ofleader could

ever satisfy such contradictory

needs and desires? It would cake

something that might be impos-

sible even for. Russia— a Tsar

Stalin the Nice.

Zhirinovsky, leader of the

fascists who call themselves che

Liberal Democrats, is a litde

Hitler still in the funny,

Charlie-Chaplin-Great-Dictator

stage. Though popular,*'

Zhirinovsky is also known to be

halfJewish. A halfJew could

never rule Russia, birthplace of

the pogrom. Though these are

more progressive times, even a

Richard Lourie is working on a

novel titled "The Autobiography

ofJoseph Stalin.
"

© 1996, The New Republic
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Coalition finds loophole

in election guidelines
By John Judis

At theJune 1 Virginia Republican con-

vention, somebody handed Ralph

Reed, the executive director of the

Christian Coalition, a sticker for James Miller.

Miller, a socially conservative economist, was

challenging the moderate Sen. John Warner

for the Republican nomination. According to

The Richmond Times Dispatch, Reed slapped

the sticker on his lapel and wore it for a televi-

sion interview.

The next weekend, on the eve of the elec-

tion, the Coalition distributed 750,000 voter

guides, primarily through local churches. While

the Coalition had given Warner a “100 per-

cent" rating in the “1996 Election Year

Edition*
1

of its “Congressional Scorecard," it

tilted the voting guide in Millers direction. It

chose to highlight 10 issues on which Miller

agreed with its position each time, while

Warner had backed it on only two. The coali-

tion omitted, for instance, Warners opposition

to lifting the ban on gays in the military and his

support for banning immigrants infected with

the HrV/aids'virus— two issues that earlier

scorecards had featured.

So the Chrisrian Coalition actively sup-

ported Miller over Warner, right? Not accord-

ing ro Reed, who insisted at the convention

that, “We are not issuing any kind of endorse-

ment, not telling people who to vote for or

how to vote. ” How can he get away with this?

Simple: by exploiting a loophole in the tax

and election guidelines. This loophole has

been created by several recent, eccentric deci-

sions from the U.S. District Court of Maine.

According to these decisions, if an organiza-

tion does not literally state “vote for x,” it ran

escape the laws governing campaign contribu-

tions. And chats exacdy what the Christian

Coalition wants to do.

Since the 1971 passage of the Federal

Election Campaign Act (and its amendment in

1974), the Federal Election Commission

(FEC) and the IRS have drawn a distinction

between “social welfare organizations" such as

Common Cause or the Consumer Federation

ofAmerica, which lobby but do not endorse

candidates, and “political committees,” which

do. Social welfare organizations aren't required

to disclose or limit their contributions— any

individual or business can contribute as much

as they want— but can’t be “organized and

operated primarily for the purpose of direcdy

or indirectly... influencing or attempting to

influence the selection, nomination, election.

or appointment" ofcandidates. That would

make diem a political committee. And political

committees are subject to certain structures:

they can’t accept money directly from business-

es or take more chan $5,000 a year from indi-

viduals, and they must disclose their contribu-

tors to the FEC.

Congress had good reason to make this

distinction. By protecting purely issue-based

organizations from surveillance. Congress safe-

guarded the rights of a company lobbying

against a bill that could drive it out of business

or a civil rights group working to end racial dis-

crimination. By regulating election practices,

on the other hand, Congress sought to discour-

age corruption in elections and to prevent the

wealthy and powerful from determining the

outcome of campaigns simply by outspending

their opponents. When businesses could set up

rives are going to end up voting forJim Miller

because of their concern forJohn Warners lack

ofsupport for Oliver North.’)

As the Chrisrian Coalition sometimes

acknowledges, it operates within the Republican

Party in much the same way the AFL-CIO
operates within the Democratic Party. But there

is one crucial difference. TheAFL-CIO openly

endorses candidates, and its political action

committees operate within the federal election,

laws. The Christian Coalition does not. Reed s

By using churches as vehicles

in its electoral activity, the

Christian Coalition is indi-

rectly using taxpayers to sub-

sidize its political activity.

secret slush funds for candidates, they were lim-

iting the political power, and by extension the

free speech, of ordinary citizens. During the last

two decades, however, groups on both the left

and the right— from labor unions to term lim-

its organizations— have sought to evade this

important distinction.

The Christian Coalition has been a par-

ticularly gross offender. Unlike many single-

issue lobbies, the Christian Coalition is deeply

partisan. While it has cast a friendly eye toward

a few House Democrats, it has taken an active

role within the Republican Party. In several

states, including Iowa and Texas, it dominates

the party's political organization. In Virginia,

for instance, the Coalition has intervened in

intraparty disputes that don't bear direcdy on

issues, but on party leadership. In 1994,

Coalition leaders backed Oliver North over

Miller for the GOP Senate nomination even

though the two candidates' positions on social

issues were indistinguishable. This year, the

Coalition appeared to support Miller mainly

because Warner had backed an independent

Republican candidate against North in the gen-

eral election. (Said Reed in his typical Delphic

style, “Obviously, a lot of religious conserva-

group insists it is not intervening in campaigns

when it clearly is. This has helped produce a

blacklash— evidenced last week when

Republican primary voters chose Warner over

Miller in crushing numbers. The Coalitions

partisanship lends weight to the perception that

its real agenda is not the moral renovation of

America, but its own political empowerment. In

their recent book, Dirty Litde Secrets,

University of Virginia political scientist Larry

Sabato and Wall Street Journal reporter Glenn

Simpson are right on target when they describe

the Coalition as a “powerful, secretly partisan,

unregulated fund-raising machine.”

Moreover, the Coalitions electoral activi-

ties sow distrust of church participation in pol-

itics. Churches are neither social welfare nor

political organizations. As charitable insticu-.

cions, they enjoy governmental subsidies—
contributions to churches are rax-deductible

— and are not supposed to participate in poli-

tics at all. By using churches as vehicles in its

electoral activity, the Christian Coalition is

indirectly using taxpayers to subsidize its polit-

ical activity.

The Coalition could change how it par-

ticipates in politics without abandoning its tax

status and becoming a political committee. It

could follow the example of the AFL-CIO or

Americans for Democratic Action and set up a

separate political action committee chat endors-

es, funds and works for candidates. While that’s

not a perfect solution— organizations can still

ferry money and personnel between their social

welfare and political action sides— it would at

least be a step toward institutional honesty. But

the Coalition would then to have identify its

donors, including businesses. And it would

have to stop using churches as political entre-

pots and ministers as precinct captains. Would

Reed and Coalition Chairman Pat Robertson

be willing to do so? Not likely.

John Judis is a senior editor ofThe New Republic.

© 1 996, The New Republic

American Outlook

Will road to peace

lead back to war?

E
ven before Benjamin Netanyahu has taken office as Israel s

prime minister, some pundits have suggested that the United

States re-evaiuate its long-standing friendship with Israel.

For our part, we congram!ate the people of the Stare of Israel on

a successful, peaceful and democratic election.

It is important for the United States ro cooperate with whatever

government is chosen through a democratic decision by the people of

Israel. Because it remains the only viable democracy in the region and

a staunch American ally, Israel deserves the support of all Americans.

Although much of the rhetoric during Israel's election campaign

focused on die peace process, Netanyahu has pledged that this process

will continue.

The commitment ofAmerica’s Jewish community to stand in

solidarity with the people of Israel at this historic juncture should nor

be—and is not—affected by election results.

William E. Rattner, president

,

Jonathan Levine, Midwest regional director,

American Jewish Committee

Gloomy future

The loss of Shimon Peres as prime minister of Israel is a devas-

tating blow to the Middle East peace process.

Benjamin Netanyahus right-wing views ofexpanding Jewish set-

tlements on occupied Palestinian land and denying Palestinians their -

right ro statehood show no signs of continuing die path to peace.

For all of us who have a vital interest in the Middle East, a dark ;

and gloomy future is imminent with Netanyahu at the helm, and a

long, bitter conflicr eventually will ignite the whole region. It’s a

shame; we were all so close to peace in the Middle East.

Shahad Mohammed,

Chicago, Illinois

Poster boy

Benjamin Netanyahu had barely announced his victory as prime

minister ofIsrael before die news media conferred upon him die ride

of “hard-liner.’*
1

What does that mean? He has repeatedly stated his intention to

honor agreements previously signed between Israel and herArab

neighbors, as well as agreeing ro proceed along the path ofpeace

—

albeit without jeopardizing Israel’s physical security.

The Palestine Liberation Organization s Yasser Arafat, with a his-

tory ofhijackings, taking ofhostages and murder, speaks of possible

renewed “intifada”-style violence if his demands are not met.

Ironically, Arafat seems ro enjoy among journalists a newfound

status as “poster child” for Middle Eastern peace.

Who is the real hard-liner?

David Brochin

Chicago, Illinois

As published in the Letters to the Editor column of che Chicago Sun-

Times, June 14, 1996. Reprinted with permission.

American Outlook

Produced By:

Chicago Sun-Times
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The generation gap in the Middle Ages
.. w 1 W YM1YVtVI£kC

A ccording to Maimonides,

did men should not be

appointed as judges in

Sanhedrin '‘because they are

cruel.” Eunuchs and childless

men shouJd'alsO be disqualified

“because rhey.-.have no compas-
sion.”

Prof. Shuianiit Shahar, of Tel
Aviv University, refers to
Maimonides in her recently pub-
lished study on getting old in the
Middle Ages: Hahoref Ha’oieh
Otanu (“The Winter That Clothes
Us,’

1

published by Dvir, 320 pp.),
though the picture she draws is
based almost entirely on examples
taken from Christian sources.
Medieval man’s average life

span in Western Europe was about
40 years. When the plague raged.

Wewpectancj, would drop 10 28,

Phn;n
teTid,re<1 45 io be old.

who wdC Navarre urged those

d^h^ c
pa£sed 80 "

I0 fof
Erasmus was preparing

feh
d
ht h a

0' 0nd ^'cbelangelo
felt he had reached life’s limit at
4^. Petrarch reminded himself at

mar he was no longer vouna.
and should refrain from chasing
w
f?.
me

,

n ,n order to avoid
ridicule.

Most medieval kings ruled
when they were 20 to 30 years
old. Many acceded to the throne
*“

“““fy because their parents
died early. But there were excep-
tions. Doge Enrico Dandalo
assumed his post in Venice when
he was 85, and several years later

THERE AND THEN
SRAYA SHAPIRO

led the Crusade that captured
Constantinople. Eleanor of
Aquitaine, widowed at 67, saw
her son Richard crowned king of
England, and even negotiated a
spouse for him.

THE NOTION of mandatory
retirement emerged only toward
the end of the 19th century.

Medieval man worked until his

senses gave out. And when he
succumbed to physical disability

he existed on charily.

The Church was supposed to

earmark a third of the contribu-

tions it received for the care of
the needv. The Church urged its

followers Jo give aims to save

their souls From eternal fire.

Suffering ennobled. It brought

man nearer to God.
Given the miseries of old age it

was no wonder that poets

described paradise as a place
where everybody was youne.
Another poets' fallacy was that

rebels were young men opposing
the tyranny of the old. In fact,

says Prof. Shahar, where the age
of the rebels could be ascer-

tained. they were generally adults

of about 40.

Women fared particularly badly
in the Middle Ages. They were
simply not tolerated by society.

especially if they were ugiy - and

poor. The physical transmutation

of the female body was a mystery

which spe.'ied danger.

Particularly ungainly women
were accused of preparing myste-

rious potions ti' arouse Jo-s e - or
prompt death. Here again
Maimonides showed a more
human attitude. Asked at what
age & woman should be consid-

ered old. he replied: When she is

no longer angry a; being
addressed as “old.”

The elderly were often '.varied

of the dangers they faced from
their relatives. One recumnc
warning was net to transfer one's

possessions to children during
one's lifetime. In the original

story of medieval Kin: Lear, his

elder daughters treat him badly,

though he does enjoy an honor-

able existence with the youngest

daughter Cordelia for a number
of years.

Medieval society was full of

tensions, and the tension between
Lhe old and the young was much
more acute than that so often'

observed in Western society

today. The old were relegated to

the fringes of society brutally and
without compassion. And the

young were prone to resent being

kept out of economic and politi-

cal positions.

Indeed, with the exceptions of

mandatory retirement and pen-

sions. little has changed over the

centuries in altitudes caused by
generation gap, observe* Shahar.

puppies

and kittens
HEADS ‘NT TAILS

D'VORA BEN SHAUL

Ti

At left, the poverty and social bleakness of Soweto- At right, the projection of the future, a blacks-oniy dormitory with homes comparable to those of the affluent white suburbs ofJohannesburg.

,
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20 years after its uprising, Soweto begins to prosper

I
T is a sunny Saturday morn-
ing in South Africa’s best-

known black community, and

things are hopping at the

Dobsonville Mall.

Long lines wait at the bank
machines. Shoppers clog super-

market checkout counters and
families buy popcorn at the

triplex cinema.
Over in PirnviHe. another part

of Soweto, a road race winds by

tennis courts behind a new
library. Inside, parents and stu-

dents fill nearly every cubicle

and chair as toddlers play on the

carpet.

“We're busy every day,” head

librarian Tsakane Shiburi says

proudly.

And in Dube, still in Soweto, a

waiter uncorks a bottle of

chardonnay at Wandile’s Place.

Five white customers mix with

30 or so black patrons. Business

cards hang on a wall, imported

beer is on ice, and jazz plays

softly overhead.
“Soweto is a nice place now”

says owner Wandile Ndala.

Soweto exploded onto front

pages 20 years ago today, when

white police gunned down black

schoolchildren, sparking nation-

wide riots that left about 700

people dead. The uprising was a

turning point in the long battle to

overturn apartheid.

To outsiders. South Africa’s

largest township came ro sym-

bolize poverty, repression and

mob violence. But the image of a

vast teeming shantytown beside

Johannesburg was never fair.

Soweto was the nations most

middle-class black community.

“Soweto is not a slum!” Sophie

Masite, the newly elected black

mayor of Soweto and downtown

Johannesburg, said indignantly.

*Tt‘s a vibrant city. And

changing very fast.”

The changes, due in pa«

aovemment subsidies, go

beyond the first mall and yuppie

bar. Garbage trucks now pg
newly paved streets. Traffic

street lamps and stop

have been erected.

‘•V. 1 L\

Cricket is . suddenly: popular,:-

although a basketball league is

’growing fast

Enos Mafokate has even start-

ed Soweto’s first riding acade-

my. Each afternoon and week-

end. two dozen ' children and
teenagers practice show-jumping
on donated, horses and vie to

compete in regional champi-
onships.

The housing backlog is still

severe, but 1,700 new bunga-
lows are being built in Protea

Glen, creating a pleasant, if

crowded, suburb of red-brick

houses with tile roofs, freshly

turfed lawns and white lace cur-

tains.

To be sure, much of Soweto
remains poor, or at least much
poorer than most of South

Africa’s white communities.

wimrefswimming pools and lush

parks are tJhe rule. The windows
of M.D. Brokers & Estates, for

example, are filled with photos

of traditional Soweto “match-
box” houses for sale. Most have
outside toilets.

Horse-drawn carts sell deliver

coal to most homes, and a gray
haze from countless fires chokes
the air on cold winter days. The
only BMW dealer has closed for

lack of buyers. And Soweto's
first bookstore is struggling to

make ends meet.

The rent is very high. So is

Soweto's unemployment
above 40 percent. Schools are in

.such short supply that many
children travel 15 kilometers

each day to attend class. More
clinics, tarred roads, telephones,

parks and playgrounds are need-

Soweto designed as ghetto for blacks

SOWETO is not some ancient Zulu or Xhosa word, a link to a

proud past. The name was coined by white officials in the 1930s as

an acronym for South West Townships, the giant ghetto they built

for blacks. .

Blacks worked for whiles in mines, factories or in nearby

Johannesburg but were forced to live in segregated areas without

running water, electricity or other amenities. The sprawling suburb

soon dwarfed Johannesburg, but it didn't appear on maps until

recently. Most streets still have no names.

Estimates of Greater Soweto’s population today usually range

from three to five million. The first official census will begin in

October but several recent academic studies have concluded that

Soweto is considerably smaller, with fewer than 1.5 million people.

(Los Angeles Tlraesj

ed. And as elsewhere in South ,

Africa, crime is pervasive and
terrifying.

But vicious taxi wars, in

which rival owners gunned
down passengers and each other

to control lucrative routes, have

eased.

So have deadly factional

anacks from workers* barracks

known as hostels. Community
groups work with police, and
witnesses who cooperate are no
longer burned alive as traitors.

“People are more tolerant

now,” said Tebogo Pooe. man-
ager of Soweto Community
Radio, one of two local stations

that began broadcasting last

year. “Everything has calmed
down. It’s amazing.”
Under apartheid, for example,

blacks couldn't own property

here. Now nearly half the fami-

lies surveyed owned their resi-

dences. About 95 percent of

homes have access to clean
water, although some used out-

door taps, and 92 percent have
electricity.

The apartheid rulers did their

best to keep Soweto poor and to

divide black ethnic groups. But
Soweto instead became a multi-

cultural melting pot- with many
residents speaking five or six

African languages as well as

English and Afrikaans.

Language was rhe issue in

1976 when hard-line apartheid

officials ordered that Afrikaans,

spoken by the ruling white

minority, be the medium of
instruction in black schools.

Students and teachers angrily

resisted’

“It was an attempt to subdue
us, to alienate us from our cul-

ture. our symbols, our lan-

guage.” said Murphy Morobe, a

prominent student leader then

and a senior government official

now.
But a peaceful march by sev-

eral thousand students turned

tragic when nervous police sud-

denly began shooting.

Newspapers around the world
published the photo of a fellow

student carrying Hector
Petersen’s body as his sister,

Antoinette, ran screaming
alongside.

“We were just kids,”

Antoinette Silhoie. now 36,

recalled recently - the memory

still raw after two decades.

“How could they open fire? I

just don’t understand. How
could they kill children?”
Stone-throwing mobs burned

hundreds of cars and buildings.

Riots soon spread to 160 other

townships. Hundreds were
killed, thousands arrested. As
the crackdown intensified, the

struggle shifted from a chil-

dren's crusade to a mass move-
ment to end white rule

South Africa was never the

same. “People were saying,

‘This is the end of the world,’

community activist Emmanuel
Tseleli said, recalling the sight

of Soweto in flames.

“But we felt. ‘No. this is the

beginning.’ And we were right.”

(Los Angeles Times)

IHE five-year-old dog that

lived with a family I know
died last week of parvo

virus. This disease can be prevent-

ed by vaccination. But since they

only got the bitch when she was a

couple of years old the family

never had her vaccinated against

what they considered as “puppy
diseases.” They were sure that an

older dog would be immune.
Unfortunately this is simply not

the case. While it is true thai pup-
pies are more susceptible to dis-

temper. canine hepatitis and the

parvo virus, they do not become
immune, and the fact that a dog
has lived several years without

contracting any of these three

viruses does not give any guaran-

tee that it never will. The same is

true of leptospirosis and also

applies to cats where feline pan-

leukopenia (cat distemper) is con-

cerned.

Even adult, immunized dogs
need a booster injection against

leptospirosis every couple of
years. This is especially true of
dogs that may come into close

contact with rodents such as

hedgehogs, and most other

wildlife. A parvo virus booster is

also highly recommended. Cats,

however, once immunized, seem
to be well protected against feline

panleufcopenia and feline enteritis.

It is amazing how few local per

owners immunize their puppies

and kittens against these fatal dis-

eases. Very few puppies or kittens

survive these viral infections.

Adult dogs do sometimes survive

the parvo virus but only with

exceptional nursing care. This
largely consists of repealed injec-

tions of intravenous liquids since

in most cases it is the severe dehy-

dration that kills them.

Puppies and kittens should get

their immunizations on a schedule

set up with the vet. usually starting

at seven or eight weeks of age.

Many responsible breeders immu-
nize the pups and charge the per-

son who gets the pup. Some peo-

ple object to this but in truth if a
potential pet owner is not willing

to pay for the immunizations then

it is highly doubtful if they will

later pay for veterinary care if it is

needed: •

- One.should also remember-that.

during the two- to three-week

period after the first immuniza-

tion, the puppy or kitten is not

immunized but may in fact be

more susceptible to the disease

than before since the entire

immune system is occupied with

dealing with the production of

antibodies. No puppy or kitten

should ever be allowed contact

with other dogs or cats or with

their feces or urine. The habit of

carrying a small puppy around to

show to people is very ill-advised.

Once the dog or cat is fully

immunized, it is OK to start walk-

ing it on the public streets and

allowing it to meet other animals

and their human companions.
Until then the house and enclosed

garden area is the best place for iL
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Perfect Birthday gift

Original Bar/Bat Mitzva gift

A subscription to The Youth Magazines of The Jerusalem PosT
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lights.

signs
Sidewalks and storm sewers are

A„0 Several schools and

been built- othersbeing dug.

clinics have

refurbished.

The Morcis Isaacson High

School, cradle of *0 l976apns-

i„
" was a rain three yeais ago.

Most windows were smashed,

several classrooms had no roofs

and £e library had been burned

Yet students somehow attended

school there anyway.

The school was rebuilt last

T
wM. spacious classrooms.

And I Shall Dwell Among Them
Historic Synagogues of the World

Photographs and commentary by NeB Fotberg

For the lastthree years NeO Pqtoerg, a foimer student of

Ansel Adams, has iraveBed the world, visiting Jewish

communities past and present and photographing both

grand-scate and modest synagogues, in places ranging

from India tolhe Czech RepubBc, to Israel, the American

South and tfie Caribbean.An essay by Yom Tov As$ts

focuses on the social and cultural history ofthe Jews, and
Neil Fo&erg’s firsl-persoo account of his photographs *

accompanies each oflhe chapters, which are cfivkled arto

geographic regions.A superb fell color a2Hjm, it provides

a vfaant window onto the Jewish cultural past.

Published by Steimatzky.
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Yankees sweep Indians

in doubleheader

OFF TO THE SHOW - The National Softball Team heads for the World Championships. Front row (left to right): Dan Spira, Shai

Weiss, Stan Schriger, Sagi Silverman, Menachem Pinchovski, Randy Kahn, Gershon Gillette, Brian Aron. Back row (left to right):

Ben Bemick, Boaz Barkai, Tal Kitaoka, Ari Kanterewicz, Carlos Gross, Mark Meyerfeld, Noach Meiri, Rani Berder, Blair Portnoy,

Richard Duffy (co-coach), Larry Levenberg (manager). Not pictured: Joel Katzin (co-coach), Burt Faudem (ISA president), Kevin

Bernstein, Ami Baron.

Israel softballers

to tangle with the best
THE national softball ream will participate for

the first time in the World Championships to

be held in Midlands, Michigan next monfe.

Israel is grouped in Division 1 with 10 other

teams. The" top four teams in each of the two
divisions will advance to the quarter-finals.

Israel will play 10 games in eight days, locking

horns with Argentina, Botswana, Denmark,

Post Sports Staff

Japan, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea,

South Africa, Taipei and Venezuela.

The teams comprising Division 2 are

Australia, Canada, Czech Republic, Mariana

Islands, Mexico, Netherlands, Pakistan, Puerto
Rico, Russia, South Korea and the US.

“With our homogenous mixture of North and
South Americans and home-grown talent, we
have closed the fust chapter of softball in

Israel," said Israel Softball Association

President Burt Faudem. “We hope that the

experience gained from heavy-duty interna-

tional competition will be the beginning of a

successful Chapter 2."

CLEVELAND (AP) - The New
York Yankees rallied late to win

the opener, then tagged spot starter

Julian Tavarez early to sweep a

day-night doubleheader Friday

from the
1

Cleveland Indians, who
played without suspended Albert

Belle.

The Yankees scored twice in the

ninth against relief ace Jose Mesa,
and beat die Indians 8-7 in 10
innings od Derek Jeter's single in

the first game.
New York wasted no tune in

winning the night game, 9-3. The
Yankees scored seven runs on 10
hits in IV

i

innings against Tavarez,

making his first start since May
26, 1994, stopping a string of 85
relief outings.

AL LEADERS
BATTING - RAlomar, Baltimore, .375;
MVaughn; Boston. .359;

EMartmez.SeatUe, .355; Knoblauch,
Minnesota, -354; Seitzer. Milwaukee,
-351; FTJiomas, Chicago. .349; Boggs,
New York, 348.
RUNS - EMartinez. Seattle. 65; Griffey Jr.

Seattle. 62; Phillips. Chicago, 62: Belle.

Cleveland, 59; RAtanar, Baltimore, 58;
Thome, Cleveland, 57; MVaughn, Boston,

57; ByAnderson, Baltimore 57.

RBI - Rimmas, Chicago, 74; MVaughn,
Boston, 70; GUaughn, Milwaukee, 68;
Bede. Cleveland. 68; EMartinez, Seattle,

64; Carter, Toronto, 62; Buhner, Seattle,

61.
HITS - MVaughn, Boston, 101; RAlomar,
Baltimore 101; Molitor. Minnesota, 98;
FThomas, Chicago. 95; Lofton. Cleveland,

94; Franco, Cleveland, 94; EMartinez,
Seattle, 92.
HOME RUNS - Base, Cleveland, 25;
ByAnderson. Baltimore. 25;
Mvaughn£oston, 24; Griftey Jr, Seattle,

23; Canseco, Boston, 23; Buhner, Seattle,

21; McGwire, Oakland. 21.
STOLEN BASES -Lofton, Cleveland. 38;
TGoodwin, Kansas City, 28; Usiach,
Milwaukee, 17; Vizquel, Cleveland, 17;
Knoblauch, Minnekrta, 13; Nbcon,
Toronto, 13; DLewis, Chicago, 12.

PITCHING (9 Decisions) - Nagy.
Cleveland, 11-1, .917, 3.71; Pavfik, Texas,
9-1. .900, 4.82; Pettitte, New York, 11-3,

.786, 430; BosJtie, California, 7-2. .778,

3.72; Karl, MDwaukee. 7-3, .700, 4.70;
McDonald, Milwaukee, 7-3, -.700. 4£3;
Mussina, Baltimore, 9-4, .692, 5.05;
Finley, California. 9-4, .692. 4.17.
STRIKEOUTS - Clemens, Boston, 122;
Finley. California, 99; AFernandez,
Chicago, 97; Mussina. Baltimore. 94;
Appier, Kansas City. 87; Alvarez. Chicago.
86; Guzman, Toronto, 82.

SAVES - Mesa, Cleveland, 23;
RHemandez, Chicago, 20; Wetteland,
New York; 20; Peroral, California, 19;

Hennemarr, Texas, 18; Montgomery,
Kansas City, 16; RMyers, Baltimore 14.

Tavarez’s three-game suspen-

sion for making an obscene hand

gesture to umpire Joe Brinkman

ended after Thursday night's

game. Belle, whose five-game

suspension for flattening

Milwaukee second baseman
Fernando Vina was reduced twice

down to two games, served his

penalty Friday. He was scheduled

to return to the Indians for yester-

day_’s game.
Orioles 9, Royals 3

Cal Ripken homered twice and
drove in five runs, and reliever

Arthur Rhodes improved to 8-0.

Chris Hoiles and BJ. Surhoff

also homered for the host Orioles,

who are 8-2 against the Royals
this season, including 4-0 at home.

NL LEADERS
BATTING - EYoung, Colorado, -346;
Piazza. Los Angeles, 344; Grudzielanek,
Montreal, -341; Bagwell, Houston. 388;
Grace. Chicago, 338; Bichette, Colorado.
.337; Burks, Cotorado, 337.
RUNS - Burks. Colorado, 63; Bonds, San
Fianclsco, 62; BJggta. Houston, 61;
Grudzielanek, Montreal, 59; Bagwell.
Houston, 59; Bichette, Colorado. 59:
CpJones, Atlanta, 55; LJohnson. NY, 55.

RBI - Bagwell. Houston, 72; Bichette.

Colorado. 67; HFtadtiguez, Montreal, 64;
Galarraga, Colorado, 64; MoGrifl, Atlanta,

63; MaWilflams, San Francisco, 62;
Bonds, San Francisco. 60.
HITS - Grudzielanek, Montreal. 104;
Uohnson. New York, 100; Bichette,

Colorado. 97; Burks, Colorado, 93;
Bagwefl, Houston. 91; Lansing, Montreal,

90; McGriff, Aflanta, 88.

HOME RUNS - Sosa. Chicago,
"

FRIDAY’S AL RESULTS:
New-York 8, Cleveland 7 (10)

NewTtorit 9, devdand 3

Detroit 2, Minnesota 0

Baltimore 9, Kansas City 3

Seattle 12, Chicago 2
Texas 14, Boston 4

MDwaukee 10, California 5
Toronto 7, Oakland 5

THURSDAY’S ALRESULTS:
Baltimore 3, Texas 2
Clevelands, Boston 4
Minnesota 7, Detroit 3
Seattle 8, Chicago 5
California 10, Milwaukee 3
Toronto 1, Oakland 0
Only games scheduled

FRIDAY’S NL RESULTS:
New York 9, Cincinnati 4
Philadelphia 4, Colorado 3 (10)

Atlanta 8, San Francisco 7 (11)

Florida 4, Pittsburgh 0
Montreal 4, St. Louts 3 (12)

San Diego 2, Chicago 1 (10)

Hoaston 13, Los Angeles 3

THURSDAY'S NL RESULTS:
Chicago 3, San Diego 2
Montreal 8, St- Louis 3
Cincinnati 5, New York 3

Houston 4, Los Angeles 2
Only games scheduled

New York
Baftimore
Toronto
Boston
Detroit

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

W L Pet GB
41 28 394 -

HRodriguez, Montreal, 23; Klesko,
Atlanta, 22; Sheffield. Florida, 22:
Bagwell, Houston, 21 ; Hundley. New Ybrk,

20; Bonds, San Francisco, 20.
STOLBl BASES - McRae. Chicago. 24;

Uohnson, New York. 23; DeSKeMs, Los
Angeles, 20; BLHunter, Houston. 19;

Colorado. 19; MonndM,
, 19; RHenderson, SD, 17.

PITCHING (9 Decisions) - Smoftz,

Atlanta, 14-1. .933, 2.26; Grace,
PhSadetohla, 7-2. .778. 3.49; Ashby. San
Diego.7-2. .778, 238; Neagle. Pittsburgh.

83, .727, 334; HamttonTsan Diego, S-4,

.667, 4.45; Reynolds. Houston, 8-4. .667,

4.10; PJMartinez, Montraal, 6-3. .667,

3.40; Osborne. St Louis, 83. 367. 3.73;

Rftz. Colorado, 8-4 -687, 5.28. STRIKE-
OUTS -Smoltz. Atlanta. 133; PJMartinaz.
Montreal, 107; Noma Los Angeles, 106;
Idle, Houston, 103; Reynolds, Houston,
97; stottiemyre St Lewis, 97; ALefeer.

Florida. 89; GMaddux. Atlanta. 89.
SAVES - TdWorrea, Los
JBrantfey, Cincinnati, 17;
Francisco, 16; BotlaSco,

ToJones, Houston, 15; Franca
15; Nen. Florida, 14
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Central Division
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Triumph ofspirit
Paraplegic Eyal Sartov is Israel’s hottest tennis player on wheels . * _

Alan Roberts

Would-be Wimbledon
winners have got to

do it all on court

TENNIS Champion
Eyal Sartov, 34, lists

his tennis strengths.

His strongest shot, he
reckons, is his fore-

hand topspin from the

baseline.

"Opponents fear it

most,” he says.

Next comes his pow-
erful serve “which
commands a fair bit of
respect too.” Following
that is “mental
strength" which Sartov

believes is “a tennis

player’s most valuable asseL"
Lastly, Israel's No. 1 paraplegic

tennis player says he’s quick

across the court in his wheelchair.

He’s quicker, in fact, than most of
the professional paraplegic tennis

players in the world. Ranked 25th

on the international circuit, Sartov

is enjoying his best season to date
- only his third in tennis since he

dropped a promising career in

professional basketball in 1993.

Sartov is an amputee below the

kneecap. In 1978, the 16-year-old

and two friends entered an

unmarked minefield on the Golan

Heights while on a summer trip.

Sartov stepped onto anti-person-

nel mine left over from the Six

Day War.

“For four hours I lay in the mid-

dle of nowhere until they came to

rescue me,” he recalls. “Half an
hour longer and I would have lost

all my blood. It was a close call.”

The calls nowadays are mostly

made by linesmen and umpires on
tennis courts around the world -
and most of them are called in.

Sartov 's rise as a tennis player

since switching careers three

years ago has been stellar.

Sartov is due to meet world No.
6 Ricky Molier from Holland
today in the finals of Israel Open.

Three years ago, Sartov clinched

that same event by defeating pre-

vious champion Gil Naor in the

final after having been at the game
for just a few weeks. He was
crowned Israel champ again in

1994, the year he turned pro, and
repeated the achievement for a

third time last year.

In January, Sartov defeated
world No. 10 Dan Lackman of the

US in the third round of the Ford

Australian Open at Flinders Park.

Melbourne. One month later, in

the final of the New Zealand

Open, Sanov beat 20th ranked

Australian David Johnson to cap-

ture the title. At the Spanish Open
in Barcelona in April, Sartov went
out in the semifinal after defeating

Dutchman Pete Hermans (ranked

29th) in the eighth round and the

Swede Johan Haglond (ranked

14th) in the quarterfinal.

This summer promises to be

Sartov’s best

“Last season," he explains, “I

paid my 'tuition fees’ as far as

professional tennis

goes. This season. I’ll

hopefully be reaping
the rewards from that

investment. I’m defeat-

ing everyone on the

circuit right now
except the top 10 play-

ers - and they’re
defeating me simply
because I lack interna-

tional experience."

The schedule of
Israel’s hottest tennis

ace on wheels is so
hectic it's hard to

believe the player’s paraplegic.

After Shavuot, he left Israel to

play in the Poland Open, the

Toulon Open and the Swedish
Open. After the Israel Open,
Sartov will get a week's rest

before tackling the French, Dutch,
Belgian and British Opens.
Another week's break follows
before the Swiss Open, the

Paralympics in Atlanta and the US
Tennis Association Indoor
National Championships in New
York.

“T feel my tennis is improving
all* the time," says the inex-
haustable pro.

“So does ray coach AJon Fine.
AJ1 that remains for me to do right

now is to implement everything
we’ve been working on. The
courts in Atlanta are hard, so I

fancy my chances in the
Paralympics."

Being a tennis pro means hard
wotIl an exceptionally high level

of discipline and an unshakeable
determination to succeed. Sartov
trains twice a day at Beit
Halochem in Naot Afeka. He
works out in the weights room
three times a week for 2V: hours a
session. He’s on the court with his
coach fine-tuning his crosscourt
shots, perfecting his backhands
down the line, improving his
serves and enhancing that feared
forehand topspin from the base-
line four to five times a week for
twoto three-hour sessions.

“I also spend a lot of time read-
ing books, building up an aware-
ness of the inner game of tennis,

and then simply doing what
comes naturally to me on court,"
says the self-styled champion who
off-court lives in Old Jaffa with
wife Nilly Mol Liver, 38. and two
children from her previous mar-
riage.

Wheelchair tennis, as Sartov

prefers to call it, is played exactly

the same as regular tennis with

one difference: The ball is

allowed to bounce twice. Players

on the circuit are challenged by a

variety of physical disabilities -

but the leveling factor is that all of

them play while seated in wheel-

chairs.

The paraplegic game has been

gaining worldwide prominence
lately. Hardly a week passes with-

WE HAVE A WINNER - Eyal Sartov shows off his trophy after winning the 1995 Israel Open.

out a major tournament staged in

some city in the world. More than

50 tournaments are held a year,

and cash prize incentives for the

winners are growing. The average

competition offers prize money
Totaling 510.000, meaning that the

first prize averages 52000.

Asked where the money comes
from for the world's 25th ranked

player to finance his participation

in professional paraplegic tennis,

Sartov replies that he is funding

himself right now, preferring 10 be
independent of others, “but spon-

sors would make life easier

"

“To get financial backing, you
need to be among the top three

tennis players in die world. Once

you get there, you receive $1000 a
month.”
There’s plenty of time for

Sartov to reach the top. Age is not

as crucial a factor determining

performance on the professional

paraplegic tennis circuit as it is on
the ATP circuit. “That's because

you first have to incur a physical

disability before you begin play-

ing wheelchair tennis," he notes.

“Most ofthe players on the circuit

incur their disabilities later in life

and not congenitally."

But bigger cash incentives are

making the competition fiercer

and that is increasing the physical

demands on the players - mean-
ing that the paraplegic game is

getting younger like the ATP cir-

cuit Although Sartov started

playing tennis when he was 34,
he is at an advantage. He is in

superb physical shape from hav-
ing played professional para-
plegic basketball - also played in
a wheelchair - and from having
played soccer.

All in all, says Sartov. a positive
sign o the times.

“In the Middle Ages, they used
to lock invalids up in a room.
Now, we snow ski, climb moun-
tains, parasail, waterski, go deep
sea diving, sail, windsurf and sky-
dive. It's the most wonderful way
to help the spirit triumph over the
body."

WIMBLEDON (AP) - The Stoop
Sampras Movement is raging at

Wimbledon, where the grand
poohbahs ofthe All-England Club
are reacting as if they were in the

grip ofmad ball disuse.
Fear ofboredom, personified by

the prospect of Pete Sampras
acing his way to a fourth straight

Wimbledon title, is relegating the

plain, old yellow tennis balls into

oblivion.

Softer balls last year did nothing

to slow down the game, change the

champions orcut down on aces, so

now the club has come up with a

kind of Day-Glo yellow felt that

might make fee ntissQes a tad eas-

ier to track at 120-plus mpfa.

“New balls, please," fee tradi-

tional call from the umpire, will

be taken quite literally.

The basic idea is to inject more
rallies into fee grass game so
players such as Sampras, who
starts on Centre Court tomonowj
won’t keep winning games like

this: Ace. Serve-return-volley.

Service winner. Ace.
The poohbahs think that if the

ball is visible a millisecond soon-
er, players will hit it back and
forth more often. Maybe it will be
so easy to spot that even an
Englishman will be able to see it

enough to win for the first time
since before World War EL
Though probably not
Nothing short of the most fla-

grant shenanigans - Jeff Thrango,
where are you now? - is likely to

keep the usual suspects from rul-

ing Wimbledon again.

That means, among fee men,
Sampras, three-time champion
Boris Becker, two-time finalist

Goran Ivanisevic, former champi-
ons Michael Stich and Andre
Agassi, and the latest Grand Slam
winner, French champ Yevgeny
Kafelnikov. For a dangerous
floater, there’s Mark

• Philippoussis, who sometimes
lives up to his nickname, Send.
Among the women, there’s

defending champion and six-time
winner Steffi Graf — and no one
else, unless Martina Navratilova
makes a last-minute comeback.
If Graf is healthy - she took last

week off to recover from her lat-

est ailment, a touch of tendinitis
in the knee - don’t expect anyone
to beat her on Centre Court, even
if they can see fee balls better as
feey fly by.

Monica Seles, last seen here in
the final against Graf four years
ago, has three major problems -
head, shoulderand belly- that are
likely to thwart her bid lor a first

Wimbledon title.

Seles’s ance-nnparalleled tenac-

ity is less intimidating these days
after all tire starts and stops fee’s

been through in her comeback
from fee stabbing three years ago.
She's had a bum left shoulder

since winning fee Australian

Open in January. And the weight
site gained during her layoffs is

slowing her down.
All feat may not mean much for

Seles most days against most
players, but fee’s more vulnerable

now in any given match.

Maybe this win be fee year feat

Jana Novotna finally breaks her
habit of choking and gets to cry
happily on the Duchess of Kent’s

shoulder. Or maybe Arantxa
Sanchez VIcario will make die

leap beyond the final she barely

lost last yean Or perhaps Conchita
Martinez will rediscover the

magic of 1994. But, alas, it still

looks like Graf.

The reason for fee limited view
of who can win the men’s or
women's trophy at Wimbledon is

tied to their styles more than any
special affinity they may have for

Centre Court and the crowd. It’s

not just a case of horses for cours-
es, but rather one of all the courts
in fee sport
Tennis evolved in the 1980s

from finesse to brute power, and it

is evolving again to a Mend of
both. The contenders for Grand
Slam titles now, whether on hard-
courts, clay or grass, are those
players who can do h all - crush
opponents with a serve-and-vol-
ley game, 'stay back patiently and
rally, flick drop shots and lobs,

work their way shot by shot
through each point, and point by
point through each match.
That’s why it doesn't matter if

the ball is a little softer or a little

brighten As long as it’s fee same
for both players, the ones who are
leading fee evolution toward the
ultimate all-court; game are fee
ones who will triumph. Sampras
showed feat when he outlasted
Agassi in their spectacular 22-
feot rally in fee US Open final
last year, a cornerTto-conier, base-
line-to-net-to-baseline duel that
demonstrated Sampras's versatili-
ty as much as Iris endurance.

showed the same bal-““ power and patience, win-
ning from the baseline and the Ml
as be took the Australian Open
tiue in January. Kafelnikov did

S?hesaine “ wirmins
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England, France reach semifinals

SAVES THE DAY- England goalkeeper David Seaman stops a shot by Spain's Miguel Angel during yesterday's penalty shoot-out.
iReuicr;

LONDON - Goalkeeper David
Seaman dived to his left to push
out Miguel Angel Nodal's spot-

kick and give England victory
' over Spain in their Euro 96 quar-
ter-final after a penalty shoot-out
yesterday.

England won 4-2 on penalties
after a 0-0 draw after extra time.
They will meet die winners of
today’s Germany-Croatia quarter-
final.

Alan Shearer, David Platt,

Stuart Pearce and Paul Gascoigne
all converted their penalties for
England, while Fernando Hierro
struck the bar with the first

Spanish kick.

Even the new “golden goal"
rule - the first side to score in
extra time wins - failed to break
the stalemate.. .

England had two gilt-edged
chances to settle the match in

open play, the first falling to
Shearer in the 73rd minute.
Gascoigne, coming into the box

from die left, sent the ball sailing
towards the far post where
Shearer, just ahead of goalkeeper
Andoni Ziibizarreia, blasted it

over the bar from less than three

meters.

In the l Oth mmute of extra drae
Gascoigne was put clean through
on the right but his strong, dipping
shot was saved by the diving
Zubizaneta.
Spain's substitute striker

Alfonso Perez was twice denied
in the dying minutes, the first time
by a sharp"taclde by Pearce.

After being fortunate to repel an
England onslaught in the opening
minutes, Spain gave as good as

they got despite a typically defen-
sive Clemente approach.
The Spanish, who scored crucial

goals in the last six minutes of
two of their three group matches,
threatened a repeat in the dying
minutes of normal time.

In .the 85th minute Gareth
Southgate made a brilliant tackle

on Kiko Narvaez on the edge of

the six-yard box when the Atletico

Madrid forward had only Seaman
to beat
A minute later Hierro sent a 30-

meter free kick just over the

Arsenal goalkeeper's bar.

Then, with two minutes to go.

Seaman dived to bis left to stop a
shot from Kiko with defender

Abetardo Fernandez following up
looking for a rebound.

The England goalkeeper also

came out to block another shot

from Kiko in the 90th minute after

.he had been put through by
Atletico Madrid team mate
Caminero, one of two halftime

substitutions.

Abelardo won the quickest
booking of the tournament so far

when he was shown the yellow
card after 19 seconds for a tackle

from behind on Shearer out wide
on the left

Fortunately, it turned out not to

be a prelude to feared rough treat-

ment of die England forwards,

Spain instead settling to their

game after the early scares.

In the next three minutes 110-

cap World Cup veteran

Zubizaneta was called on to make
two diving saves to prevent Spain

from falling behind.

The first was from right back
Gary Neville and the second from
the dangerous Shearer.

Zubizaneta also tipped over a
Tony Adams header from a free

kick cut the left by Gascoigne.

England coach Terry Venables

said: “It was a tough game and we
showed real spirit and guts. When
we played Holland it was a foot-

ball match, whereas today it was
all courage and I thought the boys
worked themselves into the

ground,

“When it got to penalties I

thought they did theirjob well and
that's what it's all about”
Venables had special praise for

left-back Smart Pearce, who
missed his spot kick in the semifi-

nal shoot-out against Germany in

the 1990 World Cup.
“He was magnificent He had no

doubt he wanted to take a penalty.

I bad thought I didn't want to put

him through that experience

again, but it was his decision. He
wanted it”

France 5, Netherlands 4
At Liverpool, France beat the

Netherlands 5-4 in a penalty

shootout after 120 minutes of
goal-less play to reach the semifi-

nal of the European
Championship.
Zinedine Zidane, Youri

Djorkaeff, Bixente Lizarazu.

Vincent Guerin and Laurent Blanc

hit the target for the French in the

shootout
Johan de Kock. Ronald de Boer,

Patrick Kluivert and Danny Blind

replied for the Dutch but Garence
Seedorf hit the ball straight at

goalkeeper Bernard Lama for the

only save.

The French will now meet the

winner of today's quarter-final

between Portugal and the Czech
Republic.

Both goalkeepers kept their

teams in the game with blocking

saves during open play.

Lama kept out a close range shot

from Seedorf just before end of 90
minutes and Van der Sar did the

same to stop one from Djorkaeff

15 minutes into extra time.

It was the second penalty

shootout of the day with England

downing Spain 4-2 in a shootout

at Wembley after another 120

minutes without a goal.

The results meanlhe tournament

is also waiting for its first "Golden

Goal." UEFA has introduced the

concept for this championship,

with the idea that the first goal in

extra time finished the match.

The France-Netherlands game
at Anfteld took a long time to

open up with lots of midfielder

passing but little action in the

penalty areas.

Christian Karembeu had the

first scoring chance of the game
after 1 4 minutes when he powered

a header wide of the near post

from Youri Djorkaeffs right wing

free kick. (Reuter, AP)

QUARTER-FINALS
Yesterday England 0, Spain 0 (after

extra time. England wins 4-2 on penal-

ties).

France 0, Netherlands 0 (alter extra

time, France wins 5-4 on penalties).

Today. Germany vs. Croatia; Portugal vs.

Czech Republic.

Senators take

Phillips as

first draft pick
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The Ottawa
Senators took 1 8-year-old defense-

man Chris Phillips with the first

pick of yesterday's NHL Entry

Draft.

Phillips, of Fort McMurray.
Alberta, played for Prince Albert

of the Western Hockey League last

season and is in the physical mold

of Scon Stevens and Chris

Chelios. He won the Canadian

Hockey League's top draft

prospect award and was the

Western Hockey League's rookie

of (he year, and also was the

youngest member of the 1996 gold

medal winning Canadian National

Junior team at the World Junior

Championships.
The Senators trailed the NHL

with 41 points last-season.

It was the third time in five yean
that the Senators had the first pick.

Last year they also took a defense-

man." Brvari Berard, but were

unable to sign him and eventually

traded his rights to the New York

Islanders.

Defense was a hoi commodity
early in the draft, with three picks

in the fust five and 13 overall in ihe

first round.

With the second pick, the San

Jose Sharks selected defenseman

Andrei Zyuzin of Russia, one of

the top-rated Europeans. The
Islanders followed by taking right

wing Jean-Pierre Dumont of Val

D'or of the Quebec Major Junior

Hockey League.

Washington rook Alexander

\blchko\Ca Russian center who
played last season for Barrie of the

Ontario Hockey League, with the

fourth pick, and Dallas selected

defenseman Richard Jackman of

Sault Ste. Marie of die OHL with

the fifth pick.

Before the draft, the Senators

acquired center Shawn McEachem
from the Bosion Bruins for right

wing Trent McCleaiy and a thud-

round pick in yesterday’s draft At

the end of die first round the

Pittsburgh Penguins traded Sergei

Zubov to the Dallas Stars for

defensman Kevin Hatcher.

Edmonton took center Boyd
Devereaux of Kitchener of the

OHL; Buffalo took center-left

v. ins Erik Rasmussen of the

University of Minnesota: Boston

took defenseman Johnathan Aitken

of Medicine Hai (WHL); Anaheim

took defenseman Ruslan Saiei of

Las Vegas of the International

hocke> League; New* Jersey took

defenseman" Lance Ward of Red

Deer (WHL): Phoenix took

defenseman Dan Focht of Tri-City

(WHL): Vancouver took center

Josh Holden of Regina (WHL):
and Calgary, with the 13th pick,

look defenseman Derek Morris of

Regina (WHL).
Morris was one of the biggest

surprises of the round. The Central

Scouting Service had rated him the

S5ih best prospect in North
America.
The Sl Louis Blues, picking in

the first round for the first time

since 1989, took center Marty
Reasoner of Boston College with

the 14th pick. Philadelphia selected

right wing Dam ius Zubrus of

Pembroke (Canadian Junior

Hockey League). Tampa Bay took

defenseman Mario Larocque of

Hull (Quebec Major Junior

Hockey League) before

Washington chose right wing
Jaroslav" Svejkovsky of Tri-City

/WHL) with its second pick of the

fust round.

Montreal took center Man
Higgins of Moose Jaw (WHL),
Edmonton took defenseman
Mauhieu Descoteaux of

Shawjnigan (QMJHL) and Florida

took wing Marcus Nilsson of

Sweden.
Chicago traded its first pick, the

22nd overall, to San Jose for two
second-round picks and the Sharks

chose center Marco Sturm of

Germany. The New York Rangers

took defenseman Jeff Brown of

Samia (OHL) and Pittsburgh made
Craig Hillier of Ottawa (OHL1 the

firsi goaliender taken.

Phoenix took center Daniel

Briere of Drummondville
(QMJHL), Stanley Cup champion
Colorado took defenseman Peter

Ratchuk of Shattuck High School
in Buffalo, New York and Detroit

completed the first round by taking

defenseman Jesse Wallin of Red
Deer (WHL).

ta

hits

century in

Test debut

at Lord’s
„ONDON (Reuter) - Debutants

Jauray Ganguly and Rahul

Dravid scored a century and a

laJf-centuiy respectively yester-

Jay to ensure India ended the

bird day of the second Test at

.ord’s on level terras with

England.

Replying to the England first

nnings of 344. the Indians

cached 324 for six when bad

ight stopped play with Dravid

nill there on 56 not oul The day,

hough, belonged to the 29-year-

)Id Ganguly who batted with

naturity and elegance in his first

rest to make 131 before he was

worked by left-arm seamer Alan

vtiillally.

Ganeuly is the the 61st player to

jeore a century on his Test debut

md the 10th Indian, the last one

teing Pravin Amre against South

\frjca in Durban in 1 990.

He also joins Australia’s Harry

3raham (1893) and England's

John Hampshire (1969 v West

hdies) in the record books as the

mly men to claim a century at

leadquarters in their first Test.

The stylish left-hander watched

he key wickets of Sachin

fendulkar (31) and Mohammad

\zharuddin (16) tall in the first

lession. . , .

.

After lunch he survived a big

hout for a C3ught behind off

Thris Lewis but television replays

bowed clearly that the ball had

truck his shoulder before looping

0. Graeme Hick in the slips.

Otherwise, Ganguly's innings

rere problem-free as he eased lus

-av to three figures. The hundred

rrived 20 minutes before tea

hen he drove Dommic Corkio

ie extra-cover boundary for lus

7 th four after batting for .>40

[inures and facing 237 balls.

England first innings 344

jj,3uc ss!l 124, G.Ttioipe 89)

India firsi innings (ovemlgW BS-Z)

i/.Raihore c Husain D Cork '

2<J

j.Mongia Ejw & Lewis

5 .Ganguly S Mute’Jy
31

S.Teneuftar b Lewis - - - - • • •

'

ifl.Ajharudtim c Bussell b My.!a«y

i jadeja 8 *rar.<

iDravta ns; out
fi

1.

Kumbie not out

(t>5 fb-Uw-6 nfr-7) --£
Total (tor 6 wickets.

Fall ©* wickets: 1-25 2-59 3-123

Imllnr**. P*ha*«y-V.^
Sowtino (to date): U"* 3,TTl£
!T8Wh. wm

Irani 9*2-23-1 .
Hck

Lewis flourishes in 200m.
ATLANTA (AP) - For Carl

Lewis, the 200-meter race in the

Olympic track and field trials

seemed tike a safety net, one last

chance at the team if he faded in

the 100 and die long jump.
When Lewis finished last in the

1 00, the long jump seemed urgent

because of the competition he's

have in the 200. He qualified in

the long jump, and the 200
became superfluous - except to

him.
He ran the race Friday night and

turned heads, finishing second in

his heat with a time of 2030 sec-

onds, less than a second slower

than his persona] best of 19.75 set

1 3 years ago.-Al one point, he was
leading and peeking over his

shoulder at the competition.

If others were surprised, Lewis

was not
“This is the first day I felt like

myself," he said. “I was dehydrat-

ed all week and cramping all over.

Thi? time, I felt like myself again,

not flat."

RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AH rales

include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each adefr-

tional wont NIS 1521.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 fdr to words
(mlnlmum).each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (B insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 4055.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; (or Friday and Sunday:
6 pjn. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before pubficaiion: for Friday

and Sunday. 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haiia.

DWELLINGS
General

FOR TOURISTS PLEASANT apart-
ment in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem. Best loca-

tions. immediate. Tel. 03-966-2070, 03-
969-8815.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals ’ Bed and breakfast P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745,
Fax 02-615541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

FOR FOREIGN RESIDENTS! in Kata-
mon (Rachel Emanu), 4. luxurious and
exclusive in Arab style house + garden,
about ?50 m. Tel. 02-838662.

rife
HAVE A FOOTHOLD IN' JERUSALEM

|
FOR SAIF

|

JERUSALEM
SHERATON - PLAZA

|

Exclusive, magnificent

2-ROOM CORNER
i

APARTMENT

High floor, with fabulous view,

124 sq.m., large terrace,

2 bathrooms, fully air-conditioned

including furnishings and appliances.

$390,000
Tlie perfect pferi-a-fwre

ANGLO-SAXON fa
Real Estate Agency LlJJ

Jerusalem — 2 Hasorcg St.

TeL 02-25 1 16 1 (Fat 02-259207}
Israel's isading real estate organization

EXCHANGE
LOOKING FOR TEL Aviv apt. m ex-
change lor spacious api. in Jerusalem.
Tel 02-634146. 02-701718. 05fr320847.

RENTALS

STUDIO APARTMENTS FUR-
NISHED, great location (or 2-4 guests.
Tel/Fax: 02-288381

jV

;
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CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS

Jerusalem

SALES

bathroom. T.VjTeL quaftry fu

02-252-757. Fax 02-251-297.

DWELLINGS

Tel.

Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL .
APTS/SUITES GAN

HA'IR near sea. tourists/businessmen,
short/long-term. TeL 03-696-9092, 050-
358-972.

RENTALS

3 ROOMS, 120 sqm. elevator, parking,

storeroom, luxurious building, sea view.

KAV HAYAM Tel 03-5239988

"BABAIT-S SEA-VIEW! BEAUTIFUL
lully equipped apartments. Short/long

rentals. Tel D3-546692D,

NEAR SEA, PRIVATE house. Tel Aviv,

July - September, 52,000 monthly. TeL 03-

6049463.

NEVE ZEDEK, VERY luxurious house,

completely furnished. S3,300, KAV
HAYAM, TeL 03-523-9988

SALES

JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,
apartment and variety of dwellings. TeL
03-6839652. 03-5184366.

DAVID HAMELECH, ROOF apartment.

4 rooms, lacing garden, 6th floor, eleva-

tor. parking, TeL 03-6955515.

EXCLUSIVE ZAHALA! BEAUTIFUL vil-

la, about 1000 sq.m. plot, about 160 sqjn.
twin, S j .200.000 buffi. Kfiv Haysm. 03-
5233983.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SERVICES
General

RENTALS EDUCATION

1/2 HOUR FROM Jerusalem . coumry-
llving. 300 m. luxurious large loi.

S290.000. Tel. 02-9975737.

GERMAN COLONY,. 2, quiet, central.

20 sq.ro. basement, garden, underground
‘

’ ig. Immediate. ’ISRABUILD" Tel 02-

571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
tral.new building, parking, balconies. Im-
mediate. ISRABUILD-Tei 02-666571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

3. 5486400." ISRABUILD". TeL
571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. nth floor, view ot Knesset, stor-

age. parking, S495.000." ISRABUILD*. TeL

"BABAIT-S FULLY EQUIPPED apart-

ments & villas. Herziiye-Pituah. Netanya.
TeL 03-5466920

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR rent, 5 bed-
room collage, ihree bathrooms, tong
leave. MORAN I

THE HEBREW CENTER. Private less-

ons m ai languages. Also preparation tor

Psychometrics. Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haiia.

Tel. 050-291460, 03-96272lQ.(Maih.
English teachers needed). _______

TeL 09-572759.
REAL ESTATE (MALDAN).

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

KFAR SHMARYAHU, NEW house,
suitable lor up to 3 people 140 sq. m.
SI,800. TeL 03-5227837.

RAMAT 4ASHARON, BEAUTIFUL vll-

la, 250 sq.m, buffi, 1.000 sqm plot, excel-

lent location, high standard, KAV HAYAM.
TeLT

HEALTH

FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,

have a professional massage or shiatsu.

Tef. i

SERVICES
Sharon Area

GUSH ETZfON (ALON SHVOOT). 2
bathrooms, 1st floor, garden, hearing. TeL
02-9931353 (NS).

JEWISH QUARTER- 4 ROOMS, cen-
trally located and quiet, well-kept, pleas-
ant and well-lit. S290.000. Tel. 02-
273552, (NS.)

KIRIYAT SHMUEL (ATAYASSIM), 3.
large, balconies, quiet, convenient floor

TAC. TeL 02-631764.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM, B&B,guest nouse, sin-

gles. couples, families a groups, central,

very pleasant TeL 02-819944. Fax: 02-
3!

THE JERUSALEM tNN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, pnv.

furnished.

SALES GARDENING
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS VILLA *

Swimming pooL + sea view* air condition-

ing heating + cental vacuum unit Tel

050-231725, 06-363261.

GARDENING: EVERYTHING YOU
need: Garden planning/Computeiized wa-
ter systems/Rool gartiens/Maintenance.
Pro!esstonal. Daniel Tel. 052-564161, OS-

461-962.
HERZLIYA PITUAH, PRIME locationl
Spacious villa & swimming pool.
Sl .200,000. ILTAM R/E Tel. (09) 589-

SITUATIONS VACANT
,

Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELPPRIVATE, HERZLIYA PITUAH! Luxu-

elusive -lor serious! TeL 09-587-343, 050-
350-002.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS au pair lor

children and house. S700 . Tel. 02-
769389.

RA’ANANA COUNTRY HOUSE, 4 1/2.

140/445, building possibilities. 5550,000.
TeL 09-426889.

SITUATIONS VACANT i

Tel Aviv

REALTY HOUSEHOLD HELP
Jerusalem

FORGET THE REST1! We are the
best!! The bigqssi and oldest agency m
Israel. For ihe highest quality bve-tn jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

RENTALS
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR rental apartment owners: ldan will

rent your apartment, for trustworthy ten-

ants with references. Foreign residents
and local residents will be accompanied
all the way, with good conditions, ldan.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
Iriendiiesi (amities, best conditions, the
agency with a heart (or the Au Pairs. Caif
Hilma Tel. 03-9659937.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, Irve-in, central Tel Avrv,

S750 + NIS 200 immediate bonus. Tel. 03-

6201195. 052-452002-Jackie.

IN GOOD BAKA . 3. ground floor, Arab
house + private entrance and yard.
•S287.000. Keys at ldan TeL 02-734834
(MALIN). HIGH SALARY AND good conditions.

SALES
lor nice au pair + lwe-m lor a year. TeL 03-

5234086.

OLD TALPIOT, BORDERING Baka SALES PERSONNEL
excellent price, ldan, exclusive through
Malm. Tel. 02-734834.

SALESLADY/MAN FOR GALLERY,
languages, good appearance, over 35.

Shiftwo*. Tel. 03-7527111.

OLD TALPIOT, BORDERING Baka
(new) duplex. 200 m. + balconies, parking
t storeroom. Excellent price. Exclusive to

SITUATIONS VACANT 1

Dan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELPPROJECT ON THE Holland's (Beit -

Vegan). Balconies, yards, view on the

golden Jerusalem. S. ZAKEN REALITY
MALDAN. TeL 02-410774/5.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN. good conditions; also Philipmos

lor elderly. TeL 03^688-9868/5.

1
REALTY

1

i

VEHICLES
Southern Coast General

HOLIDAY RENTALS PASSPORT
ASHKELON, BY SEA. 4 rooms, large
balcony, well arranged, sea view. TeL 07-

735101.
VOLVO, 855, 1995, station, 7 seals,

34,000 km., excefienl condition. Muss sen.

i
REALTY Tel.

Sharon Area VEHICLES

SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE BY ihe sea, ground-floor, no
agents, immediate. Reasonable price.

TeL 07-711948.

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, selling, leasing, trading.

02-6523735. E60-2409T7.
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US dollar .... N1S 32660 + 0.09%

Sterling ......NIS 5.0254 - 0.40%

Mark ..NIS 2.1406 -022%

Russell rebalancing act
WALL STREET WEEK

Dow closes higher
NEW YORK (AP) - The stock of

Flagstar - parent of the Denny’s,

Hardee’s and Quincy’s restau-

rants chains - has been sliding

since mid-May with the steady

consistency of a ski slope.

There have been no horrifying

developments to explain the 25

percent drop: no stark downturns

in business, no merciless down-

grades by brokerages, no corpo-

rate scandals.

Flagstar may be nothing more

than the innocent casualty of

what's become a phenomenon in

the stock market: the flurry of

trading that precedes and follows

the annnpl update of the Frank

Russell CO. indexes, particularly

the Russell 2000 list of smaller

companies.

The Russell 2000, a popular

benchmark for tracking the more

speculative sector of the stock

market, has grown in stature

frank* to the increasingly aggres-

sive and cost-conscious mind-sets

of mutual fond investors.

Because stock prices move and

companies often issue new shares

or buy back old ones, the com-

bined market worth of every

stock usually changes over the

course of a year. To keep current

its list, Russell issues a new rank-

ing every summer.

This rebalancing act has direct

and subtle implications. It’s par-

LL STREET REPORT
ticularly important to the catego-

ry of mutual funds known as in-

dexed funds, so named because

they hold foe stocks foat com-
prise a stock index.

When foe new Russell ranking

comes out, index fund managers

need to reallocate their portfolios

accordingly. That can mean a

swell of market demand for foe

new additions to the list, a swell

of sell orders for deletions, and a

swell of speculative trading in

advance.

Flagstar, trading at nearly $5 a

share at toward the end of May
1995, was worth about $206 mil-

lion when die last Russell list was
composed. At the end of this

May, it was trading at about $3.50

a share, a market capitalisation

of almost $150 million. At Fri-

day"i close price of $3.0625, Flag-

star’s market worth was .less than

$130 million.

While that value vaults over

last year’s qualifying bar, it

doesn’t meet the new require-

ments dictated by the Russell

2000’s better than 30 percent gal-

lop in the 12 months ending in

May.

That doesn’t definitively ex-

plain die recent selling pressure

on Flagstar. But it offers some
dues. Either way, it’s one more

factor for investors to contend

with.

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks
dosed mostly higher with bonds

Friday after a busy morning in

which traders squared positions

for foe quarterly expiration of op-

tions and futures contracts.

On Wall Street, foe Dow Jones

average of 30 industrial stocks

rose 45.80 points to close at

5,70523, rallying into the dose

after spending most of foe day

with a gain near 20.

Several broad-market indexes

snapped extended losing streaks.

On Wall Steel, advancing is-

sues outnumbered dediners by a

13-ti>10 margin on foe New York

Stock Exchange, with 1,325 u$
1,000 down and 810 unchanged. -

NYSE volume totaled 516.45

million shares at foe dose vs.

439.29 million in the previous

session.

The NYSE composite index

rose 2.06 to 357.02, snapping a

10-session losing streak. The
Standard and Poor’s 500-stock in-

dex rose 4.73 to 666.83.

Dollar up 3rd straight day
CURRENCY REPORT

FTSE down 5 points
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

strengthened for the third

straight day Friday in a rally

powered by new signs that Ja-

pan’s interest rates will remain
low and European rates win fall.

Some traders said rumors of a
possible Russian military coup
also helped strengthen, foe dollar

and weaken foe mark, which is

vulnerable to political uncertain-

ties in Russia because Germany is

its largest trading partner.

At foe dose in New York, foe

dollar traded at 109.07 yen, up
from 10820 yen Thursday and
foe highest level in a week. The
dollar also traded at 1.5341
marks, up from 1.5240 Thursday

and the highest level smee June

12. The British pound cost
$1.5350, down from $15380.
Gold in London closed at'

$383.75 per ounce, down from
$38425. Gold dropped $1.60 to

$38455 in Hong Kong. Silver

traded in London at $5.11 a troy

ounce, down from $5.13.

The main force driving foe dol-

lar higher came from Japan,
where foe central bank took a

persuasive step to. convince the

market it won’t raise interest

rates despite evidence that the

Japanese economy Is rebounding.

Higher rates would boost the

yen’s value but could crimp eco-

nomic recovery.

LONDON (Reuter) - Shares suf-

fered another thin and direction-

less session, shrugging off

strength in government bonds

and early gains on Wall Street.

The FTSE 100 index closed 52
points lower at 3,722.3, its fourth

I "A fax for you"
AByou want to knowaboutyour

accounts, onyoirtax, within 15 minutes.

)>l ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

straight decline, producing a loss

on foe week of 313.

TOKYO - The 225-share Nik-

kei average closed at a record

high for 1996, up 9335 points or

0.42 percent at 22,530.65 and
gaining 24126 from last Friday.

It earlier hit an intraday high of

22598.98 for the year.

FRANKFURT - Shares ended

bourse trade mostly unchanged

as the market generally shrugged

off foe expiration of futures and

options contracts on the blue-

chip DAX index.

The DAX ended bourse trade

up 0.44 points at 2540.11 fix a

foil of 8.72 from a week ago.

PARIS - Stock prices ended

slightly firmer in & :lazgely technic

cal . rebound, ukflprvous trading

dominated by "a
71
string of block

trades.

The CAC-40 index gained 7.10

points, or 0.34%, to close at

2,084.18, down 27.6 on the week.

State Bonds
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
ENGLISH
THEATER

Helen Kaye

YOU warn io knowhow 10get
a kid to do what you want?
“Just say noT advise those
sneaky The Fantasticks HaHc
played by show-stealing
Yehuda Ben-Dov and Made
Waldman. Stemar Sevje and
Vanessa Knutsen will steal

into your hearts as the young
lovers in theTACT production
of the world’s longest-running
musical. The Faniashcks is at
Yad Labanim tonight for the
last time at 8:30 p.m.

OPERA
Helen Kaye

Ed Asner (center) portrays Lou Grant, in the vintage newsroom
drama series now being aired on Middle East TV.

THE novella made suicide fashionable. French
composer Massenet made an opera of Goethe's
famous tale of unrequited love, calling it simply
Wenher. The New Israeli Opera production with
Gary Bertini conducting the Israel Symphony
Orchestra is a musical treat.

Tenor Antonio Nagore as Wertber and mezzo-
soprano Sara Fulgoni as Charlotte, the young
woman he hopelessly adores, sing like nightingales
and take the rest of the cast with them. At the Tel
Aviv Performing Arts Center tonight and Tuesday at

titter*

31 ^ ^renc*1 Hebrew super-

BALLET

music and entertainment world will gather in

Jerusalem tomorrow night for a once-in-a-lifetime

presentation that will mark the fflumination of the
walls of the city. White patrons will be paying big
bucks for seats tire public is invited to stand and
watch for free asMichel Legrand leads the Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra and Pinchas Zukerman plays a
Bach violin concerto with an orchestra of young
musicians. Also attending are Charles Aznavour.
Alain Delon, Claude Lelouche and many others.

“Touch the Walls, Ibuch the Lights" mV<»s place Just
outside the Jaffa Gate. (9 p.nx)

TELEVISION

Michael Ajzenstadt
Ruth Kern

IT'S a royal week at Caesarea as England’s Royal
Ballet presents its grandiose and timeless produc-
tion of Swan Lake. Tomorrow night Deborah Bull
and William Trevitt take the lead, while Tuesday
you can enjoy Leamte Benjamin and Bruce Sansom
in the same roles and on Wednesday Miyako
Yoshida and Stuart Cassidy are the doomed lovers.

All performances are at the Roman amphitheater in

Caesarea at 8JO p_m.

EVENT
Michael Ajzenstadt

SOME of the most famous names in the 'classical

ACTOR Ed Asner pulled off one of the neatest

tricks in the annals of television back in the late

1970s, when his grouchy bulldog of a newsman
character was transplanted intact from a comedy
(7heMary TylerMoore Show) to the lead in a drama
series (Lou Gram). Asner didn't miss a beat He was
so convincing as the editor of the fictional Los
Angeles Tribune that many reporters were quoted at

the time as saying that he reminded them of their

(usually first) boss.

Since the show went off the air, typewriters have
been replaced by computer monitors and “serious"

newspapers have lost much of the romance and
glamour they had gained in the wake ofWoodward
and Bernstein’s exploits. Despite tire changes. Lou
Grantwas such a strongly written and well-acted

series that it’s still fun to watch. Catch it tonight on
Middle EastTV at 11.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Nobody's late—have a

little patience! 13,2,4,4)

10 Detestable fault he
corrected (7)

11 Rigidity of stone in
construction (7)

12 Spinning yarn? Never! (4)

13 Locks are the key to its

existence (5)

14 In a zoo you may see one

close up (4) *

17 Make the most of an
adventure t.7)

18 Down-payment I posted off

17)

19 Stout boss is a fool (7)

22 Bad dreams I interpret

wrongly l7)

24 It's always the dream ofthe
French to retire (4)

25 Several studies with one

key? SfcnpidJ 15)

26 Henry's last catch from the
river? (4)

29 Comments concerning
examination results (7)

30 Having favourites,
relatively speaking (7)

31 Radio receiver used in
security (8,5)

DOWN
2 Goes flat .out arranging

tenancies to rent (4,3)

3 News in the Foreign Office

(4)

4 Dashing chap with exotic

tan on cheek (7)

5 Apparent, but not in a
sister's concern (7)

6 little money at the end of

the holiday (4)

7 Men said to be not men at

all (7)

8 Revised view of earth,
perhaps (6,2,5)

9 Blown up charge (8,5)

15 Make yourself fearfully

small (5)

16 Pass out with many a
twitch (5)

20 It gives warm support to

aspiring glider-pilots (7)

21 Furniture employed off

stage (7)

22 Kind of lodge Monica’s
built (7)

23 It extends from Castile (7)

27 He makes rice pudding (4)

28 Record the same note
twice—it's sharp (4)

SOLUTIONS

Quick Solution

ACROSS: I Wrest, 4 Arrmnt, 9

NuaitL 10 Defoe. 11 Eels, 12

Carport, 13 Wok, 14 Etch, 16 Cote.

18Wet,20Barlecb,21SlBr,24TroU,

26 Lexicon, 26 Melody. 27 Ditch.

DOWN: 1 Wander,2 RxtoL3Turk. S

Redirect, « Affront. 7 Twenty, B

Block, IS Wheedled. iSTnnooU, 17

Sfc/tksB, » Whelp, 18 Btweh, 22

licit, 23 Axed.

quick crossword

ACROSS

7 Superior (6)

8To shackle (6)

IQ Copy (7)

11 Passage (5)

12 Otherwise (4)

13Rough& noisy (5)

lTTwenty (5)

18 Formerly (4)

22 Modify (5)

23 Dominate (7)

24Summary (6)

05 Reviewer (6)

DOWN
1 Dry apt 7)

2 In opposition to (7)

3 Postpone (5)

4 Italian composer
(7)

5 Wash oat (5)

6 Bury (5)

9 The rule ofman (9)

14 Caustic (7)

15 Lie (7)

16 Meditate (7)

19 Cheerful (5)

20 Direct (5)

21 Way in (5)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise

Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Moses m Jewish Tracflton 8:30
Society 9:00 Reading
Comprehension 9:05 Nature 9:25
Pretty Butterfly 9:45 They Simply Said
No 10:00 Family Relations 10:30
General History -11:00 Scientists
11:15 Candy Can Do It 11:25 Looking
at Arithmetic 11:45 Judaism 12:15 Life

Sciences 12:20 Mathematics 12:35
French 12:50 Social Studies 13:10
Dala Bank 13:30 Scar/ Tales 13:45
Kitty Car and Tommy 14:00 Shatttel

Quack 14:25 Cubs Tales 14:35
Za'alan 14:50 Gay2, Gal and Gifi

15:00 Preny Butterfly

CHANNEL 1

15:31 Friends of Shush 15:50
Timeless Land 16:00 Zap to Click
1&30 A New Evening
ARABIC PROGRAMS
17:00 European Soccer Cup 19:00
News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 News Heacflir.es 19:31 All

Beginnings Are Difficult 20:00 Mabat
20t20 European Soccer Cup 22:35
Songs trom Musicals - segment of the
25th anniversary celebrations of the
Jerusalem Theater Aimed on May 22
23:30 News 00:00 European Soccer
Championships 00:20 Language
Comer with Avshatom Kor

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Genie and the Captain 13:30
Power Rangers 14:00 Flying Doctors
15:00 Halfway Across the Galaxy -
science-fiction drama for children
15:30 Dave's World 16:00 The Bold
and the Beautiful 17:00 News maga-
zine with Rafl Reshet 17:30 An
Together Now IB.'OO Senora 19:00
Central Park West 20:00 News 20:30
Super Model TJ6 - annual contest
conducted by dam Halsha in con-
junction with the (mage model agency.
This year, for the first time, male mod-
els will also participate. 21:50 Mad
Dog and Glory (1993) -A good-heart-
ed but timid policeman does a favor

for a Chicago underworld character.

The reward comes in the person of a
sexy lady, who is sent to him for a
week. The outcome is an imposstole
romantic triangle which changes his

life forever. Starring Robert De Niro

and Uma Thurman. (96 mins.) 00:00
News 00:05 A SmaD Place 00:35
Moonlight 1:25 Moonlighting 2:15
Lonely Knights - wealth and social

responsfafity go hand in hand lor the

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are
charged at NIS28.08 par line,
including VAT. Insertion every flay
of the month costs KISS20.65 per
Bne, including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in Engfch. daily

Sun.-Thur.. tl a.m. from Bronfman
Reception - Centre, -j. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 8. 23. 26,
28. -For into, cal 882819HAOASSAH.
Visit the Hadassah installations. Chagall
Windows. TeL 02-418333. 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Roland-Roeenberg Collection 24 master-
pieces by modem artists. Fauvism Wild
Beasts. Josef Beuys Drawings and
Objects- Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchin:
Blocked Wei Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVHJON FOR CONTEMPORARY ART.
I Am You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays tO a.m.45 p.m.

Tue. 10 ajn.-l0 p.m. Frl 10 am-2 p.m.

Sal. 10 3 pm Meyerhoff Art Education
Center. Tef. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupal Hoiim Clam, Straus A.
3 Avigdori, 706660; Balsam, Satan e-Din,

272315; Shuafet Shualat Road. 810108;
ar Akfawa, Herod's Gate, 282058.
Tel Aviv: Shtomo Hemetech, 78 Shlomo
Hametech. 524-6461; Kupal Hollm
MaccabL 7 HaShfa. 546-5558. Tfll 3 a.m.

', 12S Ibn Gvirof. 546-

Ramal
London

Minisiore Superpharm, 4 Shaul
Hametech, 696-0115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Magdfef, 54
Magdiel. Hod Hasharon. 915567.
Netanya: Rala-Et, 14 Stamper. 331107.
Krayot area: Hype rpharm Ata. 53
Ha’atzmauL Kiryal Ala, 844-8132.
Haifa: CarmeUt, 6 EJiahu Hanavi, 867-

5175.
Hendfya: Cial Pharm. Beit Meritaam, 6
Mask): (cnr. Sderot HaqaKm). Herzlrya

Pituah. 558472, 558407. Open © ajn. to

midnight.

upper Nazareth: Cial Pharm, Lev HaV
Mail, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal,

orthopedics, obstetrics. ENT): Bflcur Hofim
(surgery]; Hadassah Ein Kerem (pedi-

atrics, ophthalmology).

Tef Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
fn emergencies dial id (Hebrew) or 911— “

ti> in most parts d the country. In

AaMod* 551333 War Sava’ 902222
AStfceton 551332 Nanartya' 912323
Beastxtur Z747G7 Netsnrsr
Bed Snemesh 523133 PetaiTHcva- B3«itt
Dan Becon- 5733333 Renew jlS1333

Eft* 333444 Ration' 96^2333
Haifa* 6812233 Saied 920333
Jerusalem- 523133 Tm AwiW 5*60111
Karm-er 9985444 Tiberias- 792444

Metric intensive Care UratpaCU) service in the

area, amni tie stock.

Medical help tor tourists (m English)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205, for emer-

gency calls 24 hours a day, tor information

in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional Fits Aid. 1201. also;

Jerusalem 610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chiV

dren/youth 6961113), Haifa 8672222/3,

Beersheba -494333. Neianya 625110.
Karmtef 9686770, Kfar Sava 7674555,
Hadera 346789.
WIzo hotlines for battered women 02-

6514111. 03-5461133 (also in Russian).

07-378310, 08-550506 (also in Amharic).

Rapa Crisis Center (24 hours], Tel Aviv

5234819. 5449191 (men), Jerusalem

255556. Haifa 6530533, EJfat 31977.
Hadassah Medea! Organization -Israel

CancerAssociation telephone support ser-

vice 02-247676).

Netanya: Laniado.

Lonely Knights, cne c! vjhon finds

himsat tom between his ieve for an
ambitious young journals: and his

determination to anonymously bui6 a
food bank lor toe homeless 3:50 On
the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:05 The Mask 15:30 Mac and
Mutley 1&O0 The Nature ot Things
16:55 News flash 17:00 European
Championship 1996 18:45 Varieties

19:00 Le Journal 19:15 French pro-
gram 1%3Q News Headlmes 19:35

Cinema. Cinema. Cinema 20:00
American Char: Shew 20:45 The
Fresh Pnnce cf Bel-Air 21:10 Biacke’s
Magic 22:00 News -n English 22:25
Countersinke 23:15 Short Story
Cinema 23:50 Nelson's Column

MIDDLE EAST TV

10:00 Changed Lives 10:30
Lighthouse 11:30 Hour cl Power
12:30 Central Message 13:00 Love
Worth Finding 14:00 Benny Hinn
14:30 John Osteen 15:00 to Touch
16:00 Light for a!i Nations 16:30
Tunes ot Jcy 17:00 One Crazy
Summer (1986) - an asprmg artist

and an aspiring snger fan m iewe dur-
ing the wild antics ol a summer vaca-
tion at Cape Cod (£9 m-.rs.i 16:30
Beverly HitbiBies 19:00 Bob Newhart
19:30 Rhoda 20:00 Remington Steele
21:00 Cats Eyes 22:00 Hill Street
Blues 23:00 Lou Grant

CABLE
rrv 3 (33)

16:00 News in Arabic 16:15 Open
Stocfo 16:45 Arabic debate 17:15 On
the side ol Justice 18:00 Weekly
Column (Arabic) 19:00 News in Arabic
19:30 Today - news in Russian 20:00
Mabat news 20:45 Telekesset 21:15
Hunter at the Top - three-pan docud-
rama about James Hall, a talented,

cold-blooded and successful hunter
22:05 David Bowie special in

advance ol his live performances in

Israel 00:00 Closedown

a ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Haydaze 16:00 Final, lor now
16:30 With a Geographic Eye 17:00
Great inventors - animated series

17:35 Legacy for the Future 18:30 A
New Evening (rpt) 19:00 Zombit
19:30 Weekly magazine in Russian
20:00 A New Evening (with subtitles in

Russian) 20:30 Family Album
21:00 That Obscure Object of Desire

(1977, Spanish) - the last film made
by surreafist Louts Bunuei. Absurd
romance about a manwho faffs in fove

with a strange young woman who dri-

ves him crazy but keeps drawing him
back.

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Days of Our Lives

(rpt) 11:20 Peria Negra (rpt) 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas 13:30

Starting at 1:30 14:05 21 Jump Street

14:55 Falcon Crest 15:50 Days of Our
Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas

18:00 One life to Live 18:45 The
Young and the Restless 19:30 Local

broadcast 20:00 Peria Negra 20:50
Seinfeld 21:15 Friends 21:40 E.R.

22:30 The Client -23:20 Wings 23:45
Melrose Place 00:35 Babylon 5 1:20
Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL

10:30 Enigma (1982) (rpt) 12:15 Le
Quai des Brumes (1938, French) - a
kincffiearted soldier gone AWOL res-

cues a young girl from a vicfoLfa gang
of criminals (86 mins.) 13:45 Seeing
Stars 14:30 Mob Justice (1991) (rpt)

16:05 Battling for Baby (1991) (rpt)

17:40 Casablanca Express (1989) -
Winston Churchill is on a train bound
for the Casablanca Conference, and

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE In the Bleak
Midwinter 5 Heat 9:30 * The PresWto
10:45 G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mai (Matfha; *
788448 Grumpier Old Men#Whke
SquaDfaAmerican Quftt 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 *
Secret ol Roan Inah 4:45. 7:15 *
Executive Decision 9:45 * Fargo 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 * The BWcage 4:45. 7:15. 9:45
* Strange Days 7:15, i0 * Print Fear
430. 7SiT 10 JERUSALEM THEATER
20 MarcusSt• 617187 Netty et M. Amaud
7. 930 w Before the Ran 7, 9:30 RAV
CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card
Reservations** 794477 Rav^Mecher
Budcfing, 19 Hatxnan St. Tafpiot Now and
ThanfaGH BfaDevfl in a Blue Dress«The
Juror 5. 7:30, 945 Toy Story (Engfch
dialogue) 730 City HaB 9:45 * Bed ol

Roses 5. 7:30, 945 * 7he Hunchback ot
Notre Dame (English dialooue) 5. 7:30,

TO. AVT^
lHetxew dialogue) 5

CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St *
5772000Heavenly Creatures 5. 7>15. 945
* City Lights 930 D1ZENGOFF «
5172923 white Squall*Leaving Las
Vegas u a.m, i. 3. 5. 7:45. 10 The
Monster 1, 5, 10 DRIVE IN Executive
Decision TO * Sex FJhn 12 nm^
GAN HAIR * 5279215 71 Ibn C
Priscfaa 230. 945 * Dead Man 1

5. 730 GAT Last Dance 5. 730, 94i
GORDON Eat Drink, Man.Woman 530.
7:45, TO G.G. HOD 1-4 • 5226226 Hod
Passage, I0t Dizengotf Si. The
BlrdcageteAmerfcan Quift

Grumpier OW Men 5. 730. 10 -* Fargo 5.

750, 10 LEV 1-4 * 5288288 Shanghai
Triad T2rT5, 2:30. 5:1 5. 7:45. 10 *
Antonia's Line 12 noon, 2. 4:45. 730. 945
* La Hussard sur la Toft 12 noon *
Secret ol Roan Enteh I2:i5. 2i5, 5:15.

7:45. 10 * Strange Days 2. 4:30. 7:15,
10 G.G. PE’ER American
QuttteGrunpfar MenteFarao 5. 730. 10

Strange Days 4:30, 7:15. 10 * The
Birdcage 5. 7:30. 10 RAV-CHEN*
5282288 Drzengol! Center^The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (English dialogue) 730.
945 * The Juror 5. 730. 945* Now and
Then 5, 7:30. 945 * City Hatt 1130 am.
230. S, 7530, 945 * Bed of Rosas 1130
am, 230, 5. 730, 945 * Toy Story

(Ehgfaft afetogue/ ri3Q am, 230. 730.

945 * The HuncWacK ol Notre Dame
(Hebrew datogue) 230. 5 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV-OR 1-5 *
5102674 Opera House Mighty

AphrodttetStar ManGff Postino Girl
6#Devi in a Blue Dress 5. 730. 9:45 G.G-
TAYELET 1-3 «r 5T 77952 2 Yona Hanavi

SL Sense and SertsibllityfaExecuiive

Decision 7:15, 10 * Twelve Monkeys
730, 10 G.G. TEL AVIV « 5281181 65

Poster SL Twelve Monkeys 5, 730, 10 *
Primal Fear 5, 7:30. to *Barti Wire 7:30,

10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM tr 6961297 87

Shaul Hamefefch BoulevanJ Netty at M.

Amaud 5, 8, 10
HAIFA _
CINEMA CAFE AMAMl * 8325755
Shanghai TrfadGStar Man 7:15. 9:15

ATZMON 1-5 « 8673003 Barb
WirafaGnanpier Men 4:30. 7. 930 *

8353424 Fartne/B 7 * Cluaicm 9:30
ORLY* 8381868 Sen» And SeitsMRy
630, 9:15 PANORAMA 1-3 * 8382020

The SinteagefaAmerican Quilt 430. 7.

930 * Fargo 430. 7, 930 RAV-GAT 1-2

*8674311 The Juror 4:45, 7, 915 * The
Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Engfisft cfle-

fogue) 5. 7, 915 RAV-MOR 1-7 ^
8416896] Bad ol Roses 4:45. 7. 915 *

he Na2is' are frying lo kidnap him.

With Glen Ford and Donald
PJeasance (87 mins.) 1915 Trouble in

toe Ctty ol Angels (1987) - one brave

stiaighf cop fights toe Crime and cor-

ruption ol Hollywood in its glory days
(91 mins.) 20:50 Whai's New at toe

Movies 21:00 Schemes (1995) - nine

months after bis wife’s death, Paul
falls in love with Laura, a friend of his

wile's ol Whom he had never heard
(91 mins.) 22:35 Jaws IV: The
Revenge (1987) - final installment of

the Cotogs ol the white shark. With
Michael Caine. (86 mins.) 00:05 FTW
11994) (rpt) 1:45 Overkill (1992) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden
(rpt) 8:35 T2U Tau (rpt) 9:00 Sonic (rpt)

9:35 Sweet valley High (rpt) 10:05
Beverly Hills 90210 (rpt) 11:05
Chiquiiftas (rpf) 12:05 Family
Package (rpt) 12:30 Saved by the Bell

13:00 Surprise Garden 13:35 The
Forest of Wishes 14:00 Stories of the

Be Wood 14:35 Alice in Wonderland
15:05 Nils Hdgerson 15:35 Punky
Brewster 16:05 California Dreams
16:30 Saved by the Bell 17:05 Little

University - Encyclopedia 17:30 Hard
Times on Planet Earth 18:15 Alvin

and the Chipmunks 18:35 Tau Tau
(rpt) 19:00 Sonic (rpt) 19:30 Three's

Company 20:00 Married with Children

20:25 Roseanne 20:50 The Ren and
Stimpy Show 21:05 Big Brother Jake
21:30 Drop toe Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Scenes from a Marriage - part

2 22:40 The Merchant of Four
Seasons (1972, German) - A German
youth, rejected by his family and girl-

friend because of his work as a fruit

peddler, marries a woman who
despises him and set upon a path of

self-destruction. With Hans
Hirschmuller and Hanna Schygulla.

Directed by Rainer Maria Fassbmder
(84 mins.) 00:10 The Squeaker (1965,
German) - Complex action movie with

a variety ol plots involving a daring

diamond thief. Based on an Edgar
Wallace novel. With Klaus Kinski.

Directed by Alfred Vohrer (73 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 True Love
Waits (rptj 13:00 Peak Performance
(rpt) 13:30 The Next Step (rpt) 14:00
Open University 16:00 True Love
Waits (rpt) 17:00 Peak Performance
(rpt) 17:30 The Next Step (rpt) l&'OO

Open University 20:00 Wild Islands

21:00 Human Nature 22:00 Human
Language 23:00 Wad Islands (rpt)

23:50 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00

Business Week 7:30 NBC News 8:00

Only Business 8:30 The Winners
9:00 Inspirations 10:00 fTN News Live

10:30 Air Combat 11:30 Portraits of

toe Century 12:00 S<*>ersbop 13:00
The McLaughlin Group 13:30 Europe
2000 14:00 The First and the Best
14:30 How to Succeed in Business
15:00 Gillette World Sports 15:30

Horse Racing 16:00 PGA Golf

Tournament 18:00 Meet the Press

19:00 ITN News Live 19:30 First

Class Around the World 20:00 Wine
Express 20:30 The Best of the Selina

Scott Show 21:30 Peter Ustinov

Presents: Bach 22:30 ITN News Live

23:00 - Gatorade Triathlon, Hawaii.
00:00 The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno 1:00 The Late Show with Conan
O’Brien 2:00 Talkin’Jazz

STAR PLUS

6:00 Eek toe Cat 6:30 inefia Business
Week 7:30 The Road Show 8:00
Amid India Show 8:30 Cricket - series

9:30 The FaB Guy 10:30 Vegas 11:30
The Prime Suspect II - miniseries:

part 2 13:30 The Love Boat 14:30 The
World Around Us 15£0 The Road
Show IflrtO Amu! India Show 16:30
The McGregor Saga 17:30 Beverly
HiRs 90210 18:30 Picket Fences

CINEMA
Devfl in a BhM Dress 4:45. 7. 9:15 * Now
and Then 4:45. 7, 9:15 * The Juror 4:45.

7. 9:15 * Toy Story (Engtsh dfatogua) 7,

9:15 * Toy Story (Hebrewdialogue) 4:45 *
Girt 6 4:45, 7. 9:15 RAV-OR 1-3 *
8246553 Now and Than 4:45. 7. 9:15 *
DevH to a Blue Dress 4:45. 7. 9:15 * Girl 6
7, 9:15 * Dracufa 4:45
AFIJLA
RAV CHEN * 6424047 Birds In Neutral

7, a30 * Whitt SquaMMlghty Aphrodite
7,930
ARAD
STAR * 950904 Sense and Sensibility

7:30 * Barb Wire ID * The Last Dance
7:30, 10 * Shanghai Triad 730. 10
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 An Eye (or an
EyeGBaro WireWWhite Squan»7Wetve
Monkeys 5, 7.30, 10 * Executive
Decision 430. 7:15. 10 G.G. ORI 1-3*
711223 The BtoJcaga 5. 730. 10 * Sense
and SenstoiBtytePrfmai Fear 430, 7:15,
10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 White SquBlMThe
BtrdcageibAn Eye loran Eye 5. 730. 10 *
Primal FaarWEXecutive Decision 4:30,

7:15, 10 RAV CHEN * 711223 Now and
ThenfaTheJurorttJevB to a Blue Dress 5,

730. 9:45 * Dracula 5, 730. 9:45 * The
Last Dance 5. 730. 9.45
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 The
BJrdcageGNow and ThenGThe Juror 5.

730. 9:45 * White Squatt 5. 730, 9:45 *
Primal Fear 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Up Close
and Personal 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 * II Postino
5. 730, 9:45
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Primal FearWTWetve Monkeys
430. 7: 15, 10 * twelve Monkeys 430.
7:15. 10 * White Small 5. 730. 10 RAV-
NE6EV 1-4 *236278 Now and Then 5,

730, 9:45 * Devil In a Blue Dress 5, 730.
9:45 * Last Dance 5, 7:30, 9:45 * Dracufa
Dead aid Loving it 5 * The Juror 730,
9:45
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Executive
Decision 8
BLAT
KOLNOA EILAT twelve Monkeys 730,
10 Barb Wire 730, 10 «r White Squall
730, 10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Sense and Sensibility 4:45.
7:15, 9:45 * Primal FearteAntonfa's Line

fiiERZLJYA
Shanshai Trtod 5> 7ao- 10

COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN;

«

6902666 Devfl in Blue Dress#Star Man 8,

8. 10 * Primal Fear 730. 10 * Antonia's

Ltoe 730. 9:45 * Fargo 10 * Dracufa 730
DANIEL HOTEL The
9*5
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Last Dance 7.

9:30 te Devff In Blue Dress 7. 930 *
Eecuthre Dedsfon 7.930
KFAR SAVA
G-G. GIL *7677370 Grumpier
MenVWhite Squall 5, 730. 10 * Pnmal
Fear 4:30. 7:15, 10 * American
QuBtfargoThe Birdcage 5. 730, tQ *
Strange toys 430. 7:15, 10
K1RYAT BlAUK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 * 779166 Barb

Sensibility 7.930* Strange Days 7. 930
* Executive Decision 7. 930 * Ace
Ventura 4:45
KIRYAT SHEMONA
G-G. GIL« 6905080 White Squall 430, 7.

Birdcage 7:is.

19:30 Street Legal 20:30 21 Jump
Street 21:30 Star Trek: The Next

Generation 22:30 India Business

Week 23:30 Amul India Show 00:00

Oprah Winfrey i;00 Hard Copy 1:30

Home and Away 2:00 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Morion 7:30 Basic

Training i5;45 Bodies in Motion 16:16

Soccer European Cup - live broad-

cast 17:00 The Extreme Olympics

19:00 Car Racing: Indy Tour 20:00
NBA Action 20:30 NBA Basketball:

Preview of toe draft 22:00 Brazilian

League Soccer 23:30 European Cup
Soccer

EUROSPORT

9:30 Formula 1 Magazine 10:00
Soccer European Cup - quarter-final

(rpt) 12:00 Soccer European Cup -

quarter-final frpt) 14:00 Tennis:

German Open finals - live 16:00 Goft
German Open 18:00 Motor Sports
Magazine 19:00 Soccer. European
Cup - quaner-final 20:30
Bodybuilding: European
Championships. Romania 21:30
Soccer European Cup - quarter-final

(rpt) 23:00 Car Racing: Indicar, US -
live 1:30 Boxing: Supermiddleweighi
bouts, England

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Badminton: Asia Cup finals - five

9:00 Baseball: College League, men's
final 12:00 PGA Gott 12:30 American
Football 13:00 Chinese League
Soccer Shanghai vs Beijing - live

15:00 To be announced 15:30
Badminton: Asia Cup finals (rpt) 20:30
Tennis: Wimbledon

,

95 - documentary
21:30 Boxing: Heavyweight bouts, US
23:30 Thai Boxing 00:30 Chinese
League Soccer Shanghai vs Beijingm
BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:30 Horizon 7:20
Britain in View (rpt) 8:25 India
Business Report (rpt) 9:20 This Week
(rpt) 10:05 Correspondent 11:30 Time
Out Film '96 12:30 Auction (rpt) 13:05
Everyman 14:20 Face to Face (rpt)

15:05 The Travel Show (rpt) 16:05
Breakfast with Frost 17:30 Top Gear

' 18:05 Horizons (rpt) 19:30 Time
More Rhodes Around Britain ,.pt)

20:20 On toe Record 21:20 Window
on Europe (rpt) 22:05 Under the Sun
23:30 Time Out: Foot in toe Past
00:00 World Business Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 J.W.

Hertefc Trumpet concerto in E flat;

Beethoven: Sonata m A lor vioSn and
piano op 47 "KreutzeT (Y. and J.

Menuhin): Dvorak: Symphonic
Variations op 78; Rachmaninoff: Piano
concerto no 3; Shostakovich:
Symphony no 11 12:00 Light

Classical - Vivaldi: Violin concerto in E
(Mintz/lCO); Krommer. Clarinet con-

certo in E flat; Mozart Piano concerto

no 19 (Perahia/ECO) 13:00 Artist of

the Week - Yehudi Menuhin.
Tchaikovsky: Violin concerto in O;

Berg: Violin concerto 14:06 Encore

15:00.JFrom the Record .Shelf 16:00.
Music for Sunday - Bach: Cantata no
21; Srfidbeft Mass iruC D452I-CRE.
Bach: Magnificat 18:00 New CDs =-

Busoni: Sonatina no 6; Massenet
The Dawn; Barber: Capricorn

Concerto; Liszt: Faust Symphony
20:05 Before toe Concert 20:30 From
Our Concert Halls - five broadcast

from Wix Auditorium, RehovoL
Rehovot Camerata, cond. Avner
Biron, soloist Walter Hauzig (piano).

Ravel: Pavane pour une intante

d§funte; Menahem Wiesenberg:
Fantasy for strings (Israeli premier^);

Ravel: Le tombeau de Couperin;

Mozart Piano concerto no 20 23:00
Sounds to End the Day

930 * Barb Wire 4:30. 7. 930 * Sense
and Senstointy 430. 7. 9-J0
LOD
STAR Bart) WIreWI Postino 720, 10 *
Sense and Sensibility 7:15. 10
MEVASSERET ZION
G.G. GIL Primal Fear 430, 7:iS, 10 *
The Birdcage 5. 730. 10
NAHARIW
HECHAL HATABBUT City HaB 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL The BirdcageDBarfc
WireWTWelve Monkeys 4:30, 77 930 *
Primal Fear*Executive- Decision
•Antonia's UneftWhtte Squall 430, 7.

930
NESS ZIONA
G-G- GIL 1-4* 404729 Fargo#American
Quilt•White SquaM 5, 730, 10 * Primal
Fear 430. 7:15. 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Primal Fear 430,

7:15, 10 * Fargo»American QuffWThe
Btrdcaaa«WhMa Quirt 5, 730, 10 RAV
CHEN Now and ThtsriWTevfl

In Blue Dress 5. 730, 9:45 * The Juror 5,

730. 9:45 * The Last Dance 5. 730, 9:45

OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN Executive Declston«The
Last Dance#Copyeat 7, 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL An Eye lor an Eye#The
Birdcage#Sart> Wire#PrimaI Fear S, 730,

PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL White Squall 5. 7:30, 10
* Primal Fear 4:30. 7:15. ID * The
Birdcage 5. 730. 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 «
9340818 Sense and SensibiHty 430, 7:15.

10 * Strange Days 430, 7:15, 10 *
Shanghai Triad 5. 730. 10
RA'ANANA
CtN-MOFET Antonia's Une 830 PARK
Now and Then#Primal Fear 5. 730, 10:15

* White Squatt 5. 730 * The BWcage 5,

7:30 * The Juror 1 0:15 Fargo 10:15 *
Star Man 5, 730
RAMATGAN-
RAV-GAN 1-4 = 6197121 Now and Then
5. 730, 9:45 * The BWaflMBad ol

Roses 5. 7:30. 9:45 * The Last Danoe
9:45 + Toy Story lEngtsh dialogue) 730 *
Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV-
OASIS 1-3 ^ 6730687 The Juror«Whlte
Squatt 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Primal Fear 4:45.

7:15, 9.45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 tl Postino 7:30. 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 B- 362864 Sense and
SensfiriUtyMTha Birdcage«White Squad

7:15. 9:45 * GrumpierOW Men 730, 9:45

RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 Primal

Fear«Strange Days«l>refve Monkeys
430. 7:15. 10 * White Squaimi Poattoo

5. 730. f0 HAZAHAV The Birdcage 5.

730. 10 * American Quftt 5 730. 10 *
Grumpier OkJ Men 5, 7:30, 10 RAV
CHEN * 9670503 Devil In a Blue

DressBThe Juror 5, 7:30, 9:45 * Nowand
Than 5. 730. 9:45 * Bed ol Roses 5, 730.

9:45 RON Twelve MonkaysWExeeuttve

DecisionWSense and Sensibility 730, 10

STAR 1-4 * 9619985-7 27 Lishinsky SL
FargoUBarP Wire•Birds in

Neutral•Devil to Blue Dress 730. 10

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Now and Then 5,

730. 9:45 * DevH In a Bhie Dress 5. 730.
9:45 * Bed of Roses 5, 730. 9:45 * The
Juror 5, 730. 9:45

Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: HaKa 728878
AH times are pjn. unless otherwise ind-

rated.



UJA fund-

raisers calling

for religious

status quo
MARILYN HENRY

AMERICAN Jewish fund-raisers,

haunted by foe specter of a "Who Is

a Jew” problem, win in [reduce a
resolution this week in the Jewish
Agency assembly calling on the

new government to resist changes
in the religious status quo.

“This is a devastating issue" in

the US, said a fund-raiser from the

Midwest who did not want to be

identified. “We are trying to pro-

mote the partnership [between
Israel and the Diaspora]. It's diffi-

cult when Israel questions my
authenticity as a Jew.”

Several hundred key UJA fund-

raisers from more than two dozen
states were in Jerusalem last week
to view a variety of programs
underwritten by the money" they

raise in the US. Many had anec-

dotes of encounters with contribu-

tors who said they would cut or

withdraw their support of UJA if

there was a retreat from the reli-

gious status quo.

“We have a fair number of [con-

tributors] who, under a strict inter-

pretation, wouldn't qualify as Jews
under the Law of Return,'' said the

Midwestern fund-raiser. “How can
Israel take our money, then say

we're not kosher?”
The muscle of the mainstream

American Jewish philanthropic

organizations is drawn largely from
the Reform and Conservative

movements, which each have high

rates of intermarriage. “In my com-
munity, people are obsessed with

the fact that, God forbid, ifanything

happens and their children need to

move to Israel, Israel won't accept

them." said a fijnd-raiser from New
York State.

The resolution, which is expected

to be approved, would reaffirm the

agency’s support for religious plu-

ralism. The measure is being put

forward by the United Jewish

Appeal. United Israel Appeal and

the Council of Jewish Federations,

interlocking agencies that last year

provided some $200 million to the

Jewish Agency.

It calls"on the government not to

allow any change in the Lautf of

Return and to abstain from legisla-

tion that “would redefine conver-

sions, or other issues, in a way
which may estrange major parts of

Jewish people from their linkage to

the nation, to their culture and the

Jewish state."

Diaspora fund-raisers are under

intense pressure to raise their sup-

port for the Jewish Agency, which

has been flat in recent years.

Although the Reform and
Conservative movements are united

in seeking full recognition and
authority in Israel, there also appears

to be a growing tension between

them. Many in" the Conservative

movement chafing under their lim-

ited status in Israel, lay some of the

blame on Reform for diluting the

definition of Jewishness in the name
of inclusion.

“They didn’t help with patrilineal

descent" said one Southern
Conservative fijnd-raiser.

The Jerusalem Post Sunday, June 23, 1996
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Interior Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani tours the Western Wall on Friday with Police Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz Heft) and
Jerusalem Police Commander Aryeh Amit. Kahalani denied allegations by PA officials that there was a secret plan to allow Jews to

f
f t

,

he Temple Mount ‘I think that the way things have been with the Jews having their area to pray [at the Western Wall], and
the Moslems theirs [at the mosques on the Ifemple Mount], is the best solution,’ he said. He revealed that there would be a discus-
sion in the government this week on policy toward Orient House, the PLO headquarters in Jerusalem. <Texn boj Human; Photo: Brian Hendicr)
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Auschwitz development
plans changed

WARSAW (Renter) - A Polish

developer, whose plans for a super-

market opposite Auschwitz aroused

fierce criticism, agreed on Friday to

build a center serving the museum
at the death camp instead.

Hie governor of the southern

Polish province ofBielsko-Biala, in

which Auschwitz is located,

announced the decision after meet-

ing the developer, Janusz
Marszalek.

“It was agreed that the new
investment program will not take

the form of a.„ market or supermar-
ket. but focus on arranging parking

and accompanying services,"

Governor Marek Trombski's office

said in a statement

Marszalek agreed not to resume
building work tomorrow, as he bad
previously said he would if local

authorities failed, to decide on the

project’s future.

Early this year Marszalek's

scheme to build a supermarket and

fast-food outlet for local townsfolk

in existing buildings opposite the

museum gates prompted an outcry

from Jewish and other organiza-

tions abroad and within Poland.

Critics, backed by Polish

President Aleksander Kwasniewski,

said the scheme was inappropriate

across the street from die museum.
Local authorities ordered a halt to

construction, a decision challenged

by Marszalek, president ofthe Maja
company, who said building delays

were costing his firm money.
However, Marszalek's revised

scheme is unlikely to end the con-

troversy because many critics,

including the World Jewish
Congress, have strongly criticized

his actions.

Iraqi student contacts
Israeli professor for help

YOCHI DREAZEN

AN Iraqi graduate student turned

to an unlikely source for help on
her dissertation in applied linguis-

tics - the chairman of Bar-Dan's

English Department.

“I am badly in need of your help."

Zahra’a Nasit Talib wrote Prof.

Bernard Spolsky, in a letter mailed

from Jordan, before asking him for

recent material on her topic.

“I am sorry for annoying you
with a subject that might not be of

your interest. Forgive me! Believe

me that your comments and opin-

ions will be of great value for me,"
she concluded.

Spolsky’s wife, Ellen, said the

request almost went unanswered.

“As chairman of the department,

he's naturally veiy busy," she said.

“He thought the letter was a joke,

and was about to throw it away
when I offered to handle it.

“We don’t really know who she

is. or how she found her way to

Bernard. Bui we had extra copies

of most of what she asked for, so
we were glad to help.”

THE Health Ministry has given

“approval in principle” for the

opening of the country's 23rd in-

vitro fertilization unit - this time in

a private hospital in Haifa. The
numberofsuch units percapitahere

is already three tiroes that in foe US.
The newest IVF unit is to open

soon at Haifa’s Horev Medical
Center, a branch of foe Heiziiya

Medical Center, which performs

surgery on an outpatient and brief

inpatient basis. It will be the third to

be set up in a private center, after

Assuta Hospital in Tel Aviv and the

HMC’s main hospital in Heiziiya.

HMC said the queue for IVF in

Haifa's public hospitals is six

months long. Most general hospi-

tals in the country have an IVF unit,

and more still (including Laniado

Hospital in Netanya) are. ip foe

process of getting pemrissian.ro

open me. This despite the fact that

research studies abroad show that

when such services are spread too

thin, with fewer patients in each

unit, success rates fall significantly.

Even the best units have a 20% to

25% live-baby rate for Infertilecou-

ples.

Dr. Neri Laufer, chairman of the

Israel Fertility Society, said he is not

opposed to opening additional IVF
units if they reach a "critical mass”
of at least 230 procedures a year, so

staffers gain enough experience.

Dr. Yoram Lotan, the ministry

official in charge of licensing med-
ical institutions, said yesterday

there is “no logical basis" for pre-

venting the establishment of anoth-

er IVF unit at the Horev Center, and
foal the ministry has issued “guide-

lines to ensure quality control” in

the units and consider their contin-

ued activity on the basis of profes-

sional criteria.

Winning cards

In yesterday’s MifaJ Hapayis daily

Chance card draw, foe lucky cards

were the ace of spades, seven of

hearts, jack of diamonds and eight

of clubs.

with TONY LITT LE, your own certified PERSONAL TRAINER,
America's favorite morning television exercise star-

Start with just 5 minutes a day - you'll see results within 30 days
Exercise at your own rate - without jumping - in a choice of 3 workouts:

(All tapes in English)

^ TARGET - FITNESS (60 minutes...

Improve your overall physical fitness level

JP Price NIS 49.00

TARGET - THIGHS (length approx. 35 min.)
Strengthen the thighs and bottom while shaping your body
IP Price NIS 41 .00

TARGET - STOMACH (length approx. 35 min.)

Jliftf
Strengthen stomach muscles while slimming your body shape
|P Price NIS 41 .00

Cassettes feature a running clock; choose from 3 levels of skill portrayed
simultaneously with inset picture; includes tips on eating wisely

JP SPECIAL; All three for NIS 119

To; The Jerusalem Post, POB 81 , Jerusalem 91000
Please send me the following video cassettes:

TARGET-FITNESS TARGET-THIGHS TARGET-STOMACH
I have enclosed my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit

card details:

O Visa Q I5C/MCD Q Diners Q AmEx

— Exp. _

, Address

,

Code

ID No.

Signature

.
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US

• for your help and for that ofthe Goyemment of ISRAEL
in realizing our national objectives^' J

• for breathing new life into the periphery
• for transforming these areas into flourjdhirifyqgd

prospering communities

• for providing a rich and Variedcommunity life and
quality education for our children "v

• for the development of a netw<^^
advancing aliDf flm

:
;• forthe development cftbe reirionAf

*
•

»

• fbr justifying ifargifeathopes that we placed in you.

\
thank you

A¥pd3r - Chairman - Union of Local Authorities in Israel

\\ and Heads of Local Authorities in Israel

Together we will continue to realize the dream,


